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(1) 

EXPLORING THE USE OF TECHNOLOGY AND 
INNOVATION TO CREATE EFFICIENCIES 
AND HIGHER QUALITY IN HEALTH CARE 

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14, 2016 

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, 

SUBCOMMITTEE ON HEALTH, 
Washington, D.C. 

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:05 a.m., in Room 
1100, Longworth House Office Building, Hon. Pat Tiberi [chairman 
of the subcommittee] presiding. 

[The advisory announcing the hearing follows:] 
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<¥) 
WAYS AND MEANS 
CHAIRMAN KEVIN BRADY 

Chairman Tiberi Announces Hearing on Exploring the Use of 
Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies and Higher 

Quality in Health Care 

House Ways and Means Health Subcommittee Chaim1an Pat T iberi (R-OH) announced today 
that the Subcommittee will hold a hearing on Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to 
Create Etliciencies, Higher Quality, and Better Access for Beneficiaries in Health Care. The 
hearing will take place on Wednesday, September 14, 2016 in I 100 Longworth House 
Office Building, beginning at 10:00 AM. 

In view of the limited time to hear witnesses, ora l testimony at this hearing wi ll be from invited 
witnesses only. However, any individual or organization may submit a written statement for 
consideration by the Committee and for inclusion in the printed record of the hearing. 

DETAILS FOR SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN COMMENTS: 

Please Note: Any person(s) and/or organization(s) wishing to submit written comments for the 
hearing record must follow the appropriate link on the hearing page of the Committee website 
and complete the informational fom1s. From the Committee homepage, 
h!!P-:1/waysandmeans.house.gov, select "Hearings." Select the hearing for which you would like 
to make a submission, and click on the link entitled, "Click here to provide a submission for the 
record." Once you have followed the online instructions, submit all requested 
information. ATTACH your submission as a Word document, in compliance with the formatting 
requirements listed below, by the close of business on Wednesday, September 28,2016. For 
questions, or if you encounter technical problems, please ca ll (202) 225-3943. 

FORMATTING REQUIREME 'TS: 

The Committee re lies on electronic submissions for printing the official hearing record. As 
always, submissions wi ll be included in the record according to the discretion of the Committee. 
The Committee will not alter the content of your submission, but we reserve the right to format it 
according to our guidelines. Any submission provided to the Committee by a witness, any 
materials submitted for the printed record, and any written comments in response to a request for 
written comments must conform to the gu idel ines listed below. Any submission not in 
compliance with these gu idelines will not be printed, but will be maintained in the Committee 
files for review and use by the Committee. 
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All submissions and supplementary materials must be submitted in a single document via emai l, 
provided in Word format and must not exceed a total of I 0 pages. Witnesses and submitters are 
advised that the Committee relies on electronic submiss ions for printing the official hearing 
record. 

All submissions must include a list of all clients, persons and/or organizations on whose behalf 
the witness appears. The name, company, address, telephone, and fax numbers of each witness 
must be included in the body of the email. Please exclude any personal identifiable information 
in the attached submission. 

Failure to fol low the formatting requ irements may result. in the exclusion of a submission. All 
submissions for the record are final. 

The Committee seeks to make its faci lities accessib le to persons with disabi lities. If you arc in 
need of special accommodations, p lease call 202-225- 1721 or 202-226-34 11 TTDfTTY in 
advance of the event (four business days notice is requested). Questions with regard to special 
accommodation needs in general (including availabi lity ofConunittee materials in alternative 
formats) may be directed to the Committee as noted above. 

Note: All Committee advisories and news releases are available at 
http://www. waysandmeans.house.gov/ 
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Chairman TIBERI. The subcommittee will come to order. Wel-
come to the Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health hearing on 
exploring the use of technology and innovation to create effi-
ciencies, higher quality, and better access for beneficiaries in our 
healthcare system. 

Over the last decade, Congress has passed several pieces of legis-
lation that would expand the use of health information technology 
on a wide scale, helping to spur a wave of innovation and techno-
logical advancement. While these advancements have, in part, been 
utilized under meaningful use in the Electronic Health Record In-
centives Program, there are a myriad of companies out there in-
venting and developing and groundbreaking products that we do 
not yet see in Federal healthcare programs, like Medicare. The 
commercial sector of health care is utilizing many of these innova-
tions on a yearly basis to improve systems, medical facilities, bene-
ficiary care, and collaborative care efforts. To date, Medicare has 
fallen significantly behind these efforts. 

We are here today to kick off discussions about the innovative 
and technological aspects of health care and explore how we can 
use already available emerging technologies to increase efficiency, 
reduce waste, improve outcomes, and create greater access to care 
for beneficiaries in the Medicare space. What I hope we can talk 
about today is not about increasing or decreasing Medicare spend-
ing but about using the existing dollars already in the program 
more efficiently, focusing on goals, like giving patients more time 
with their physicians, clinicians, and more control over their health 
information. 

I have heard from providers back in Ohio about clinician short-
ages that are jeopardizing access for Medicare beneficiaries who 
need the care. That scenario is both unacceptable and untenable. 
There are better ways to deliver care if we can lift barriers and 
incentivize greater efficiency among all providers. Partnering with 
those who share these goals, including those who are already devel-
oping innovative products to create these efficiencies, will be a posi-
tive step towards bolstering Medicare solvency. 

It is important to recognize what steps have already been taken 
to bring these technologies into the Medicare space. We can learn 
lessons from the implementation of the HITECH Act. Additionally, 
we can build upon the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization 
Act, or MACRA. Rather than create more bureaucratic layers, Con-
gress should continue to remove some of the regulatory burdens 
and barriers constricting advanced partnerships between tech-
nology and health care. 

During today’s hearing, we will discuss the role of innovation in 
the healthcare industry, look at how providers are leveraging the 
power of technology to cut cost and improve care for all patients, 
and explore how Congress can apply these lessons in order to fur-
ther break down barriers, rather than create them, to improve 
Medicare for beneficiaries and ensure that taxpayer dollars are 
being spent with these goals in mind. 

I now yield to the distinguished ranking member, Dr. 
McDermott, for the purposes of an opening statement. 

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Thank you for calling this hearing. In my opinion, it could be one 
of the most important hearings we have held during my time as 
ranking member on the subcommittee. 

Innovation will be central to our efforts to address rising 
healthcare costs. Currently, the United States spends 17.5 percent 
of our gross domestic product on health care, and it is still rising. 
And although the Affordable Care has helped slow that growth, we 
still have work to do. 

Innovation through electronic health records, telemedicine and 
delivery system and payment reform must be part of our discus-
sion. So I am interested in hearing from our witnesses about our 
progress in these areas. 

I am also interested in hearing about the challenges we continue 
to face, because recent events suggest that turning an innovative 
idea into reality isn’t always a straightforward process. We often 
point to Accountable Care Organizations as an example of an im-
portant tool in our effort to shift toward a value-based system. If 
successful, they are supposed to lead to better outcomes at a lower 
cost. Care will be coordinated. Unnecessary services will be re-
duced, and the patients will be healthier. 

But recently, last week, the New York Times reported on the 
challenges facing Dartmouth, an innovator that has struggled to 
make their ACO model work in practice. Although Dartmouth was 
improving quality and reducing cost, it found that the ACO was 
unsustainable and had to withdraw from the program. This is just 
one data point. You can’t draw straight lines with one data point, 
and it certainly doesn’t mean ACOs are failures. What it does 
mean is there are questions we need to ask. 

We are trying to figure out where we are going as a country and 
how we can turn our investments and innovation into sustainable 
models moving forward. The process involves collecting data, trying 
new ideas, and learning from our experiences. My hope is that we 
can work together to do this in a bipartisan way. It hasn’t always 
been easy. I know the Center for Medicare and Medicare Innova-
tion, for example, has become embroiled in partisan politics. That 
is a shame. The work that the Innovation Center is doing will help 
us become more efficient and achieve our shared goals of con-
taining costs. I am hopeful we can work together to support these 
efforts in the future. 

We have a great panel today, and I would like to hear our wit-
nesses speak about the things they are doing to innovate and im-
prove care. And I look forward to hearing from them about what 
works, what hasn’t worked, and where they think we are heading, 
because I know we can all agree that without meaningful action on 
cost containment, we will continue down an unsustainable path in 
health care in this country. I look forward to a productive discus-
sion this morning, and I hope we can work together to find solu-
tions. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Without objection, other members’ opening 

statements will be made part of the record. 
Today’s witness panel includes four experts. I would first like to 

yield to the gentleman from Pennsylvania, who will introduce our 
first witness. 
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Mr. KELLY. Thank you, Chairman. 
I want to thank Chairman Tiberi for his leadership in convening 

today’s hearing to improve health IT and innovation in today’s 
healthcare field and to generate greater efficiency for America’s 
seniors and patients as well as saving U.S. taxpayers an awful lot 
of money and doing it in the right way. 

A leader in this field is TeleTracking, a company based in west-
ern Pennsylvania. In fact, it is in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. 
TeleTracking’s president Michael Gallup is testifying before us 
today to share TeleTracking’s success in transforming companies 
from a patient flow automation company to a real-time automated 
operations management provider. TeleTracking’s winning strategy 
has helped healthcare providers achieve broad operational effi-
ciencies and cost savings. Mr. Gallup is leading TeleTracking’s 
transformative healthcare policies. I look forward to his testimony 
today. 

And on a personal note, Mr. Chairman, I would like to just brief-
ly talk about a man named Victor Phillips, who died March 21, 
1991. Mr. Phillips had open heart surgery, was in the hospital. And 
after the event, he had to be taken downstairs to another room for 
another event to take place or some type of a healthcare thing. I 
think it was dialysis. After they completed that, Mr. Phillips was 
on a gurney for almost 3 hours, because they forgot where he was. 
So he laid on this gurney for 3 or 4 hours. Finally, somebody came 
by and said: What is this patient doing here? 

They said: We don’t know. He had a procedure done. 
They said: He needs to go upstairs. He just had open-heart sur-

gery, and he has been disconnected from all his monitoring ma-
chines. 

They got Mr. Phillips up to his room, but by that time, he had 
slipped into a coma. He lived for about a week. Now, this is a guy 
who was a World War II veteran. He survived the battlefield, but 
he did not survive his time in the hospital. And I can tell you that 
Mr. Phillips at that time was 77 years old. I knew him for about 
10 years. And the way I met Mr. Phillips is he was the father of 
my wife. And I watched as he lay dying and thought, if somebody 
had known where he was, this never would have happened. 

TeleTracking is a type of company that says: This isn’t going to 
happen anymore. We are doing it more effectively, more efficiently. 
And I tell you what: There is not a day that goes by that I don’t 
thank the private sector for coming in here and telling us how to 
solve problems. The solutions are there with you. You have done 
great work. 

Chairman Tiberi, I mean this sincerely. Thank you so much for 
bringing this hearing up. And I really wish I could go back in time 
to see my father-in-law again, and I am sure I will see him again. 
But it was really—to sit and watch that man, after going through 
open-heart surgery and then get lost, not because he wasn’t able 
to survive the surgery; he was lost somewhere in the whole system. 

So, Mr. Gallup, thanks for being here, and thanks for all of you 
being here. You do great work, and we look forward to your testi-
mony. Thank you. 

Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Kelly, for sharing that story. 
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I would now like to yield to the gentleman from Oregon for our 
next introduction. Mr. Blumenauer. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
My introduction is not quite as dramatic as my friend from But-

ler, but it is no less heartfelt. Welcoming Jared Short. Cambia is 
headquartered in Portland, Oregon. It is a collection of companies. 
Jared at one point managed their seven—I can’t keep track of all 
of them—seven health insurance plans for the four northwest 
States. But, most recently, he has been focusing on areas of innova-
tion, technology. They have services and technology, and Jared, as 
the chief operating officer, has been focused on that. 

I have been pleased to work with his company with people who 
are there who are committed to the same sort of collaboration that 
my friend from Butler referenced. It has helped me in my service, 
and I think we have been able to add some additional benefit for 
the legislative process. And I am looking forward to Jared’s presen-
tation today, and I think you will find it informative. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Blumenauer. 
And, finally, I am going to recognize Mr. Kind from Wisconsin to 

introduce our third witness. 
Mr. KIND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, I especially want to welcome Dr. Long. He is the 

chief medical officer and vice president of systems at ThedaCare in 
Wisconsin. It is the third largest healthcare provider in the State 
of Wisconsin, I believe still the largest employer in the north-
eastern part of the State as well, and one of the leaders in Afford-
able Care Organizations, the coordination of care, one of the lowest 
cost, highest quality providers we have throughout the Nation. I 
have had, on occasion, the chance to stop by and visit Dr. Tous-
saint, the team there, and seeing the work up close, what they are 
doing. And they are really pioneering a lot of interesting, innova-
tive programs, especially in the so-called super-utilizer category 
that I am sure Dr. Long will touch upon a little bit, hopefully, in 
his testimony. I know he did in his written testimony. 

And it is one of the great challenges that we face, the fact that 
20 percent of the population is consuming over 80 percent of the 
healthcare expenses, and how do we provide better coordination 
and quality of care at a better price for that high-risk population 
to begin with? 

So, on behalf of our State, we are very proud of the work that 
ThedaCare does, and, Dr. Long, welcome to the committee today. 
Thanks for being here. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Kind. 
And, finally, I would like to recognize Paul Black, the chief exec-

utive officer of Allscripts. He will be third on our panel today. We 
welcome all four of you for this innovative hearing. 

Mr. Gallup, you are going to go first. And it is great to see you 
again. We had a great visit at Ohio State, and my friends there are 
excited to work with you and have seen great results because of the 
work that you have done. So you are recognized for 5 minutes. 
Thanks for sharing your story with us today. 
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STATEMENT OF MICHAEL GALLUP, PRESIDENT, 
TELETRACKING TECHNOLOGIES (PITTSBURGH, PA) 

Mr. GALLUP. Thank you, Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member 
McDermott, and distinguished members of the Subcommittee on 
Health. This is my first time doing this and could be my last, de-
pending on how it goes, since my boss is sitting behind me. So be 
nice. 

It is our great honor to be here today and discuss how innova-
tions to drive efficiency in health care can increase access for all, 
provide a better experience for caregivers at a lower cost. Each 
year, nearly 2 million patients walk in and walk back out of an 
emergency department because they are tired and frustrated from 
waiting. Millions more find themselves waiting more than 6 hours 
to get a hospital bed. Every minute of every day an ambulance is 
diverted from its intended hospital, yet there are seven open beds 
for every two admitted patients. And why? Because there has been 
very little innovation or attention given to the logistical flow of pa-
tients, caregivers, assets and materials. 

We are here today with evidence to show that complete visibility 
and automation of logistics for everything in health care—beds, op-
erating rooms, infusion chairs, patients, staff, equipment, et 
cetera—through a centralized command center can fundamentally 
change access to timely care for beneficiaries and decrease the frus-
tration for doctors and nurses that they are suffering today. 

Efficiency and automation is not about cutting back on vital re-
sources or labor. It is, however, about eliminating the documented 
waste of nearly $1 trillion annually. There are vital minutes, hours, 
and even days wasted in the system because we lack the necessary 
transparency and automation that is so prevalent in other service 
industries. Forty-six minutes was just enough time to save the life 
of a new mother suffering cardiac arrest. That is the amount of 
time it took for her to be transported from a regional hospital’s 
emergency department to an intensive care unit at Baptist Memo-
rial Hospital in Memphis, Tennessee, following an emergency C- 
section. A physician made one call to the Baptist operational com-
mand center. This coordination center automatically set up trans-
port and secured on-call specialists in the matter of minutes. Upon 
her transfer, the specialists saved her life. This is efficiency. 

What if that new mother’s ambulance was redirected to another 
facility 15 minutes away, an occurrence that is all too common? We 
see a Nation in which every health system is enabled by an oper-
ational command center connecting care for doctors’ offices to clin-
ics to hospitals and beyond, one that places real-time data in the 
hands of clinicians and administrators, one that sees everything— 
beds, patients, staff and equipment—one that serves as a care traf-
fic-control center. Dr. Joseph Underwood III at New York Pres-
byterian credits his coordination and command center with reduc-
ing the amount of time patients spend in the emergency depart-
ment and allowing his doctors to spend more time with new pa-
tients. This is efficiency. 

Recently, a senior hospital executive called me and shared two 
stories, one about a patient in rural Texas who had suffered a 
stroke in need of immediate care at the right facility. With one call, 
transport was on its way, doctors and clinicians were alerted, prep-
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arations were made in real time. And as a result, the patient re-
turned to his family completely healed. 

Even at 95 percent occupancy, this health system has been serv-
ing 2,000 more cases just like this every month without any added 
cost. The same executive went on to share, with this additional 
growth, his hospital system was able to serve thousands of commu-
nity members without the means to pay for their care that they so 
desperately needed. This is efficiency. 

Efficiency is more than digitizing medical records. While crucial 
to the information sharing, medical records are not built to facili-
tate the movement of patients through a system. We are not seek-
ing a handout, but we are asking you to consider the possibility of 
a truly efficient care delivery system. Michael Zamagias, the major-
ity shareholder of TeleTracking, has dedicated himself to it for 25 
years—who, mind you, pays 100 percent of his employees’ health 
care and has invested nearly a billion dollars into making 
healthcare command centers a reality. 

Through efficiencies and increased productivity, these care traf-
fic-control centers are self-funding. No additional taxation is need-
ed. Through these types of efficiencies, we can serve millions more 
patients by utilizing our underutilized assets, helping coordinate 
care so our doctors and nurses don’t suffer from the wasted time. 
Less frustrated doctors and nurses are happier people. And by the 
way, those clinicians want this. I recently asked a nurse with a 
new command center what it meant to her, and she simply said: 
It changed my life. I spend my time with my patients now. This 
is efficiency. 

And one last story. TeleTracking was built on the premise that 
too much money created this problem and too little money will 
solve it. As an example, a chief executive officer called and thanked 
me for saving 308 jobs in his hospital as he eliminated costs from 
his system through the command center that allowed him to keep 
more clinicians and provide better care. This is efficiency. 

Thank you, Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott, and 
members of the subcommittee. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Gallup follows:] 
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Statement of TeleTrac•king Technologies, Inc. at the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health 

Hearing on Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies, 
Higher Quality, and Better Access for Beneficiaries in Health Care 

September 14, 2016 

TeleTracking appreciates the opportunity to address the House Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health to 

discuss how to improve the quality and efficiency of our health care system while reducing costs, particularly with 

regard to the nation's hospitals. We commend the Subcommittee for your interest in this important issue. We 

especially want to thank Subcommittee Chairman Tiberi for visiting The Ohio State University Wexner Medical 

Center and observing firsthand how TeleTracking's patient flow solutions can help hospitals improve how they 

manage the patient health care experience. 

TeleTracking's mission is to optimize health system operations by enhancing patient flow with solutions and 

services that enable the highest quality of care delivery and coordination. What does i t mean to enhance patient 

flow? It means helping hospitals care for more patients without building more physical space or purchasing more 

beds. It means making sure that patients don't languish in emergency rooms- or leave the hospital without 

receiving care - because of long waits for beds. It means harnessing technology to make the most of the resources 

already within the health care system to improve quality of care, minimize waste, and decrease health system 

costs. And, it means unburdening care providers so that they can focus their attention on the patients who need 

them. 

With TeleTracking's 25 years of experience in the industry, and hundreds of millions of patients helped, we have a 

unique perspective. Our experience has taught us that the most valuable assets in health care are the care 

providers and their ability to spend time with patients. We also see that the health care system in the United 

States is In crisis. Hospitals are running inefficiently- patients seeking care are often turned away, care delivery 

is suboptimal, and benchmark costs far exceed other nations. 

This is not just about costs or financial performance. uforty-six minutes was just enough time to save the life of a 

new mothe~1 
began a recent news story about how the process efficiencies gained at Baptist Memorial Health 

System are having lifesaving effects. After an emergency cesarean section, a new mother suffered cardiac arrest 

and needed to be transferred from one facility's emergency department (ED) to an intensive care unit at Baptist's 

flagship hospital. If Baptist had performed l ike an average US hospital( this young mother would never have had 

the chance to meet her new baby. Baptist's streamlined patient flow processes, service standards and 

technologies supported caregivers in their efforts to save this young mother's life, and undoubtedly the lives of 

countless others. 

To this end, the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) targeted patient flow as a viable improvement 

strategy in 2011.' And, the Institute of Medicine (10M) identified billions dollars of waste in the health system 

diverting resources away from patient care. A focus on health care operations is a theme within the 10M's 

recommendations on how to best address that waste and improve care quality.' Additionally, the Institute for 

Healthcare Improvement (IHI) calls for a solution that addresses three interconnected objectives which include 

improving the patient care experience while reducing the per capita cost of health care.s 

It is apparent that an operational focus is needed to drive down costs, improve efficiency, and assure all patients 

receive timely access to care and sufficient time with caregivers.• This requires a set of initiatives that improves 
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the flow of patients within the system through research, innovation, and performance standards. Improved flow 

can help us care for more patients w ithin our existing infrastructure. 

The Problem of Woste in Heolth Core 

Every year, 1.9 million people leave emergency departments (ED) without being treated after becoming frustrated 

with long waits. 
7 

Every minute of every day, an ambulance patient is diverted away from his hospital of choice 

because of insufficient capacity. ' In an average year, already-admitted hospital patients spend a total of 4.3 

million days waiting to be moved into their inpatient beds and receive the care they need. 

The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has recognized the importance of ED wait times, putting 

measurement and reporting requirements in place as part of its Hospital Inpatient Quality Reporting Program in 

2014.9 While publication of wait time information is useful, patients needing critical emergency care typically don't 

have the luxury of being selective about where to go-particularly in medically underserved areas. Instead, 

hospitals need to know about the tools available to help them improve. 

Every hour that a patient waits to receive the inpatient care he needs, he faces objectively worse health 

outcomes.
10 

Based on a recent study, an estimated 1.2 million admitted patients annually face an 80% or greater 

increase in the risk of death because they spent 12 or more hours waiting for an appropriate inpatient bed:' Each 

year, 400,000 patients" spend three extra, avoidable days in the hospital because it took 24 hours or longer to find 

an appropriate inpatient bed after being admitted through the ED. A 2015 report produced by the 10M Committee 

on Optimizing Scheduling in Health Care, revealed how process inefficiencies in the Veterans Administration Health 

Care System led to reduced access to care and potentially avoidable deaths." Too often, patients are not able to 

access the care they need, when they need it, despite the fact that US hospitals run at an average occupancy 

rate of around 61%:• 

With over $3 trillion per year" spent on health care in the us." our country is ranked first in the world based on 

per capita health care spending." At the same t ime, Bloomberg ranks the US 44'" out of 51 similar nations based 

on the performance of our health system. 18 These statistics suggest that our health care system is inefficient and 

underperforming. In fact, the 10M estimates that $750 billion of the money we spend on health care each year is 

wasted.19 

Unfortunately, problems associated w ith accessing care could get worse. Over the next 10 years, we, as a 

country, should expect significant shortages in the number of practicing physicians and nurses2 0 At the same time, 

we should expect to see continued increases in the demand for care. Every day 10,000 Americans turn 6521 

becoming Medicare eligible-an age at which roughly SO% of lifetime health care expenditures begin to occur!' In 

fact, as we approach 2050, the Medicare population is expected to be twice as large as it was in 2010.'3 The 

grow th of the Medicare population will put additional strain on the health care system. Additionally, we are seeing 

increased demand for health care from Americans newly insured under the Affordable Care Act. 24 

As demand continues to increase, our already inefficient system will be further taxed and patients will continue 

to suffer unless changes are made. Building new hospitals and improving clinical efficiencies only solve a portion 

of the problem; these act ions cannot address all resource limitations and waste. We need to explore what blend 

of process redesign, performance standards, and technology adoption will increase our capacity to move 

patients safely through their episodes of care. 
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Current Progress Is Not Enough 

As a nation, the changes we are making to public health program reimbursement, population health programs, 

health insurance product design, fraud and abuse prevention, and transparency are all important steps. Each of 

these elements must be part of a solution that addresses the areas where our health system is functioning poorly. 

However, it will take years to realize the benefits of many of these long-term initiatives, and they still only address 

a portion of the problem. 

From an operations perspective, health care is still largely chaotic- it's disaggregated, highly variable, and poorly 

measured. Unlike nearly all other industries, health care has yet to fully implement modern process improvement 

methodologies, which focus on eliminating non-value-added elements in every process. Yet operational process 

improvement and enabling technologies promises to allow health care to achieve •an environment in which 

potential problems are anticipated, detected early, and virtually always responded to quickly enough to prevent 

catastrophic consequences. ,.lS 

for health care, operational performance is closely tied to patient flow. Patient flow is the set of interconnected 

processes that move inpatients and outpatients through the health care system from admission to discharge and 

back out into their communities for follow-up care. A breakdown of the $750 billion wasted per year shows that 

nearly half is associated with inefficiencies in the administrative processesu necessary to deliver patient care21
-

the non-value-added waste that Lean methodologies are designed to eliminate. Without the tools needed to 

gather, t rack and report on data in real-time, health care organizations cannot make timely and informed 

adjustments to maintain safe operations in the face of increased demand. 28 Due to process inefficiencies and lack 

of visibility, the health of patients is compromised because patients cannot access care when they need it. 

Although agencies like CMS are capturing statistics on certain patient flow measures, US hospitals are not being 

held accountable to specific performance standards. By including discharge planning and 30·day readmission 

rates in its Conditions for Participation, CMS is already having a positive impact on health care cost and quality.29 

Additional focus on operational quality metrics can support the implementation of process improvement 

methodologies that will save lives and create a more sustainable health care system. 

The Role of End-to-End Patient Flow 

A focus on improving end-to-end patient access and flow throughout the health care system will have a 

transformative impact on productivity, utilization and the timely delivery of quality care. In its landmark study on 

how the US can provide better care at a lower cost, the 10M identifies a focus on health care operations as a key 

opportunity to improve patient health and lower medical costs. 30 Additionally, government agencies like the AHRQ 

have already identified patient flow as an important focus for hospital leaders.11 Enabling and sustaining 

technology in conjunction with lean methodologies will improve patient flow processes and deliver better care. 

Simply put, patient f low standards and process improvements save lives and allow more patients to get the care 

they need. End-to-end patient flow is the core operational process that providers need to optimize and manage as 

an integrated system. One academic study suggests that reducing the average boarding t ime in the ED from six 

hours to four hours across the US could create the capacity to help 9.7 million more patients per year in urban EDs 

with a potential of $12 billion in additional revenue" per year.33 At a time when 30% of all hospitals have 
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negative operating margins," these types of revenue gains are important to keep our system from collapsing. 

Not only will a foc,us on patient flow save more lives, It will allow the health system to continue to do so in the 

future. 

The impact can extend to government programs like those run by CMS. When more than a third of all hospital 

stays involve a Medicare·eligible patient!' efficiency gains will have a significant impact on this population and 

Medicare expenses. For example, recent research suggests that Medicare pat ients experience 1.2 million avoidable 

Inpatient days per year due to complications correlated with ED boarding times."' At an average expense per 

inpatient day of $5,687" across the US, this amounts to $6.6 billion of potentially avoidable expenses Impacting 

Medicare every year. 

The Impact of on End·to·End Patient Flow Focus 

Technology Innovators, like TeleTracking, are already focused on decreasing costs and increasing efficiency In 

health care environments. By providing solutions that enable best·in·class patient flow processes, TeleTracking 

helps hospitals care for more patients without building more physical space or buying more beds. An independent 

study of TeleTracking's solutions conducted by the RAND Corporation shows that its end·to·end patient flow 

platform can: 

Decrease the average length of stay for Inpatients by over 18%.38 

Create ED capacity for 12% more patient visits without any additional bed count or adversely affecting 

care quality.u 

Increase the number of monthly admissions per licensed bed by nearly 30%. 

Congressman Patrick Tiberi experienced the impact that TeleTracking's end·to·end patient flow solut ions can have 

during his visit to The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center. Through better management of Inpatient 

admissions and discharges, the Wexner Medical Center ED experienced a 42% decrease in diversion hours and a 

38% decrease In patients who left without being seen. Efficiency in moving pat ients out of the ED and into the 

rest of the hospital allowed the Wexner Medical Center to keep i ts ED open to new patients and see patients who 

would otherwise have gone home without treatment after a lengthy wait. 

The results experienced at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center are not unique. In its first five years 

with TeleTracking. the Children' s Hospital of Atlanta created capacity to make sure an additional14,000 children 

received the care they desperately needed. Rush University in Chicago was able to realize an additional $40 

million in margin per year that it could then reallocate and use to provide additional patient care. Carillion Clinic 

in Roanoke, VA leveraged TeleTracking's end·to·end patient flow solution to Increase Its patient volume by nearly 

1,000 patients a year while running at 98% capacity. 

The Tronsformotive Impact of Technology and Visibility 

The health care system, with its patient arrivals and departures, needs to coordinate the complex work of multiple 

teams and draws many similarities to the aviation industry. The aviation industry has focused on process 

improvement, measurement, and the adoption of technologies to increase the efficiency and safety of its service. 

In the early days of flight , bonfires and physical lighthouse beacons were used to guide pilots to landing strips. The 

int roduction of ground to air radio communication, radar tracking systems, the development of centralized traffic 
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control hubs, and powerful computational algorithms now help to manage flight paths and collision risks have 

made air travel nearly 100% safer since 1966 alone, in spite of a 96% increase in the numbers of passengers in the 

sky.60 

Imagine what air travel might be like today if the industry suddenly stopped using radar and reverted to using 

decentralized, airline specific ground to air communic.ation and bonfires as their only wayfinding tools. The 

health care system is essentially doing just that: using phone calls and paper based processes to find beds for 

admitted patients or move patients to and from procedural areas. Indeed, as Mark Chassin, M.D., FACP, M.P.P., 

M.P.H. of the Joint Commission points out, Hhospital care is almost 3,000 times less safe than air travei.N41 

Without patient flow technology, our health care workers are faced with unpredictable environments where it is 

difficult to complete simple tasks like identifying the best bed for a given patient. Breakdowns in communication 

and lack of visibility cost billions of dollars a year and prevent people from getting the care they need.'' 

Only half of all hospitals in the US have some form of patient flow technology in place." TeleTracking estimates 

that fewer than half of all hospitals have centralized "air traffic control" departments with the ability to manage 

patient arrivals and bed assignments. Even fewer hospitals have the technology to ensure the right assets, e.g. IV 

stands, which patients need every day, are automatically delivered to patient rooms at the time of admission. 

Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) cannot address the problem of operational waste. In fact, we see that the cost 

of labor in health care is increasing seven times faster than its productivity rate44 even though over 90% of 

hospitals have adopted an EMR system.45 

Conclusion 

The goal of process improvement is not to build more EOs or hospital beds. The goal is to care for more patients 

with existing infrastructure and resources. We believe that investing in patient flow technology and setting 

standards for health care operations will provide an immediate impact on the health care system. Every patient 

should be able to move from admission to discharge and back out into their communities by receiving the most 

efficient and effective care. With that goal in mind, the benefits of better patient flow can support the cost of our 

other, neces.sary structural changes. This solution will help hospitals provide better care to more patients by: 

Getting patients admitted to the right hospital and the right bed for them, the first time; 

Allowing clinicians to spend more time on patient care by standardizing and automating routine 

communications; 

Increasing the utilization of scarce resources like hospital beds by better managing the infection 

prevention workflow and making them ready for the next, waiting patient; 

Monitoring and managing discharge proces-ses to get healthy patients home more quickly; 

Predicting demand to better match staff and resource needs to future patient admissions. 

TeleTracking has consistently done this through the implementation of our end·to·end patient flow platform for 

the last 25 years. This visibility has enabled many health systems to manage their patient flow processes and 

reduce waste and inefficiency. There are many ways these process improvements can be used to strengthen 

additional heal th systems throughout the country, particularly in medically·underserved areas where efficient use 

of resources is especially critical. We would be honored to serve as a resource for the Subcommittee in expanding 

the reach of these improvements. We also offer a few concrete ways that the Subcommittee can promote process 

improvement in our health care system: 
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1. In order to improve efficiency and patient outcomes, we recommend a careful evaluation of potential 

gaps in the quality metric.s on which hospitals are measured. Additional emphasis on operational metrics 

around ED boarding/wait times and inpat ient discharge aligned with incentive programs could support 

current quality Initiatives while Improving access to care. 

2. Encourage AHRQ to provide funding and support for research projects focused on developing 

comprehensive knowledge about best practices In end-to-end patient flow. The organization should help 

hospitals understand how end-to-end patient flow platform technologies and process redesign can 

promote hospital efficiency, expand patient access, and improve patient outcomes, particularly in rural 

and urban health systems and/or VA Veterans Integrated Service Networks. 

3. The Subcommittee could also encourage the CMS Innovation Center to launch an initiative to speed the 

adoption of best practices in patient flow. This would dovetail with the work currently being done by CMS' 

Strategic Innovation Engine around identifying innovative practices related to streamlining patient flow 

and care coordination. Such a patient flow Initiative would: (1) support new service delivery models and 

better care transitions and service delivery; (2) reduce provider overhead costs associated with bundled 

payment arrangements and other innovative payment I delivery models; and (3) test how to maximize 

the impact that patient flow technology can have on the future of health care. 

As a count ry, we can improve our health care system through better patient flow. TeleTracking can provide 

information on over 80 health systems where our technology is providing great value and consistent patient flow 

outcomes. The technology Is already deployed across more than 800 hospitals and nearly 40% of the hospital beds 

in the United States. With the Subcommittee's attention to an operational, patient flow focus in health care, we 

can revolutionize American health care- not through building hospitals and buying beds, but by serving more 

patients more effectively with the resources we already have. 
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Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Gallup. 
Mr. Short, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF JARED SHORT, CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, 
CAMBIA HEALTH SOLUTIONS (PORTLAND, OR) 

Mr. SHORT. Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott, and 
members of the subcommittee, my name is Jared Short, and I am 
the chief operating officer for Cambia Health Solutions in Portland, 
Oregon. Cambia is a not-for-profit health solutions company that is 
committed to creating personalized experiences for people and im-
proving the healthcare system. We are best known for creating the 
employer coverage insurance market a hundred years ago, but our 
footprint has grown. We are a family today of 20 companies, serv-
ing 80 million people, integrating technology to make health care 
simpler and more personalized. Cambia is making care simple for 
people by creating a consumer experience platform powered by 
technology. We are putting people at the center of everything and 
connecting the dots in health care that have not been connected be-
fore. 

With our tools, people can search for treatments. They can find 
out how much they cost. They can schedule appointments. Lastly, 
they can have drugs and medical devices delivered to their homes. 
And if they need help, we can help them with a human being. In 
my written testimony, we give examples of our health solutions and 
list our entire set of direct health solutions companies. 

For now, let me give you an example of one of our solutions, 
HealthSparq, a transparency tool that allows people to shop for 
healthcare services. It is a first-of-its-kind platform, launched in 
2005, that shows individuals the price and quality of healthcare 
services, allowing them to comparison shop and make appoint-
ments. Think of it like an Amazon or Expedia experience, but for 
health care. HealthSparq is a simple one-stop-shopping experience. 

We have another solution called MedSavvy that helps people un-
derstand whether a prescription medication will work for them. 
MedSavvy provides information about the effectiveness and cost of 
prescription medications at a personalized level. It assigns each 
drug a letter grade, like a report card we would receive in school, 
so people can more easily compare one drug to another. Both pa-
tients and prescribing doctors can access the MedSavvy data that 
is used to determine the grades and post ratings and reviews about 
their own medication experiences. 

Another Cambia investment company, GNS Healthcare, is a com-
pany that collects patient data, analyzes it, and determines which 
treatments are the best match for individuals. GNS also has the 
capability to predict which patients are most likely to stop taking 
their medications. This process helps people have more success 
with their care plans and helps organizations lower cost related to 
medication adherence, diabetes, oncology and more. 

At Cambia, we understand that health care is complex and it is 
personal, which is why we are focused on putting the consumer at 
the center of everything we do. Cambia’s platform is all about mak-
ing it easier for consumers to learn, decide, and pay for health care, 
without intruding on the important relationship with trusted doc-
tors. 
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Elderly patients are frequent users of healthcare services. Today, 
there is an opportunity to expand these tools and capabilities into 
our senior population. We can help them save money, help the sys-
tem save money, and it gives our seniors the health care they hope 
for and, quite frankly, they deserve. 

The Medicare program, by the way, can modernize its systems 
just like the private sector is doing. Beneficiaries can access the 
same capabilities that will allow them to live healthier and better 
lives. 

Cambia looks forward to helping the members of this committee 
transition Medicare into the next generation of data analytics, 
healthcare coordination, and patient engagement. Seniors are just 
as eager for timely, consumer-friendly access to care. They do not 
want to go in and out of hospitals when they do not need to, and 
our system can no longer afford this level of inefficiency. 

Cambia is interested in partnering in a broader discussion about 
how to apply our innovations to the Medicare program to our sen-
iors so they can have access to modern, high-quality experience. 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. Cambia 
Health Solutions will be pleased to share additional information 
about our platform. Healthcare innovation is a work in progress, 
and we stand ready to assist the subcommittee as it continues its 
exploration of how technology can improve health care and the ex-
perience for Americans and their families. Thank you. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Short follows:] 
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Cambia Health Solutions Testimony 
U.S. House of Representatives Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health 

Hearing on Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies and 
Higher Quality in Health Care 

September 14, 20 16 

Chairman Brady, Subcommittee Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott, and 
Members ofthe Subcommittee: 

My name is Jared Short and I am the Chief Operating Officer of Cambia Health Solutions 
headquartered in Portland, Oregon. 

Cambia is a nonprofit health solutions company that is committed to creating 
persona lized experiences for people and improving the health care system. We are best 
known for creating employer-based health insurance I 00 years ago, but today our 
footprint has grown. We are a family of20 companies serving 80 mill ion people, 
integrating technology to make health care simpler and more personal ized. 

As members of this Committee know well, health care in America is undergoing rapid 
change. Now more than ever, people have the abi lity to take a more active role in 
managing their own health. To respond to this demand, the marketplace is introducing 
hundreds of new consumer products and services. 

And while the scope of these emerging technologies is breathtaking, people do not want 
to be overwhelmed with shiny new products - they just want health care to be simpler. 

Cambia is making health care simple lor people by creating a human services platform, 
powered by technology. We are putting people at the center of everyth ing and connecting 
the dots in health care that have not been connected before. With our tools, people can 
search for the treatment they need, fi nd out how much it wil l cost them, schedule an 
appointment, and have drugs or a medical device delivered to their home - all in one 
place. If they need help, we have a human being wait ing to talk to them. 
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Let me give you an example of one of our hea lth solutions; a transparency tool that 
allows people to shop for health care services called HealthSparq. It is a first-ot~its-kind 
platform that shows individuals the price and qual ity of health care services, allowing 
customers to purchase whi le they shop. People will particularly appreciate the fact that 
their health insurance information is already loaded into the system, so they wi ll know 
instantly what their out-ol~pocket costs wil l be. Cambia was a pioneer in the transparency 
space, developing th is program in 2005. You may think of it as an Amazon or Expedia
like experience, but for health care. Today, the HealthSparq tool serves 74 million 
insured people across 71 health plans access to the vital information they need to 
c.ompare procedures and providers. HeahhSparq reduces multiple fntstrating searches 
into a simple, one-stop shopping experience. 

We have another solution called MedSavvy that helps people talk to their doctors about 
their prescription drugs. It is an online tool that provides information about the 
effectiveness and cost of prescription medications. MedSavvy assigns leiter grades - like 
a report card in school. A drug wou ld be assigned an "A" or a "B" or a "C" or worse ·· so 
people can more easily compare one drug to another. Patients and their prescribing 
doctors can access the evidenced-based data analyzed by our team of specially-trained 
phannacists that is used to determine the grades. People can also post ratings and reviews 
about their own medication experiences. MedSavvy offers a new and simple way for 
patients to understand what their medications can do, and gives them the abi lity to 
discuss them intelligently with their doctor. 

Another example of how we are simplifying healthcare is Caremerge, a company we 
invest in that created a web-based "dashboard" that allows everyone involved in a 
patient's care to see what is going on. The goal is to improve communication and care 
coordination among seniors, their famil ies, health care providers and insurers. With 
Caremerge, everyone has access to the right information when they need it most. In 
add ition to helping improve overall well ness and satisfaction, Caremerge helps lower 
costs by reducing the amount of time and paperwork it takes to capture and share 
information . Caremerge also provides an instant and easy solution to meeting the new 
requirements for accurate reimbursements. Caremerge is a simple way for patients, 
fami lies and providers to share in formation. 

GNS Healthcare is another company we invested in that uses big data analytics to help 
people remember to take their med ication, and more precisely match treatments to 
individuals - which improves health outcomes. GNS does this with a machine learning 
and simulation platform, called REFS (Reverse Engineering and Forward Simulation), 
that collects patient data, including in formation from electronic medical records, 
connected health devices, med ical and pharmacy claims, genomics, and consumer 
behavior. The company uses th is data to identify which health interventions and drugs 
would be best suited for ind ividual patients. This process helps healthcare organizations 
improve outcomes and lower costs related to preterm birth, medication adherence, 
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metabolic syndrome, comparative effectiveness in diabetes, specialty care, oncology and 
more. 

We understand that health care is complex and deeply personal, which is why we're 
focused on pulling the consumer at the ccmcr of everything we do. Cambia's platform is 
all about making it easier for consumers to learn, decide, and pay for healthcarc without 
intruding on the important re lationships with trusted providers. 

Our tools will be a great lit for the senior population. Elderly patiems arc frequently 
utilizing the system and we can help them manage their health care. Our tools and 
customer service will help them get the right amount of care when they need it, saving 
them money, the system money and giving our seniors the health care experience that 
they arc hoping for and deserve. 

The Medicare Program can modernize its systems just like the private sector is doing -
beneficiaries can s imilarly access these tools that will a llow them to live healthier and 
beller. Cambia looks forward to helping members of this Committee transition Medicare 
into the next-generation of data analytics, health care coordination and patient 
engagement. Seniors are just as eager for timely, consumer-friendly access to 
comparisons of clinical quality and price. They do not want to go in and out of the 
hospital if they do not need to, and our system can no longer afford this level of 
inefficiency. Cambia is interested in participating in a broader discussion about how to 
apply our innovations to the Medicare Program so our seniors may also have access to a 
modern, high-quality experience. 

The following is a complete list of the many innovations Cambia owns or is investing in 
that are powering or informing our efforts to provide a seamless, personalized health care 
experience for people and their families: 

Carcmergc is a communication and care coordination platform that helps forge meaningful 
connections among senior care providers, payers, families and seniors seeking to improve 
communication and outcomes in today's complex health care environment. 

Carcna provides a white label telehealth platform that a llows health systems to 
extend their services with cost-effective vinual clinics, where consumers can 
receive care 24/7 from brands they know and trust. Carena's solutions get systems 
to market quickly with high-quality care. 
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Co Patient is an easy-to-use service that protects consumers against medical 
billing errors and overcharges, enabling people to manage and min imize their 
health care expenses. 

GNS Healthca re uses big~~~ta analytics and readi ly avai lable real-world data to 

create products, like MAX for Medication Adherence, that more precisely 
match health interventions to indiv iduals, max imizing ROI and improving 
outcomes. 

HealthSparq helps people make smarter health care choices through personalized 
transparency solutions that empower them to shop, compare and save on health 
care. 

hubbub is a comprehensive wel l-being solut ion that seamlessly uses technology, 
biometric screenings, activity trackers, health coaching, targeted incentives and 
game mechanics to inspire positive behavior change, one healthy habit at a time. 

lifciMAGE is the nation's most uti lized network for sharing medical imaging 
information. Its services allow hospitals, physicians and patients to securely 
connect and virtually exchange imaging data and history- regardless of format
leading to faster, better qual ity care delivered at a lower cost. 

LifeMap Assurance Company is an ancillary benefits company offering products 
and services that provide financia l protection and peace of mind to allow 
customers and their fami lies to live life to its fullest. 

Maxwell Health partners with brokers to provide employers with its 
revolutionary online benefits platfonn and app--it's a centralized place to access 
health and benefits services, engage employees and incenti vize a holistic view of 
health. 

MDsave is the world's first on line health care marketplace, bringing together 
patients seeking affordable care with providers offering high-quali ty services at 
fair prices. MDsave simplifi es the billing process through negotiated rates, 
bundled pricing, and up-front payment. 

MedSavvy is a solution to the prescription drug shopping experience. It gives 
patients and providers easy access to medication treatment options, effectiveness 
resu lts, prices and personal experience from others. Our specially trained 
pharmacy team assigns each drug a report-card style grade making it easy to 
compare treatment options. 
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mPulse Mobile offers proven mobile engagement solutions to health plans, 
pharma and providers that drive better health outcomes and improve 
administrative efficiencies. 

PokitOok is a cloud-based API (application programming interface) platform that 
powers health care transactions and interopenlbi lity tO improve the business of 
health . 

Retrofit offers a science-based, tech-enabled approach to weight loss delivered 
with the human touch of multi -disciplinary certified well ness experts. The 
program improves lives by closing the gap between what people know and the 
actions they take toward weight loss. 

True 'link offers a suite of configurable financial tools to preserve seniors' 
financial independence and protect them and their fam ilies from scams, rraud and 
impairment-driven spending. 

TytoCare enables consumers to perform a variety of medical examinations at 
home, guided by a hand-held device that sends information to a clin ician for an 
advanced remote visit and diagnosis. The HIPAA-compliant cloud platform 
allows secure data and ana lytics sharing between patients, providers and health 
organizations. 

Upfront Healthcare Services deli vers technology-enabled pre-visit services that 
optimize the ambulatory experience-preparing and supporting patients while 
streamlining administrative and clin ical operations for providers. 

Wildflower Health delivers smartphone-based programs for maternity and 
newborn care-including its flagship program Due Date Plus-that integrate with 
payer benefits and programs tO dri ve behaviors for safer, healthier and lower-cost 
pregnancies. 

Thank you for the opportunity to speak with you today. Cambia Health Solutions would 
be pleased to share additional information about our platform. Health care innovation is a 
work in progress and we stand ready to assist the subcommittee as it continues its 
exploration of how technology can improve the health care experience for Americans and 
their families. 
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Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Short. 
Mr. Black, you are recognized for 5 minutes. Thank you for being 

here. 

STATEMENT OF PAUL BLACK, CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, 
ALLSCRIPTS (CHICAGO, IL) 

Mr. BLACK. Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott, dis-
tinguished members of the committee, thank you for the oppor-
tunity to share my perspective on the innovations taking place in 
health care. It is a privilege to be here discussing how technology 
is changing the way we care for people, improving access, effi-
ciency, and quality while reducing cost. 

My name is Paul Black. I am the CEO of Allscripts. Allscripts 
is one of the largest developers of health information technology. 
We develop electronic health records, precision medicine solutions, 
and information exchange platforms. Nearly 180,000 physicians, 
2,700 hospitals utilize Allscripts’ solutions daily. We employ 7,000 
people, with offices in 16 States, including Illinois, North Carolina, 
Vermont, Georgia, and Massachusetts. Allscripts’ employees live in 
all 50 States. We are also majority owner of Netsmart, the leading 
healthcare IT company serving the behavioral health and mental 
health and home-health industries. 

Despite some bumps in the road, as can be expected when times 
have changed, there has been a substantial progress in our indus-
try that would never have happened had Congress not provided the 
impetus for ubiquitous adoption of electronic health records. These 
changes have disrupted paper systems that stood for decades, and 
the result is a new digital ecosystem of caregivers, software devel-
opers, and patients, allowing all to take a fresh look at how proc-
esses can be enhanced via automation. Fortunately, following dis-
ruption, there is innovation and opportunity. 

In response, we have engineered solutions that sit on top of this 
new digital platform. We are leading the way in helping providers 
maximize the extensive data stores that have been created within 
their electronic health records. Our clients use these tools to har-
monize volumes of data from the individuals’ genomic story all the 
way up to the community’s population health view. Allow me to 
give a few examples. 

Allscripts’ dbMotion interoperability platform, an information-ex-
change and patient-matching engine, brings together clinical con-
tent from across the community into a single patient view. We cre-
ate access to this data from both within Allscripts and other elec-
tronic health records, all in the clinician’s natural workflow. We 
connect over 350 different data sources, including electronic health 
records, developed by virtually all vendors, public health depart-
ments, and third-party claims systems. In fact, at the University 
of Pittsburgh Medical Center, the wait time for patient data de-
creased from as long as 20 hours down to 5 seconds, and the time 
physicians spent searching for information dropped from up to 40 
minutes down to 1. 

Importantly, when a physician clicks the community view of 
their patient at UPMC, they make a different clinical decision 60 
percent of the time. At Baylor Scott and White Health in Dallas, 
a 12-year-old girl was spared a second CAT scan when images from 
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her initial ER visit were available later at another hospital inside 
of a different electronic health record. The ability to pull up these 
images prevented unnecessary radiation and saved her family more 
than $3,000. We recognize that tomorrow’s healthcare networks 
aren’t being built by our company alone. Since 2007, before ONC 
regulatory requirements, Allscripts launched an open approach to 
our electronic health applications, allowing third parties to inte-
grate with our solutions. This has grown to a network of over 4,000 
certified developers and providers using apps that will exchange in-
formation over 1 billion times this year alone. 

Program highlights include an app that helps connect diabetic 
patient data directly into their doctor’s electronic health record, an 
app that helps patients quickly and accurately provide updates be-
fore a practice visit, an app that helps providers connect patients 
to relevant clinical trials while still onsite in their office, and an 
app that rapidly fills available appointments following a cancella-
tion, avoiding lost practice revenue and creating accelerated access 
to care. 

Beyond our own innovations, our clients have also capitalized on 
this open platform, building solutions to deliver results to their pa-
tients. As I described in detail in my written testimony, clients 
from Phoenix Children’s, University Hospitals of Cleveland, and 
Orlando Health have all built tools on top of our electronic health 
records to almost eliminate errors in medication dosing and admin-
istration, noticeably decrease rates of sepsis, and dramatically re-
duce readmissions, all of which drove material cost savings and im-
proved outcomes. 

Allscripts was also the first in the industry to make significant 
investment in the area of precision medicine, aligning Congress’ in-
terest in this opportunity. We recently launched our 2bPrecise solu-
tion, which will help caregivers proactively identify optimal pa-
tients for genomic sequencing and make the results available, un-
derstandable and actionable at the point of care. The NIH will be 
an early adopter of the 2bPrecise solution. 

We are early supporters of the Cancer Moonshot and among the 
first participants in the White House’s Sync for Science effort, 
working with clients to contribute data to the NIH cohort of 1 mil-
lion lives. 

There have been many more recent examples of innovation im-
provements, both for providers and patients. We would be happy to 
speak with any of you about our specific work in your district. 
Thank you for the opportunity to be here today. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Black follows:] 
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Testimony of Paul Black, 

Chief Executive Officer, Allscripts Healthcare Solutions, Inc. 

Before the House of Representatives Ways and Means Subcommittee on Health 

Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies 

and Higher Quality in Health Care 

September 14, 2016 

Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott, distinguished Members of the Committee, thank you 

for the opportunity to share my perspectives on the exciting developments taking place across the 

health care industry, reflecting the tremendous innovation being led by the private sector today. It is 

a privilege to be here to discuss how innovations in technology are truly changing the way we care 

for people in a way that both improves care and reduces costs. 

My name is Paul Black, and I serve as the Chief Executive Officer of Allscripts. Allscripts is one of the 

largest developers of healt h information technology for this country's healthcare providers. We 

develop and deliver Electronic Health Records technologies, revenue cycle management software, 

population health solutions, the leading interoperability information exchange platform, patient 

engagement tools and precision medicine solutions. Almost 180,000 physicians, including those 

delivering care in 45,000 ambulatory practices and 2,700 hospitals, utilize Allscripts technologies and 

services to connect their clinical and business operations. We employ 7,000 team members and have 

offices in 16 different states, including Illinois, North Carolina, Vermont, Georgia, and Massachusetts. 

Allscripts employees work in all 50 states. 

We are also the majority owner of Netsmart, the leading healthcare IT company serving primarily the 

behavioral health space. Netsmart's solutions meet the needs of 23,000 health and human services 

client organizations in the long· term care, home health, hospice and behavioral health 

environments, including serving more than 450,000 care providers and 40 state systems. 

I was invited here today to speak about the innovation that is taking place in health care, and 

particularly the strides that are being made to increase efficiencies within the delivery system, 

Page 1 
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progress with connecting clinicians and patients to critical data, and generally opening up our 

technologies to collaboration with other interested developers through our OPEN API ini tiative. 

Over the past several years, our country has made a meaningful investment in the advancement of 

health information technology to finish the digitization of the U.S. healthcare system, and did so 

with a mission of achieving one very important goal: ensuring that our citizens are receiving the best 

possible care· both f rom a quality and cost perspective. There should be little doubt that this 

investment is paying dividends in the form of better care for our fellow citizens. This modernization 

of our healthcare system is also facilitating the payment and delivery reforms in Medicare as 

envisioned by the bipartisan MACRA legislation in ways that simply were not possible in a paper· 

based world. 

lt is true that in recent years the healthcare industry has experienced the expected headaches that 

occur with the introduction of change agents. Despite some bumps in the road, there have been 

huge leaps forward that never would have happened had Congress not stepped in and provided the 

impetus for t ens of thousands of healthcare organizations across the country to begin using 

technologies in truly meaningful ways. Given the tremendous progress in standards development 

made by the private sector in recent years, as well as the additional motivation for our clients to 

continue this impressive momentum thanks to the passage of the Medicare Access and CHIP 

Reauthorization Act, we believe that there is still very real upside ahead .. This is a great start, even 

where more work will need to be done to move as many clinicians as possible to advanced payment 

models, and we applaud your support for this continued progress. 

While Allscripts has been developing software for the health care environment for more than thirty 

years, our company has been working even more closely with professionals across the spectrum of 

care during the recent years in which health care advancement and health IT have evolved at a 

tremendously rapid rate. These changes have disrupted systems that stood for decades, and they 

have forced the entire ecosystem of caregivers, software developers and patients alike to take a 

fresh look at how processes can be enhanced via automation. 

Fortunately, there is always one thing that follows disruption, and that is innovation. We are focused 

on supporting our clients as they transition to the Quality Payment Program world, having already 

completed 2015 certification for several of our products. Now that we have collectively achieved 

close to full adoption of Electronic Health Records, creating a new digital platform in most corners of 

Page 2 
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health care, there is now a tremendous opportunity for us to dive head first into what comes next. 

In fact, we are excited by many of the developments that Allscripts has rolled out to the market -

solutions that allow our clients not only to capture and act on patient data at the point of care, but 

also to shift their care environment to one that realizes the t remendous power of data from the 

individual's unique genomic story all the way up to the community's population health view. 

Allow me to provide a few examples: 

Allscripts' dbMotion '" interoperability platform provides an advanced information exchange and 

patient matching engine that brings together clinical content from across a connected community 

into a single view, accessible within both Allscripts and non·Allscripts EHRs, to enable caregivers to 

fi nd relevant information quickly while with the patient. This technology is in use across numerous 

communities inside and outside the U.S., including more than 60 regions of the U.S., Canada's 

Manitoba province and the entire country of Israel. Through dbMotion, our clients are able to 

connect to more than 350 different data sources, including EHRs developed by virtually every other 

vendor, patient portal technologies, state public health departments and other health i nformation 

exchange organizations. Most i mportantly, use of our dbMotion solution is positively changing the 

care decisions being made every day by healthcare professionals and helping them work more 

efficiently, pushing the insights that are generated by data analysis and exchange directly into the 

caregivers' workflow in thei r native EHRs. 

In fact, at the University of Pittsburgh Medical Center community serving Pennsylvania and Ohio, the 

wait time for patient information decreased from up to 20 hours down to as fast as five seconds; the 

time spent by physicians digging for that clinical information dropped from up to 40 minutes down to 

1; and the percent of patients not ready for the OR when the facility was ready decreased from 30% 

to 15%. In another example at Baylor Scott and White Health, in northern Texas, a 12·year old girl 

was spared a second CAT scan when the record of her soccer-related concussion diagnosis and 

previous images from the ER were available to a second Emergency Room physician who saw her a 

week later at a different hospital. The ability to pull up this image with only a few clicks directly 

aided the diagnostic and treatment process, preventing unnecessary radiation exposure and saving 

her family almost $3,000 in unnecessary costs. 

We recognize that tomorrow's healthcare networks aren't being built by our company alone, or even 

by health information technology developers alone. Because of a collaborative approach we 

Page 3 
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pioneered several years ago, we are seeing remarkable innovations coming from the broad 

technology marketplace. Specifically, since 2007, well before ONC regulations required it, 

Allscripts launched an "OPEN" approach to our EHR infrastructure and connectivity - the Allscripts 

Developer Program (ADP) • that allows third parties outside of our company to integrate with and 

develop enhanced functionality for Allscripts EHR software. Today, the AOP has become a real 

i nnovation engine, with a network of almost 4,000 certified developers bringing solutions to market 

every month. The healthcare professionals using the resulting products will push and pull information 

using these application programming interfaces almost one billion times this year alone. 

Some of the highlights that have emerged from the Allscripts Developer Program include an app that 

helps diabetic patients stay more closely connected to their primary care physician, embedding their 

patient-reported data directly into the EHR; an app that helps patients more quickly and accurately 

provide medical history and payment information before a practice visit; one that helps providers 

connect patients to relevant clinical trials while the patient is still in the exam room; and a texting 

mechanism to rapidly fill available appointments following a cancellation, helping both the physician 

practice and the patients. 

As described, many of the apps written by our developer partners are focused on increasing 

efficiency within the health system as it exists now. There are voices out in the market advocating 

for more hospitals to be built or saying that existing technology needs to be removed in order for 

i nformation to flow, but we believe that greater efficacy can be achieved by maximizing what is in 

place and working smarter. Allscripts technologies and those of some of our development partners 

allow us to work closely with hospitals and ambulatory practices across the country and around the 

world to ensure that patients are treated promptly thanks to clinician access to accurate data, are 

released to a home or post-acute environment as quickly as is clinically appropriate as patients flow 

more efficiently through the process, and that information follows the patient regardless of the 

technology in place wherever they are seen. We have a responsibility to do the most with what we 

have and as cost-effectively as possible. 

Allscripts has also made a significant investment in the area of precision medicine. We are very 

pleased that Congress and the Administration are focusing bipartisan attention i n this area. In fact, 

we recently launched our 2bPrecise solution, which will help caregivers identify patients who are 

the best candidates for genomic sequencing and make the results of that sequencing available, 

understandable and actionable at the point of care. This will ultimately be possible not only within 

Page 4 
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the Allscripts suite of EHRs but also in an EHR-agnostic manner, allowing organizations to 

implement this industry-leading offering while still continuing to use their current system. 

We're working closely with experts from the NIH in the field of genomic medicine. NIH will be an 

early adopter of our 2bPrecise solution, spanning the National Human Genome Research Institute, 

the National Cancer Inst itute and the NIH Clinical Center. We were also among the first 

participants in the White House's Sync 4 Science effort, part of the Cancer Moonshot effort, with 

plans to work with clients to contribute volumes of data to the cohor t of one million lives being 

built at the NIH. We deeply believe that precision medicine will be a key part of the solution to 

improving care in the Medicare program, and across the healthcare ecosystem, and encourage 

Congress to continue i ts bipartisan work in this important area. 

Beyond all of the great thinking that is happening within our company, many of our clients have also 

taken our solutions and built on them in ways that are delivering great value to their patients. 

Following are just a few examples of clinical improvement, greater efficiencies and lower costs that 

our clients have shared with us as they work to put all this new data to work: 

• Dosing and Administration errors affect upwards of 3 million inpatients annually in the U.S., 

which in turn needlessly added billions of dollars in costs to the healthcare system and an 

average of between 8-12 days to a patient's length of stay. Since a new medication dose 

range checking algorithm was implemented four years ago at Phoenix Children's Hospital 

within the Allscripts Sunrise Clinical Manager EHR, providers have seen a significant reduction 

in prescribing errors with only 3% of all medication orders now leading to a Dosing Error 

alerts. Further, because the alerts now only fire at very relevant junctures, Phoenix 

Children's ha.s also found that providers are far more compliant with following 

recommendations in the course of care. 

• The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) reported that sepsis care cost the 

country more than $20 billion in 2011 , with the costs rising on average by 11 .9% annually. 

Orlando Health created an early sepsis detection workflow on top of an Allscripts solution 

that led to a 14% reduction in overall sepsis mortality rate, as well as an 8% reduction in the 

average length of stay (LOS) for sepsis. 

Readmissions to inpatient facilities continues to be a big strain on healthcare systems, 

reflecting gaps in care and challenges with continuity of care. While it is not always easy to 
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control socio-economic factors that contribute to the issue, it~ possible to manage patients' 

known risks by proactively influencing transitions of care. L.A. C. E. is a tool that helps 

calculate a readmission probability based on Length of Stay, Acute Admissions in the past, 

Comorbidities and ER visits. Our client, the University Hospitals of Cleveland Medical Center, 

used each patient's LA.C.E. score in conjunction with our solutions to institute a program 

that ensures high-risk patients receive support for post-acute care (including home visits) and 

closer coordination with each patient's primary care providers. The net result of this 

program in its first year alone was a 50% reduction in all-cause readmissions for that 

population group. 

There are many more examples I could share of innovation and the improvements that both 

healthcare professionals and patients have experienced in recent years - it is a tremendously exciting 

time to work in our industry. We would be happy to discuss more cases and speak with any of you 

about our work in and around your districts. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to be here today. 
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Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Black. 
Dr. Long, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 

STATEMENT OF GREG LONG, M.D., CHIEF MEDICAL OFFICER, 
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT, SYSTEMS OF CARE, THEDACARE 
(APPLETON, WI) 

Dr. LONG. Thank you. Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member 
McDermott, and distinguished members of the subcommittee, my 
name is Greg Long. I am a family physician, and I serve as the 
chief medical officer and senior vice president for ThedaCare. 
Thank you for this invitation to appear today and discuss how tech-
nology and innovation can be leveraged to improve access to care 
and deliver better care at a lower cost. It is an honor to appear be-
fore you today alongside this distinguished panel. 

As Mr. Kind had mentioned, ThedaCare is a not-for-profit, com-
munity-owned health system in northeastern Wisconsin, consisting 
of 7 hospitals, 34 health clinics, serving 8 counties. We are the 
third largest health system in the State, and we serve over 240,000 
patients. Over a third of those are Medicare beneficiaries. 

ThedaCare has for many years dedicated itself to advancing in-
formation technology to improve the way our professionals treat 
and engage with patients, expand access, and provide better, more 
coordinated care. In recognition of these efforts, ThedaCare has 
earned the Most Wired award for 15 straight years. 

ThedaCare is also committed to delivering high-value care, and 
to us this means delivering the highest quality in a highly efficient 
manner, thereby lowering costs for patients and the overall health 
system at large. We are early adopters in healthcare quality im-
provement, having adopted lean methodologies in our care since 
2003. And we have developed an embedded culture of continuous 
improvement with our team members. Additionally, our CMMI pio-
neer ACO excelled as the highest quality, lowest cost provider orga-
nization in the Nation for each of the 3 years that we participated. 
And we are now excited to participate in the Next Generation and 
Pioneer ACO. 

ThedaCare is a member of the Healthcare Quality Coalition, a 
national group of leading health systems, hospital associations and 
medical societies that are striving to transition healthcare delivery 
to a value-based system. 

With that background, let me first talk about how we are man-
aging our complex patient care panel. In our service areas, as in 
many parts of the Nation, a growing percentage of the population 
is challenged by obesity, alcohol abuse, diabetes, high blood pres-
sure, asthma, and lack of access to primary care. To meet these 
challenges, ThedaCare embarked on a pilot in 2014 to identify our 
most highly complex, sickest patients in our internal medicine pop-
ulation in Appleton. We screened, with a database tool that we de-
veloped through our Epic EMR, a risk stratification module that 
has looked at 7,000 patients and from it identified 600 of the most 
complex. 

After we identified those patients, we enrolled almost 300 pa-
tients in our team-based care model and identified a team, which 
consisted of three care coordinators, one registered nurse, one clin-
ical pharmacist, one behavioral health clinician, one nurse practi-
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tioner, and one medical assistant, plus three part-time staff in the 
same disciplines. And this was a decentralized model where we put 
these practitioners right at the bedside in those clinics with the pa-
tient. As a first step in the model, each patient met with the care 
team, completed an initial assessment of medical, psychosocial, and 
other needs. A customized care plan was developed and specific 
goals were identified. Each patient received supportive services and 
intensive management, including chronic disease monitoring, man-
agement skills, behavioral health screening, psychotherapy, and 
other behavioral health care. Patients also received assistance in 
obtaining housing and other basic needs through collaboration with 
community organizations, including LEAVEN, the United Way, the 
Aging and Disability Resource Center, and the housing authority 
of the Fox Cities. 

The team provided home visits for patients with special needs 
and physical and mental incapacity. Team members would also ac-
company patients to specialist visits for health literacy and evalu-
ate them in the hospital, when admitted, to help with their post- 
care planning, minimizing readmissions to the hospital. 

The results from this first pilot were extremely positive. The per-
centage of patients with uncontrolled diabetes decreased from 12 
percent to less than 4 percent. Improvement was also noted in the 
percentage of patients with controlled high blood pressure, which 
increased from 89 percent to nearly 92 percent. And the percentage 
of patients who visited the emergency department more than 3 
times in the previous 6 months fell from almost 50 percent to just 
below 19 percent. And for those patients with severe behavioral 
health symptoms, they were able to decrease their symptoms from 
49 percent to 18 percent for anxiety and 53 percent to 40 percent 
for depression. And included in your written testimony, I give the 
table for other specifics on those results. 

As far as technology goes, to improve access, we have incor-
porated e-visits. Patients now are able to consult with their 
ThedaCare primary care physicians on certain conditions. And for 
a flat fee of $35 and without having to leave work, a patient can 
get a diagnosis, prescription and/or a referral for followup with re-
spect to 9 clinical conditions, and we are in the process of adding 
11 more. And we have over a 98 percent satisfaction rate with our 
patients. 

We also have tremendous experience with telepsychiatry. We 
have had a shortage of psychiatry, not only in our area but as rec-
ognized also in the country. We had a psychiatrist within 
ThedaCare that, for personal reasons, left our area and was still 
able to manage 2,000 patients from Utah to Wisconsin using tele-
psychiatry, having set up a remote clinic in the same office, and 
still sees, on average, 22 to 24 patients per day. 

Lastly, for technology, we are implementing a telestroke pro-
gram, which, as you know, stroke is much like a heart attack in 
that time is critically important. So, in our outlying hospitals in the 
rural settings, we can now connect those EDs with clinical special-
ists from our stroke and have clot-busting medication delivered 
within a few minutes as opposed to potentially hours. 

So, again, in closing, from my perspective as a clinician, it is ex-
citing to see the way that technology and innovation can transform 
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care and improve outcomes for our patients. And, of course, like 
other healthcare providers, we continue to be challenged with the 
traditional reimbursement of fee-for-service that do not always sup-
port technology and innovation care models. And for this reason, 
we will and have continued to explore payment alternatives like 
Next Generation and private-payer contracting to better support 
these clearly improved models of care. Thank you again for this op-
portunity to testify. 

[The prepared statement of Mr. Long follows:] 
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Congressional Testimony of Greg Long, Chief Medical Officer and Senior Vice President, 
Systems of Care, Theda Care 

House Ways & Means Subcommittee on Health 

Hearing on Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies, Higher 
Quality, and Better Access for Beneficiar ies in Health Care 

September 14, 2016 

Chairman Tiberi, Ranking Member McDermott and Members of the Subcommittee, my 
name is Greg Long and I serve as Chief Medical Officer and Senior Vice President, Systems of 
Care for ThedaCare. Thank you for the inv itation to appear today to discuss how technology and 
innovation can be leveraged to improve access to care, and deliver better care at a lower cost. It 
is an honor to appear before you today, alongside this distinguished panel. My remarks will 
focus on the work ThedaCare is doing with technology, data, and team-based care to better serve 
patients in Wisconsin. 

Theda Care is a non-profit, community-owned health system in northeastern Wisconsin, 
consisting of seven hospitals and 34 health clinics serving eight counties. We are the third 
largest healthcare system in the state and the largest employer in northeast Wisconsin. Our 
system serves over 240,000 patients annually and employs more than 7,000 healthcarc 
professionals throughout the region. 

ThedaCare has for many years dedicated itself to advanc ing information technology to 
improve the way our professionals treat and engage with patients, expand access and provide 
better, more coordinated care. In recogn ition of these efforts, Theda Care has earned the "Most 
Wired" award for 15 straight years. 

Theda Care is also committed to delivering high value care - to us this means delivering 
the highest qual ity care in a high ly efficient manner, thereby lowering costs for patients and the 
hea lth system at large. We were an early leader in hea lthcare qual ity improvement, having 
adopted an improvement process in 2003 based on lean principles and tools. Since then, we have 
developed a culture of continuous learn ing that allows us to redefine better. It empowers us to 
provide better value and outcomes to our patients, and allows us to better manage costs. We use 
our improvement process to support our people, leveraging electronic medical records and a 
secure Lntemet patient portal to coordinate care. 

Additionally, our Pioneer ACO, excel led as the highest quality, lowest cost provider 
organization in the nation. We are now excited to be pa1ticipating in the Next Generation ACO 
model. Theda Care is a member of the Healthcare Quality Coalition, a nationa l group of leading 
health systems, hospita l associations, and medical societ ies that are striving to transition 
healthcare delivery to a value-based system. ThedaCare is also a found ing member of the 
Wisconsin Collaborative for Healthcare Qual ity, a consortium of quality-driven healthcare 
organizations, employers, consumers and business groups from around the state. 
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With that background, l will focus the remainder of my testimony on some of the work 
we are doing, and which I th ink illuslrates how by re-deploying resources in a different way, 
healthcare systems can improve the status quo and redefine better. 

I. Using Data and Team-Based Care to Target Comp lex Patients 

The first example I will offer is the work ThedaCare has been doing to redesign care for 
its most complex patients. 

In our service area, as in many other parts of the nation, a growing percentage of the 
population is challenged by obesity, alcohol abuse, diabetes, high blood pressure, asthma, lack of 
access to primary care, and excessive wait times for behavioral health services. These issues are 
particularly burdensome for the area's senior citizens, rural fann fami lies, and low income 
populations. 

To meet these challenges, ThedaCare embarked on a pi lot project in 2014 to identify our 
most complex patients or "super-util izers" who account for a high percentage of medical costs 
and who are at highest ri sk for compl ications associated wi th chronic disease. To do this, our 
team spent significant time developing data to identify high-risk patients. This included 
developing a risk calculator program in Epic, ThedaCare's electronic health record, and using it 
to stratify 7,026 patients being seen at the ThedaCare Internal Medicine Clinics, based on clinical 
factors, utilization of services, and psychosocial needs. A total of600 patients were identified as 
being in the high-risk or dangerous-risk group at the ThedaCare Internal Medicine Clinic in 
Appleton. The pilot project involved 282 of these dangerous or high-risk patients who were 
enrolled into the new model from November 20 I 4 through October 20 15. 

The model itself is a decentralized, team-based model comprised oftl1ree care 
coordinators, one registered nurse (RN), one cl inical pharmacist, one behavioral health cl inician, 
one nurse practitioner, and one medical assistant, plus three part-time staff comprised of one RN, 
one clinical pharmacist and one behavioral hea lth clinician. 

As a first step in the model , each patient met with the care team and completed an initial 
assessment of medical , psychosocial, and other needs. A care plan was developed and specific 
goa ls were identified. Each patient received supportive services and intensive case management, 
including chronic disease monitoring and management skills; behaviora l health screening; 
psychotherapy and other behavioral health care; medication consultation and counseling from the 
cl inical pharmacist; and life sk ill s classes (managing stress; maintaining sel(:care; coping with 
anxiety, depression, and/or ADHD; bui lding self-esteem; and addressing emotional support 
needs of caregivers). Patients also received assistance with obtaining housing and other basic 
needs through collaboration with community organizations, including LEAVEN, the United 
Way, the Aging and Disabilities Resource Center, and the Housing Authority of the Fox Cities. 
The team provides home visits for patients who have special needs, or who are physically or 
mentally incapable of meeting at the clinic. Very recently, the team has begun to explore the use 
of technology in disease management; a smal l number of patients have been uploading their 
blood sugar results to a Smartphone or iPad and submitting them to the cl inic electronically. 

2 
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The results from this first pilot were positive. The percentage of patients with 
uncontrolled diabetes (Ale > 9) decreased from 12% to 3.8% over the one year evaluation 
period. Improvement was also noted for the percentage of patients wi th control led hypertension 
(<140/90), which increased from 89% to 91.5% and for the percentage of patients who visited 
the emergency department (ED) more than three times in the previous six months, which fell 
from 11.8% to 2.6%. The percentage of patients repon ing moderate or severe behaviora l health 
symptoms fell from 46.9% to 18.8% for anxiety and from 53. 1% to 40.7% for depression. 
Outcomes for A I c > 9, hypertension and ED visits exceeded outcomes for high-risk/dangerous
ri sk patients being seen at other ThedaCare physician outpatient clin ics at the same measurement 
point. Additionally, for all patients at the ThedaCare Internal Medicine Clinic in Appleton, 
hospital readmission rates fell from 12.8% in 20 14 to 7% by October 20 15. 

Metric November 2014 October 2015 
Patients with A lc > 9 (cohort I) 12% 3.8% 
Patients with A I c < 8 (cohort I) 74% 78.8% 
Patients with controlled hypertension (HTN) 89% 91.5% 
( < 140/90; cohort I) 
Patients visiting ED (cohort I) 11.8% 2.6% 
(> 3 times in previous 6 months) 
Patients with moderate or severe 46.9% 18.8% 
depressive symptoms 
Patients with moderate or severe 53. 1% 40.7% 
symptoms of anxiety 

ThedaCare is expanding this model to include a second patient cohort including the 
remaining patients in the highest risk category, as well as a group of patients in the next risk 
category (rising risk) as identified through the risk calculator. 

We are also implementing a new community paramedic program, supported in part by 
grant funding from the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, with the goal to provide in-home 
visits to the most medically chal lenging patients. In this program, paramedics from Gold Cross 
Ambulance wil l obtain certification as community paramedics, allowing them to function outside 
their customary emergency response and transport roles in ways that will facilitate more 
appropriate use of emergency care resources. It also will enhance access to primary care for the 
project's most complex patients. 

In this project, certified community paramedics from Gold Cross Ambulance, which is 
jointly owned by ThedaCare and Affinity Health System, will provide in-home hea lth education 
and, under the direction of the treat ing physic ian at the internal medicine cl inic, will follow up on 
targeted patients to check and monitor health outcomes. For example, these community 
paramedics will help patients monitor their HbA I c, they will check to ensure that patients are 
complying with medication regimens, and they will answer any questions that patients may have 
about disease management, including blood glucose monitoring, blood pressure monitoring, and 
medicat ion reactions. Community paramedics wi ll also make referrals to community 
organizations, as needed, for other kinds of support services and needs. This role will represent 
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an expansion of the role performed by a community health worker in that patients will benefit in 
their homes from the additiona l medical tra ining and medical care provided by the paramedic. 

2. Leveraging Technology to Improve Access 

The following are three more examples that show how ThedaCare is leveraging advances in 
technology to make primary care more convenient and accessible, close gaps in access due to 
shortage of medical professionals, and better serve rural areas. 

•:• E-Visits: Patients are now able to consult with their ThedaCare pri mary care physician 
on certain conditions through a web-based portal, and get a response with in 20 to 30 
minutes. For a llat fee of$35, and without having to leave work, a patient can get a 
diagnosis, a prescription and/or a referral for follow-up care with respect to 9 c lin ical 
conditions - e.g., acne, pinkeye, diaper rash, influenza, upper respiratory illness. The 
program, which has been in place for about a year and a ha lf, is very popular. More than 
2,000 patients have accessed this service to date, and it has a 98% satisfaction rate. 
ThedaCare is expanding the program to include up to 20 c linical conditions. 

•:• T elehealth Psychiat r·y: There is a severe shortage of psychiatry professionals in 
Wisconsin, as in other parts of the nation. Several years ago, a ThedaCare psychiatri st 
with a panel of about 3,000 patients re-located to Utah for personal reasons. Other 
psychiatrists in the service area had full panels with long wailing lists. To maintain 
access to this critical service, and notwithstanding the fact that certain payers including 
Medicare will not pay for tele-psychiatry services due to geographic restrictions, in April 
20 13 ThedaCare Behavioral Health set up a tele-video facil ity where the psychiatrist can 
continue to treat patients in Menasha, Wisconsin from Utah. 

•:• T ete-Stroke Progra m: ThedaCare recently received a grant award from the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture to implement robotic technology to remotely monitor stroke 
patients in mral settings. ThedaCare is in the process of purchasing the technology, and 
expects to implement it within the next four to six months. Tele-stroke programs are not 
new, but with this funding ThedaCare is excited to be able to provide this service at our 
rura l sites and we believe that it will improve the qua lity of care and reduce the need for 
costly and risky patient transfers. 

In closing, from my perspective as a cl inician, it is exciting to see the ways that 
technology and innovation can transform care and improve outcomes for pat ients. Of course, 
like other healthcare providers, we continue to be challenged by traditiona l reimbursement 
structures like fee-for-service that do not always support technology and innovative care models. 
For th is reason, we have and will continue to explore alternative payment models like the Next 
Generation ACO program and private payer contracting strategies that better support the types of 
in itiatives descri bed above. We believe these innovations are critical to improving patient 
experience and health outcomes. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify today. 
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Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, all four of you, for fascinating 
testimony. We have got a lot of member interest today. I am just 
going to have two quick questions here. 

Mr. Gallup, I will start with you. I had an opportunity to take 
a look at your numbers, and the success that TeleTracking brings 
to every facility it contracts with. I obviously had an opportunity 
to view what you are doing at Ohio State and saw that nerve cen-
ter or command center, which was amazing. 

Is there a role for what you are doing on the commercial side 
under Federal healthcare programs? And do you have any experi-
ence with any government programs? Additionally, how can we uti-
lize what you are doing for facilities out in our communities for 
Medicare, Medicaid, or other Federal programs? 

Mr. GALLUP. It’s a good question. Let me start with one thing, 
as we all have these discussions up here, which is the care teams 
and people in the hospital are amazing. They are working as hard 
as they possibly can to deliver the best care. And I just want to 
make sure that that goes on record. A lot of this is a lack of tools 
that, frankly, we provide to them. 

And to your question, yes, we have some experience. Probably 
the best example is we are currently working with NHS in England 
right now. There is a lot going on with them. And we have gone 
at that from a public-private partnership perspective. We are work-
ing with a group called NHSI, NHS Improvement. We found three 
different trusts over there that they are monitoring and that we 
are working in and putting this platform into place. And what we 
have done with them is created a 50/50 kind of investment model, 
where they put in a dollar, we put in a dollar, and we invest in 
helping them get this technology and be able to help their patients. 

Obviously, as you all know, they are publicly funded totally, and 
that causes some significantly different behavior in the fact of it is 
a total zero-sum game. There isn’t a lot more money to go get. And 
they have found that the way to do this is—I mean, they have an 
aging population, as we do, and they have got to put more patients 
through the system than they have previously, and that is going 
to cost money. And so we help them see that you can get more pa-
tients through the system at the same rate, and that is what we 
have been working with them on. And we have a system—a trust 
there. I have to keep translating between their language and our 
language. So that we have a trust there that we are able to help 
get 10 percent more patients through at the same cost, and as a 
matter of fact, they even shut down units and were able to get 
more patients through their system to show that this was the way 
to serve more of their people. So we could do the same, similar 
thing. 

Chairman TIBERI. So, for my colleagues, I was at Ohio State’s 
Medical Center, the Wexner Medical Center, a couple years ago. 
And they had a challenge that many hospitals had that they had 
not enough space, at least they thought. Not enough space. And so 
they had people in the emergency room in the hallways. So I go 
back to Ohio State last month, maybe July, I can’t remember, it all 
runs together now. And Mr. Gallup was there. Dr. Retchin, the 
CEO, took me to this command center. And if you can think about 
going to a restaurant. This is how Dr. Retchin described it to me. 
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This command center has every room in the entire hospital in the 
command center. And I think green meant the room was empty; 
red meant the room was full; and orange meant it was being 
cleaned. 

So the fact of the matter is, in this command center now, they 
can communicate with the emergency room or the entire hospital, 
actually. And so, if you are a doc in the emergency room, you can 
see on the board if there is a room that is being cleaned that is 
going to be ready and when, or if a room that is empty, much like 
a maitre d’ in a restaurant can look at a computer screen to see 
what table is empty or what table is being cleaned. And so the effi-
ciency that you have brought to this hospital in Columbus has been 
incredibly important. So thank you for your leadership. 

Dr. Long, I have read a little bit about how your system has 
evolved over the years and how you have been cutting out the fat 
in the system. Kind of the same question I asked Mr. Gallup. Is 
there a way to apply this, and are there examples of what you have 
done through your experiences that could benefit Medicare or other 
Federal programs? 

Dr. LONG. Yes, absolutely. And really related to the last ques-
tion, an interesting statistic that we found just in our organization 
alone, of our seven hospitals, we have 21,000 inpatient discharges. 
In all total, our ambulatory practice, you see over a million touches 
per year compared to 21,000. So what we really like to try to do 
is catch people before they even have to make it to the hospital. 
So, in light of the shortage of primary care, we feel that our team- 
based care model, as an example that I shared, is a way to leverage 
clinicians working at the top of their license to be able to support 
primary care, which still traditionally is the touch point for these 
chronically ill patients. And just sharing the statistics I did, we feel 
that we at least have a model, once spread, can actually be as cost- 
effective, because we can pay for other caregivers, not necessarily 
having to hire as many physicians, managing larger panels of pa-
tients. 

And my future would be, can we get into some sort of a capitated 
model that is based on the risk of these patients, not in the old 
HMO way, but more customized for these panels, and certainly, 
Medicare falls into that category. And I think our experience with 
Pioneer would show that we were able to manage patients to the 
lowest spend per beneficiary, all while achieving the highest level 
of quality. So we think we have been able to do that for many 
years. 

So I think the key is, how do you match the payment method-
ology at the same time you are improving care. I think that has 
probably been the biggest barrier for most healthcare systems is 
that, as we continue to do the right thing for patients, we are cur-
rently cutting our own revenue and not being able to pay in a man-
ner that I think would be most beneficial in the future. So I am 
very confident that we can do it if we can sort of match payment 
methodologies as we make those improvements. 

Chairman TIBERI. Great comments. Thank you. 
I will yield 5 minutes to Dr. McDermott. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
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Mr. Kelly told a story at the beginning, which, you know, you 
would say to yourself, how could that happen in a modern hospital 
with all this technology? I was involved with the surgeons in their 
application of a checklist kind of system that is used in the air-
lines. When a pilot is going to take off a plane, he has got a check-
list of stuff he has got to go through, including going out and walk-
ing around under the plane and looking to see whatever is under 
there. 

Tell me what is in place in your system that protects the quality 
of care for patients. I am all for efficiency and saving money, but 
the bottom line, as far as I am concerned, is what happens to pa-
tients. And what happened in Mr. Kelly’s story is unacceptable, 
and I wonder how you deal with that. In trying to cut costs and 
cut people, how do you prevent that? Any one of you can—— 

Mr. BLACK. This is Paul Black. One of the things we try to do 
inside of our electronic medical records is provide a checklist set of 
capabilities that you are mentioning. The caregivers all are ex-
traordinarily dedicated to the Hippocratic oath that they have 
taken, which is to do no harm. So there are a lot of people that 
are out there each and every day that are working as hard as they 
possibly can, and they are, in many cases, performing miracles. So 
I always try to start with that description first about these wonder-
ful people that are out there. 

Mr. MCDERMOTT. I am a physician, so I understand what you 
are talking about. 

Mr. BLACK. Yes, you do. And, you know, they are busy. They 
have got a lot going on, and no one ever does anything to try to 
cut a corner that would cause any sort of avoidable medical error. 
There are checklist systems that you can have inside of the surgery 
suite, and there is bedside bar code administration. A lot of the er-
rors that occur in the industry have to do with medication adminis-
tration, and this thing you may have heard in the past about five 
rights: right bed, right patient, right dose, right caregiver, and 
right time. Those five doses—those five rights, as it is called, are 
things that we also automate as part of our medication administra-
tion process as part of the physician and caregiver order entry, and 
to complete that entire loop is all monitored and checked by the 
computer. 

Mr. GALLUP. You can have all those checklists, especially when 
you go into an OR or whatnot or providing drugs. In Mr. Kelly’s 
example, the patient got lost somewhere in the hospital. The hos-
pital is a big plant. So that is exactly what we do. We know exactly 
where those patients are. We know exactly where the staff mem-
bers are. We, in real time, say, this patient has been in this space 
too long. We can actually tell you if a patient has been in a bath-
room too long and maybe has fallen down. Right. These are the 
technologies that aren’t out there in health care right now, to let 
you know exactly what is going on. 

And it even counts in the clinics. To the doctor’s point, there is 
a lot more visits out in the clinics also, and these clinics could run 
more efficiently. We are working with a system, and I won’t name 
the name, but they are very, very well-known for being one of the 
most efficient systems anywhere. And they thought their clinics 
were running at 80, 85 percent. When we went in and put in these 
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technologies, that say, ‘‘Here’s where people really are, here’s what 
they are really doing,’’ when they looked at it, they were at 35 per-
cent utilization of all their assets, including the docs. So, imagine 
being a doctor, which you are, and you are being utilized at 35 per-
cent, and you are told: You know what, if you did it this way, this 
way, this way, you could now do 30 percent more work. You know? 

Mr. MCDERMOTT. Let me just follow up on that to ask you, if 
you have this system in place, who is monitoring and saying, ‘‘This 
person has been in the bathroom in their room too long’’? 

Mr. GALLUP. The system will do that. The system will say—— 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Who does it tell? I mean, the system has got 

to some people somewhere. 
Mr. GALLUP. Yeah, yeah. It will tell the nurse who is assigned 

to that patient: Hey, nurse, this is what is going on. 
If the nurse is too busy, it will escalate to the charge nurse. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. On her cell phone—— 
Mr. GALLUP. On their cell phone. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Monitor, or where? 
Mr. GALLUP. On a cell phone, monitor, exactly right. Both of 

them start to alarm and start to say: This patient has been there 
too long. 

In all situations, you can send it to a pager, a phone. You can 
have it on a screen. You can have an audible alarm. You can do 
a lot of things to say: This has gone on too long. 

And that counts for everything from that perspective, right. That 
counts from: I got to get my patient from point A to point B, and 
I know how long it is supposed to take to get to point A to point 
B, and this is an emergency. How do I then help them get there? 

Does that make sense? 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
Mr. Roskam is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. ROSKAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, good job hosting this today and calling this. This 

is important work, and I really appreciate the perspective of all of 
the witnesses, and I am learning things by listening to you, and 
I really appreciate your taking the time. 

Mr. Chairman, I have good news for you. You know what the 
good news is for you? The good news, Mr. Chairman, is that Mr. 
Blumenauer and I have been working on a bill that fits right into 
this theme. Let me briefly tell you about it, and I think you will 
like it, and I think our panel will like it as well. And it has to do 
with this notion of using the technology that is already deployed 
at the Department of Defense, applying that into a common access 
card for Medicare patients to go right at this question of fraud. 

And what Mr. Blumenauer and I are proposing is a pilot pro-
gram, not a big rollout all across the country, but a pilot program 
to get at some of the waste and so forth and the actual fraudulent 
transactions that are being manipulated by criminals. So, in the 
Oversight Subcommittee that I chair, the fraud rate and erroneous 
payments last year was 12.7 percent. I just got a text from my staff 
that, hey, good news, it has dropped to 12.1 percent. So if you just 
do a quick back-of-the-napkin calculation, we are throwing away, 
literally throwing away about $60 billion a year, roughly. So there 
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is some very significant work for us to do, and I commend this to 
your attention. 

So let me just ask a couple of questions. Mr. Short, you were 
talking about, in your opening statement, about HealthSparq and 
MedSavvy. On HealthSparq, I assume it is kind of an app or a 
place that you can go online and so forth. How do you navigate 
through cost comparisons? Because one of the things that I think 
my constituents find frustrating is you go to a physician; there is 
a procedure that is done; and we have created this current system 
where the two people that should know the most about the cost of 
the transaction—that is, the physician and the patient—have no 
idea of the cost of the transaction. And our culture basically says: 
If you ask about the cost of a doctor, that is almost an offensive 
question. Try that. Hey, doc, what is this running me today? And 
your doctor will have an ashen-faced look. You got to talk to Mavis 
at the front desk. You go to Mavis at the front desk. She has no 
idea. So how is it that you have an idea? 

Mr. SHORT. That is a great question. The institutions of health 
care have created this mirage of walls, where transparency isn’t 
something that is an everyday occurrence in health care. And so 
what we established was we worked with 70 health plans across 
the country, and we took all of their provider registries. We took 
what their contractual rates are that they agreed to with providers, 
and we serve it up in what we call HealthSparq, our company, that 
allows a consumer, a member of any one of those 71 health plans 
covering 70-plus million Americans, to go in and do a search on 
their procedures, look at cost estimations, and actually look at 
what the cost is if they go to a particular doctor or a particular fa-
cility. 

Mr. ROSKAM. Okay. So it is calibrated, based on who the health 
provider is or, I am sorry, who the carrier is? 

Mr. SHORT. Yes. 
Mr. ROSKAM. Okay. Time is short. Could I just ask you to con-

template, the four of you, and maybe give us some feedback later? 
Because we don’t have time. Legislatures tend to lag real life. It 
is just the way it is. It is not an inherent criticism. Legislative bod-
ies don’t lead, by and large. It is the nature of them. So we are 
hearing from you. You are hunting out ahead of the pack. And we 
are being urged, the theme today is we are being urged to catch 
up with you, which is what we should do. 

Could you give some thought to sort of blue-skying us further 
out? Like what is the next thing that we should be thinking of? 
What are the things that you are thinking of, you and your boards 
and so forth are thinking of that are 5 years out and 10 years out, 
not just today, but that we should actually be broadening out? We 
don’t have time for that now, but I would be very open to con-
tinuing the discussion, and I know I speak for everybody here that 
is interested in this longer view. 

I yield back. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Roskam. 
Mr. Kind is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. KIND. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I would echo that sentiment. That would be a perfect tee-up for 

some future hearings to talk about the next 5, 10, 15 years and 
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what is on the horizon and what we need to be thinking policywise 
to coordinate with the tremendous innovation that is taking place, 
because I agree with my good friend, Mr. McDermott. This is one 
of the more important and useful hearings that we are having this 
year, and inspiring, too, because of all the incredible innovation 
that is taking place in the healthcare field. 

Dr. Long, I would be remiss if I didn’t ask you a question about 
your participation, ThedaCare’s participation in the Next Gen ACO 
and the success that you guys have realized, because there have 
been some ACOs that have decided the risk-sharing component 
that is involved is not worth it because they have already been 
high-quality, low-cost for some time, and it hasn’t worked that well 
for them, so they opted not to participate. 

But before we do, I think we have got three great revolutions 
going on right now in healthcare reform. One is, obviously, the 
build-out of the health information technology systems. Before the 
American Recovery Act, before ACA, we were deplorably behind the 
ball when it came to electronic medical records and the meaningful 
use and interoperability, our ability to start collecting the data so 
we know what is working and what isn’t, and then disseminating 
that information and driving that back into the hands of doctors 
and patients so they can make good decisions with it. And we see 
a lot of that exploding right now. And, of course, in Wisconsin, we 
have got Epic Systems too out of Middleton that has been doing 
tremendous work. So that is one aspect of the revolution that is 
happening. 

Another is the delivery system reform that we are hearing about 
today, a more integrated, coordinated patient-centered healthcare 
delivery system that was long overdue. And, of course, being from 
Wisconsin, we have got providers of care, whether it is Theda, 
whether it is Gundersen, the Mayo System, Dean, Marshfield, Au-
rora, that have been at the forefront of this revolution on delivery 
system reform for some time. And then, finally, and I think the big 
one is aligning the financial incentives the right way so we are re-
warding outcome, value, quality, and no longer fee-for-service and 
just doing more, regardless of results. That was bankrupting us, 
because right now we are on a race against time as a Nation, 
whether we can get smart quick enough in the healthcare field be-
fore we grow too old. And with 70 million boomers about to enter 
retirement and join Medicare, it is a race against the clock. 

But, Dr. Long, back to ThedaCare, the Next Gen ACO model that 
you are participating in, because I have heard, you know, some 
criticism, especially from the higher providers, the high-quality, 
lower cost providers, that there is not much incentive for them to 
be joining this program because of the risk-sharing component and 
the fact that they have already been hitting those marks for some 
time. How has ThedaCare managed that? 

Dr. LONG. Well, thanks for the question. And it gets back to 
what I said a little bit earlier. We were in for 3 years in the origi-
nal CMMI Pioneer. And one of the reasons we got out is because 
we thought we had hit that ability to get some shared savings 
back. So, to your point, when you are a high-quality, low-cost pro-
vider, there is not much left to be able to get in shared savings. 
And that is why we think the next step and somewhat to the blue- 
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sky comment is, how do we then go from the current model and 
escalate that into more of a risk-adjusted capitation model where 
the low-cost providers can get a lump of money that they know 
they can make the necessary margin on, but still offer extremely 
high-quality care? So we got out of the Pioneer 2 years early, be-
cause we were concerned about that very issue. So it is a leap of 
faith to try to move to that next model, which there is a lot of nerv-
ousness about because of the old HMO days, but we think we can 
do it differently. 

Mr. KIND. Theda is also in a nine-county northeastern region of 
the State too, which includes a lot of rural areas. And, of course, 
I represent a large rural western Wisconsin area myself. But are 
there some unique challenges that rural providers are facing under 
the ACO model? 

Dr. LONG. Absolutely. And that is where I think we can connect 
with our community services. You know, we put together a rural 
health initiative that actually we supported and actually had a 
nurse going out to farmers in their homes and being able to help 
manage. So I think there are a lot of creative ways that you can 
put other clinicians with primary care physicians and expand the 
reach. 

You know, to Mr. McDermott’s point, I mean, regardless of tech-
nology, medicine is still a pretty high-touch industry. And it was 
interesting in the New York Times just this past Sunday, you 
know, they talk about the old-fashioned way of treating diabetes. 
You can connect and engage people with technology, but you still 
have to work on all the things that are barriers for them to receive 
care. 

So I think it is very fitting to sort of get back to the basics, if 
you will, and help people through their psychosocial issues, their 
depression, their anxiety. And we have shown that we can manage 
that population. 

Mr. KIND. It is also about the vanguard of telehealth too. But 
I am especially intrigued and excited about the e-visit program 
that you set up, making it easier for people—— 

Dr. LONG. Another way to get access. 
Mr. KIND. Electronic communication to get prescriptions and 

feedback without having to schedule an appointment, waiting time, 
and all the hassle that goes with that. So that is something more 
that we need to be exploring, I believe. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you, Mr. Kind. 
Mr. Smith is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
And thank you to our panel for sharing your insights and exper-

tise. Obviously, a lot of taxpayer dollars are involved and the sub-
ject matter here today, and I certainly want to do my part in mak-
ing sure that it is spent wisely. 

A common refrain that I hear when I visit hospitals across rural 
Nebraska is that the providers and administrators are certainly 
proud of the equipment that they have, but they are also concerned 
about their inability to meet the meaningful-use requirements and 
that they can’t even communicate effectively with other providers 
or hospitals. 
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And small hospitals have expressed concern that, after their up-
front investment, they have to continue paying licensing and main-
tenance fees on their systems, which certainly can challenge each 
and every one of their budgets. 

Now, based on these concerns, I do have a couple questions, so 
if you will help me out here. 

I hesitate to suggest a one-size-fits-all system, because I doubt 
that that would work, and I don’t know of anyone up here who 
would support that. But how can we ensure that this technology, 
which has been purchased, perhaps, can actually communicate one 
with another or even universally? 

Mr. BLACK. That is fundamentally what we do when I talked 
about our interoperability platform. I agree that the dollars have 
been spent, and that is one of the other distinctions that we have 
as a company is that we don’t advocate ripping and replacing elec-
tronic medical records. We say the investments have been made. If 
the record doesn’t work or if you have problems with your current 
supplier or they have decided not to go for MU3 compliance and 
you have a problem, go do that. But if you have one, make what 
you have work and have it be interoperable. And if your supplier 
does not have an open approach, then we will help you, as a client, 
get that data out. Everybody adheres to some level, to some form 
of standards. MU1 and MU2 guarantee that. So we can get the 
data, and I can emancipate that data, if you will, from the EMR 
if that needs to be done and there is some sort of effort on the 
other side from people not wanting to make that available. 

Mr. SMITH. So are you suggesting that, with relative ease, it can 
already be done—ease and/or low cost? 

Mr. BLACK. It is not necessarily easy, but it has been done at 
scale with a lot of very large organizations and some very small or-
ganizations. I have got people as large as HCA that uses our solu-
tion, and we have a client up in Vermont, a small 50-bed hospital, 
that is trying to connect to 45 different physician practices to make 
all the information in that community available to one another on 
five different electronic medical record platforms. 

Mr. SMITH. And I might suggest that facilities do actually get 
quite smaller than that. 

Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir. 
Mr. SMITH. And yet I sense they are burdened even more so 

with the requirements and the mandates and the costs and the 
hoops, I mean, in very remote parts of our country. 

Now, on the topic of cost and so forth, can you demonstrate that 
there is enough competition in place right now that there is actu-
ally downward pressure on these costs? Because, I mean, talking 
to providers, I take away from them that they are concerned that 
their costs are just spiraling out of control in an upward fashion 
rather than more competition, driving down the cost. 

Mr. BLACK. Yeah. There is a lot of competition in these market-
places. There are over 450 different electronic medical record sup-
pliers that have been certified by the ONC, and there are various 
different models for pricing in that regard. There are license mod-
els. There are SaaS models, which is software as a service. 

One of the companies actually offers software for free. They 
make you look at advertising from PhRMA, but it is a free elec-
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tronic medical record. So there are lots of different models that 
have been put out there. 

Over time, value, you know, gets displayed by what outcomes you 
are able to deliver with your client, and that is something we focus 
on very, very vehemently, which is we want to make sure our cli-
ents are successful in using these systems to connect, to transfer 
data, to look at it from a community standpoint, and then move 
that information once it has been analyzed back down to that care-
giver so they can actually take action at the bedside, at the home, 
or wherever that might be. 

Mr. SMITH. Okay. Thank you. 
Thank you to our witnesses. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
Mr. Blumenauer is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. BLUMENAUER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Short, I was probably derelict in not mentioning one item 

here that I think identifies can be as person-oriented approach to 
sustainable health care, because we have worked with your com-
pany, your CEO, Mark Ganz, for years on end-of-life care. And 
watching what you folks have done on so many different levels to 
raise awareness, help in terms of policy development, empowering 
patients is deeply appreciated and I think makes a big difference 
and illustrates your approach. 

I wanted to just delve a little further into one point you made 
in the course of your testimony, where you are talking about hav-
ing mechanisms to help people take prescription drugs that have 
been prescribed, presumably filled. My memory is that about half 
of them really are not taken. 

Now, we can be concerned perhaps about some extraordinary 
predatory pricing mechanisms on behalf of a few drug companies 
that raise eyebrows, but this stuff needs to be taken to have the 
transformational effect. What is it that you are doing that you 
think is closing that gap? 

Mr. SHORT. You know, in the space of pharmacy, it is the one 
place where transparency in health care today is absolutely pos-
sible right now. And so we started an effort that we call MedSavvy. 
I mentioned it in my own testimony. 

If you think about it today, when someone goes to their physician 
and is prescribed a medication, a quarter of the time when they 
show up at the pharmacy, they do not fill it because they were not 
aware of the cost out of pocket. There is another significant per-
centage of individuals who do not fill that prescription because of 
the side effects that are described by the pharmacist. There is an-
other percentage that get home and, because that is in the back of 
their mind, don’t complete it. 

And so we have done two things: One, with GNS Healthcare, 
through taking consumer lifestyle information by connecting with 
EMR claims data, by looking at just all of our claims data as an 
organization, we actually look and create predictors for which 
members, patients, consumers will not take their medications and 
will not likely show up at the pharmacy, who will stop 30 days 
later. 
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And instead of try to create rules-based engines on the back end 
of all that and reach out to a consumer or to a member to solve 
the problem after the fact, we have worked to put MedSavvy in the 
hands of both physicians and the patients that essentially allows 
all those conversations to be offered upfront when the prescription 
is being prescribed. 

And so when I described the letter grades that we have talked 
about, literally looking at the effectiveness of medicine, which there 
is tremendous research on, to understand which drugs are most 
likely going to be successful and then actually allowing the physi-
cian at that time, through the MedSavvy application, to under-
stand what that member’s cost is going to be when they show up 
at the pharmacy, so there are no surprises, because that is the 
point to have the conversation, not to create lots of hoops down-
stream. 

Now, in the event that a consumer or patient has done all the 
things right to go home with that medication, through the work 
that we do in our algorithms with GNS, we do an outreach pro-
gram. And this is where the human touch comes in, because care 
is human. And we will have care managers reach out to patients 
that we know are at risk of discontinuing their medication, asking 
them how it is working, if there are any complications, so that we 
can reconnect them with their physician. So that is what we have 
started in 2015 and 2016. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. And what are the metrics in terms of the 
impact? How well does it work? 

Mr. SHORT. Metrics, so the metrics today are that we are in 
three pilots. We are in a pilot in the State of Idaho. We are in the 
State of Oregon. So they are both in pilot phases today. We are 
doing them with delivery systems. And the metrics today are that 
the physicians that are prescribing medications, a significant por-
tion of the time when they are looking at that are actually having 
a different conversation with members, and we see an increase. 

It is early to tell you from a pilot standpoint what the actual 
metric will be, but today, there is about 79 percent engagement in 
the conversation, which is where we believe it starts. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. And do you involve pharmacists in this? 
Mr. SHORT. We do. Actually, we employ pharmacists that do the 

work on the development of the programs and services. But from 
that point, we actually are all about enabling the patient physician 
conversation. 

Mr. BLUMENAUER. Okay. Thank you very much. 
Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
Ms. Jenkins is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Ms. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thanks for holding 

this hearing. 
We thank the panel for your testimony and for joining us. 
This discussion regarding the use and future of healthcare tech-

nology and its ability to drive down the cost and increase access for 
Americans is a key discussion. I think most people know, in my 
home State of Kansas, we are one of the top agriculture and aero-
space States. But what a lot of folks don’t know is that we are a 
hub for health technology companies as well. 
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And it is also a very rural State and has many residents that are 
unable to access needed care to their location away from a major 
city. And so one of my priorities on this subcommittee has always 
been to help folks in rural parts of Kansas get the care that they 
need more easily than they can today. 

So maybe my first question would be for Mr. Short. In your testi-
mony, you touched on Cambia’s investment in Carena and its abil-
ity to allow providers to extend their service area with virtual vis-
its. How will that technology help folks in a place like rural Kansas 
get better access to better care and drive down the cost? 

Mr. SHORT. Absolutely. It is a great question. 
Telehealth today is a great extender outside of a traditional 

bricks-and-mortar setting in health care, especially in rural areas. 
There are pilots throughout the country—we have them in the 
State of Oregon—where rural county critical-access hospitals are 
doing telehealth with their patients that then enables a conversa-
tion to occur on whether or not they need to come into, if you will, 
Portland, a bigger city for more care. 

You know, when you think about access itself, I will speak to just 
seniors—6 in 10 seniors today have flip phones, 30 percent have 
smartphones and mobile devices. And of that, things like Skyping, 
online chatting, are very, very common. When you think about sen-
iors specifically when it comes to accessing care—and I think about 
my grandfather myself—transportation is a significant problem to 
get to a facility to have care. 

I can remember being 16 years old and my grandfather needing 
to get to an office visit. And I would get out of school to take him. 
And guess what? He lay awake all night, worried, concerned, am 
I going to make it? I will tell you—he is no longer alive, but I wish 
we had Carena 20 years ago because my grandfather wouldn’t have 
had to lay awake wondering is a 16-year-old grandson going to 
show up or not. 

And he could have done everything on his iPad. And they have 
iPads today. Because his conditions, his chronic conditions, which 
are prevalent in senior populations, he didn’t have to go in and be 
seen firsthand. So when I think of rural areas—and I grew up in 
a rural area—what a great opportunity to extend care. What a 
great chance to connect additional care extenders so that it can 
connect into EMRs to prepopulate, so that when someone, a senior 
or a patient, ends up in a more critical care setting, all of that rel-
evant information is there so that their treatment plans are holistic 
in nature and not point specific. So I think Carena is a great oppor-
tunity to extend that. 

Ms. JENKINS. Great. Thank you. 
Mr. Black, it sounds to me like the private sector is working real-

ly, really hard to solve this problem exchanging information be-
tween providers that we have heard about for so long. Can you just 
briefly tell us more about the progress and information exchange 
and what you think Congress should be doing to increase adoption 
of what is working? 

Mr. BLACK. I think that there is an awareness component here 
that is startling to me, quite frankly, because a lot of the things 
that people talk about with respect to the interoperability stand-
ards, the issues with regard to interoperability have been solved. 
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And I think that there needs to be a greater awareness of what is 
happening out there in the small areas as well as the large areas, 
meaning the very small rural areas that need to have the 
connectivity as well as the larger organizations. 

Unfortunately, there have been hearings and other discussion 
about data blocking and needed discussions about that because 
that has occurred in the past. And I think, because of some of these 
hearings, those issues have been removed, either behaviorally or 
economically, or in some cases, there has been a way to actually 
call a hotline and to report somebody that is actually doing data 
blocking. So I think there are a lot of reports and a lot of data that 
are out there that would suggest that that has broadly been solved. 

I think that the work to be done through the ONC has also done 
a very good job and the new rules on MU3 actually create another 
layer of exposure into electronic medical record. So if I am a sup-
plier of electronic medical records, the application program inter-
face is a different layer by which somebody can get into. A third 
party can get into your record with permission, with security, et 
cetera, and pull data out. And that is a big component of what is 
inside the MU3 legislation that I think is very valuable. 

The other piece that is inside the MU3 legislation that is very 
valuable is ability for patients to get access to their data. And at 
the end of the day, I think this discussion has to center more 
around the ownership of the data is not a large company, it is not 
a for-profit company, it is not an electronic medical record supplier, 
it is not the physician. It is the person. It is the patient. And that 
is the person that should own it, and everything should be engi-
neered around that experience. 

And I am telling you, now with the digital platform, there is 
going to be hundreds of people that understand that this platform 
is digital and this platform is accessible through APIs, and there 
is going to be a wealth of new innovation that sits on top of this 
thing when we look out over the next 5 years. There is going to 
be blue-sky efforts. There is going to be all sorts of wonderful 
things get created as a result of this new platform that this great 
country has funded in great part over the course of the last 41⁄2 
years. 

Thank you. 
Chairman TIBERI. Good questions. 
Mr. Davis, you are recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 
And I also want to thank all of our witnesses for being here. 
Dr. Black, it was indeed a pleasure to meet and have some dis-

cussion with you yesterday. And I know that Allscripts has made 
significant investment in finding more effective approaches to 
treating diabetes, which in some of the communities that I rep-
resent, has almost reached what I would call plague dimensions. 
Could you share a bit more indepth what it is that Allscripts has 
been looking at in terms of this. 

Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir. Thank you for the question. 
One of the things that we have as a byproduct of all this process 

automation is the data. And so we have, in our capability, over 40 
million lives of humans that are out there that we have de-identi-
fied the data, and we actually perform a fair amount of research. 
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There are all sorts of tools that data scientists can use to look at 
data. 

I have a thesis. I am going to go in and look for a problem, or 
I am going to let the data talk to me, if you will. That is called 
machine learning. And what we are seeing with our 40 million peo-
ple is, when we have specifically looked at the diabetes problem, 
is there are seven conditions, seven items or data elements that are 
out there that are predeterminants of a future diabetic problem. 

And so what we are doing is looking for people who have those 
seven preconditions, where they may not yet be a diabetic, that we 
are working with them through cell phone alerts or other ways to 
score them on a health score basis to give caregivers or just the 
person themselves awareness that they actually are trending to-
wards a diabetic condition. 

So that is another use that we talked a little bit earlier. My col-
league from Cambia talked about the predicting capability of before 
somebody becomes debilitized by something as horrible as diabetes. 
Some of it is genetically engineered, and you, unfortunately, chose 
your parents incorrectly. Some of it is preventable. And some of 
this that we are working on has a lot to do with what prevention 
we can do by the data that will show the actions that you can take 
to prevent it. 

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much. 
Dr. Long, you also mentioned high blood pressure and diabetes 

as an area of significant interest. Could you share a bit what you 
have been working on? 

Dr. LONG. Absolutely. Thank you. 
Actually, to Mr. Black’s point, I think this is a great example of 

where the technology and the high touch of medicine is still a great 
example. We are looking at, with this team-based care model, that 
these clinicians, especially the care coordinators, we have 150 com-
plex care patients that are assigned to, by name, a care coordi-
nator. So they literally develop a relationship. 

What the data does is gives that care coordinator real-time point- 
of-care often information that if you have a diabetic, where are 
they in the system? Are they potentially going to be admitted to 
the hospital? Are they high risk for ED visits? So we can actually 
proactively reach out to these patients and oftentimes using tech-
nology in the rural areas, FaceTime, Skype, to interact with these 
folks and actually help them. 

Because what I talked about too—I didn’t get into a lot of the de-
tails, but as most everybody knows, there is a lot of the psycho-
social behavioral issues that actually prevent these high-risk pa-
tients from staying healthy or getting healthy. So this is a great 
marriage of data and our care coordination function team-based 
care model to reach out proactively and help those patients lose 
weight, get on the right diets, and get their chronic illness under 
control. 

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much. 
Dr. Black, you also mentioned a bit about clinical trials. And we 

know that there are some population groups that are reluctant to 
engage in clinical trials based upon historical acts that have oc-
curred. Does Allscripts do anything to try and convince any of 
these groups to become more proactive relative to clinical trials? 
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Mr. BLACK. Yes, sir. We are very convinced that we can help 
people identify, if they have a condition that they are suffering 
from, that your last hope has been exhausted and you now need 
to look for an experimental clinical trial or to be—am I a candidate 
for a clinical trial that is out there, that is something that people 
have somewhat changed their mind over time. 

If I am sick and I have been to my primary care, I have been 
to my specialist, I am not getting any better, what else is out 
there? What conditions do I have that are so unique that I am not 
getting better? 

And that is why a clinical trial for us to be able to identify for 
them a trial that is local, a trial that would meet the criteria that 
they are currently—the conditions that they have, the medications 
they are on, and the, you know, even the behavioral health compo-
nent. Here is a multifactorial complex problem that you are trying 
to navigate as a human, and to match them up electronically with 
a clinical trial is something that the PhRMA industry is eager to 
do that, and many patients, once we show them the evidence and 
the data, will be extraordinarily happy to become a participant in. 

Mr. DAVIS. Thank you very much. 
Mr. Chairman, I yield back. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Marchant, is recognized for 5 

minutes. 
Mr. MARCHANT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I think my fear with all of this technology is that our government 

programs, Medicare and Medicaid, either have rules or regulations 
or there is legislation that is necessary to make it so that the doc-
tors and hospitals can fully utilize these new technologies with 
these kinds of patients. Can I get each of the panel members to 
talk about that? 

Mr. Gallup. 
Mr. GALLUP. Yeah. It is a great question. 
What we see a lot of is a focus on the past. I really liked the com-

ment before where it said, what are you going to do in the next 5 
or 10 years? We even think of this idea of telehealth. Telehealth 
has to be coordinated in a way, and that is kind of where we want 
to go 5 or 10 years from now, is, how do you coordinate all that, 
right? So you can have a telehealth visit, but you might need to 
get them somewhere. How do you get them somewhere? Transpor-
tation is an issue. So how do you make that in real time and make 
that all easy? 

So what we are seeing more is, hey, we are so concerned about 
the past of meaningful use and all these pieces that are going on 
now, that we are kind of stuck in trying to get to that future. You 
know, we are talking about $60 billion in fraud. Well, we have a 
$200 billion in waste just from inefficiencies, at least, that has been 
documented. 

So how do we make all that work together? Our centers are see-
ing that we can help in the rural communities: 3,000 more patients 
on average are getting access to care that weren’t at the same 
price, right. We are starting to see a day of length of stay decrease 
in these hospitals, but also that affects everything else. It means 
they are going somewhere else. 
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And so, as we see it, you are right, which is how do we get out 
of this. We are talking about the fact that we had all this meaning-
ful use stuff and we are stuck in it and we keep talking about how 
we should move to that next level. Mr. Black said, that we should 
start getting value from this. Let’s start moving this forward. And 
these ideas of coordination and command centers that are bringing 
in telehealth, all the telemedicine pieces that are taking care of the 
rural communities. 

In one of your areas in Texas, there is the greatest example of 
helping the rural communities and helping those hospitals that are 
small, working together with large hospitals that I have ever seen. 
It is amazing, and sometime, I would love to share it with you be-
cause there are many, many, many, many patients and bene-
ficiaries in Texas who are getting access to care that they wouldn’t 
have had by all this coordination. 

Mr. MARCHANT. Thank you. 
Mr. Short. 
Mr. SHORT. I would just add, really moving to a place where we 

allow incentives to drive the innovations. Certainly, there are many 
capabilities that are coming to market that there are rules and 
there are regulations that make it challenging, especially when it 
comes to programs like Medicare. 

What I would offer up is that because these are new, the rules 
aren’t set yet, and we don’t know necessarily how to think about 
how to approve new concepts that are coming to market. We have 
to ask ourselves those questions. We have to ask ourselves the 
questions on, how should we regulate them? How should we allow 
regulatory processes to put in place safeguards at the same time? 

I think we have to rethink how we do that so that the innova-
tions can get into the marketplace, and this is new ground. 

Mr. MARCHANT. Mr. Black. 
Mr. BLACK. We have 45,000 physician office practices, small 

group practices throughout the United States. One of the things 
that they are worried about today is the macrolegislation with re-
spect to the reporting requirements that they are going to have on 
their end. 

And what I would hope is that, as we pass this legislation and 
as we are monitoring and measuring the compliance with it, that 
we don’t make the reporting burden such that a small group physi-
cian practice participant says: I am out of here. I am done. I am 
going to retire early. I don’t want that to be the last straw, if you 
will, that broke the camel’s back. 

So great legislation, great capabilities, technologywise, et cetera, 
that are in that really will help suppose this digital layer better 
that is out there. But we also need to make sure, from a workflow 
standpoint, we don’t add additional burden to that small physician 
office practice, who is already very, very stressed today to take care 
of the patients that they have and to do the important clinical re-
porting. But for a small office, that is a burden that we have to be 
very, very careful about the tipping point of asking too much from 
a regulatory standpoint for these folks to report. 

In this country, there are a lot of independent farmers, there are 
a lot of independent physicians that are out there, and it is a noun 
and a verb, as we call say with regard to these guys. They are still 
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independent after, you know, the last 6 or 7 years. That is some-
thing they absolutely want to be. And I hate to have anything that 
we have collectively done force them to have to either quit the 
practice or I have to be employed by a large local organization, a 
large health system, or a large clinic practice if that is not really 
what I wanted to do. 

Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
The pride of Paterson, New Jersey, is recognized for 5 minutes, 

Mr. Pascrell. 
Mr. PASCRELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
Mr. Chairman, the panel is great, and thank you for putting us 

together. 
Our healthcare system is undergoing a very fundamental shift 

right now by revolutionizing the way we pay for and the way we 
deliver health care. The Affordable Care Act laid the foundation for 
building a healthcare system that rewards quality outcomes and 
smart spending rather than the volume of services provided. And 
I am glad that the innovators are here today. 

The next step is promoting what I would consider further inte-
gration of innovative technology into the healthcare system. Health 
and medical technology has evolved rapidly over the recent years, 
which has resulted in, I believe, an improvement of patient care. 
I believe we must think critically about how to force their tech-
nology in order to improve the patient’s experience. 

Mr. Short, one of your company’s technologies, which you wrote 
about in your written testimony, the Caremerge tool, allows every-
one in a patient’s life, from the doctor to the insurer to the family 
member, to access information about the patient’s care. Over the 
years, I have met with a lot of constituents, by the way, who have 
told me their stories about caring for family members and the haz-
ards of it and the problems of it, challenges. 

Can you briefly discuss some of the benefits that the technology 
your company has developed can have in supporting family care-
givers—very important, there is more and more of them—in pos-
sibly making a very difficult job a little bit easier? 

Mr. SHORT. Thank you. It is a great question. 
And I would say on two fronts: You know, first, Congressman 

Blumenauer a few minutes ago talked about our palliative care, 
end-of-life work. One of the places that we acknowledge is that pal-
liative care is best between family members and physicians. 

So the first thing we did was we actually, through the Cambia 
Foundation, funded grants all around the country to delivery sys-
tems to actually rethink about the holistic end-to-end care, includ-
ing how you bring family members into that process. It eliminates 
confusion. It eliminates waste. And it allows you to focus on out-
comes. 

So we have done that through our grants. It is something that 
we are several years into now and it is working very well. At the 
same time, we recognize that capabilities, like Caremerge, are nec-
essary so that, depending on where people live and where they 
work and where they call home, and family can be connected with 
the physicians. 

So, in the case of Caremerge, we are actually working with 
acute-care facilities, who are working many times with frail situa-
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tions and allowing everyone to be on a common page, if you will, 
about where a patient’s or family member’s care is currently at. 

Mr. PASCRELL. One of the shortcomings of the Affordable Care 
Act was dealing with the acute care and everything extending from 
that. And we could have done a much better job. We tried, but it 
didn’t work. 

Mr. Long, in your testimony, you outlined a care model, 
ThedaCare, in using what couples team-based coordinated health 
care with additional support services in intensive case management 
for complex patients. That is not easy. I know that. That includes 
providing assistance with basic needs, as I understand it, like hous-
ing and life skills to manage stress, to manage anxiety, and ad-
dressing emotional support needs of caregivers, many times not 
even discussed. 

So, in your experience, has helping connect patients with these 
types of resources, would you consider that a positive impact on 
what we are talking about here today? 

Dr. LONG. Oh, thank you for the question. 
Absolutely. As you mentioned though, it is resource-intensive, 

and I think that is where the challenge comes in, is, how do we 
support the resources to decentralize what has typically been cen-
tral care coordination, central social workers, and actually putting 
them where these complex patients are in the healthcare system. 

So we have had an incredible impact. And if you think about 
population health, I think of it, you know, as three concentric cir-
cles: We have our clinic. We have our specialty caregivers. And 
then we have the community at large. We are probably remiss in 
not taking advantage of all the community resources that actually 
can help our patients quite dramatically, so that is a fundamental 
thing that we are focusing on to help leverage being able to care 
for them. 

Mr. PASCRELL. Thank you. 
I yield, Mr. Chairman. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
The gentlelady from Tennessee, Mrs. Black, is recognized for 5 

minutes. 
Mrs. BLACK OF TENNESSEE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I 

want to thank you for holding this very important meeting today, 
because it really does encapsulate the future of health care, the 
things that we are talking about here today. So many times we 
argue across the aisle, but I think this is one that we can all agree 
on that is the future of health care and that we need to get behind 
and make sure that we are listening to people like you that are out 
in the field and are so creative and innovative. 

I want to say, Mr. Gallup, I am really excited about your Tele-
Tracking because I am an emergency room nurse who would call 
the floor and say, ‘‘I have a patient ready for you,’’ and they would 
say, ‘‘That bed is not ready yet.’’ And you would call an hour later, 
and they would say, ‘‘That bed is still not ready yet.’’ Boy, the 
thought that I could look on some screen and say, ‘‘Wait a minute, 
there is a green light there so I am bringing the patient to you,’’ 
it is exciting. 
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I think, Mr. Chairman, we probably ought to take a road trip so 
we can see all this technology actually working, so I am all in for 
that. 

One aspect, a major aspect of health IT that I have been particu-
larly engaged in is the telehealth. And I know that Ms. Jenkins 
started to talk about that and worked very closely with one of my 
colleagues here on Ways and Means, Mr. Thompson, on this topic. 
Earlier this year, we introduced a comprehensive bipartisan, bi-
cameral piece of legislation once again showing that this is an issue 
that both sides care about. 

The bill, called CONNECT for Health Act, was endorsed by about 
100 organizations from all over the spectrum in health care. It ac-
tually showed a study that was done by Avalere that you would ac-
tually save about $1.8 billion over 10 years if we were able to put 
this into place. 

And, Mr. Short, you talked about how you wish that your grand-
father would’ve had access to some of the kind of telehealth that 
would have given him more assurances. And having two parents 
that are 91 years old and seeing what kind of technology is there 
and available for them is exciting. But it has got a lot of barriers 
there. 

And until this comprehensive bill actually is able to be passed, 
what I would like to ask of you all, in particular looking at remote 
patient monitoring, which is one that is really near and dear to my 
heart because I do have a rural district where I know this would 
really help—getting patients 45 minutes to an hour and a half to 
a facility is very, very difficult, on windy roads, especially, when 
they need to be seen several times a month or whatever by dif-
ferent practitioners. What I would like to have each of you talk 
about, until we can get to that point where we can pass com-
prehensive legislation, what are some of the small but constructive 
steps that we could take today to begin this process of putting in 
and expanding life-changing telehealth services? 

And, Mr. Long, if I can start with you, since we seem to start 
at the other end, and just go down the aisle. And I know I don’t 
have a lot of time left, so Mr. Long, briefly. 

Dr. LONG. Yes, thank you. 
Well, I think, as I mentioned both in my verbal and written testi-

mony, the things aren’t really that complicated that can get us a 
lot of leverage. So, whether it is the simple things like a low-cost 
e-visit to the very complex telestroke, it is all about keeping people 
where they are and not having to have them travel. 

Interestingly, I found in some of our rural areas, though, one of 
our simple barriers is that people are still on dial-up Internet, and 
it was somewhat surprising to me that there are still pockets of our 
remote areas that don’t have the luxury of the high-speed Internet. 
And I know there is some talk about, how can we change that? 

Mrs. BLACK OF TENNESSEE. Yeah. 
Dr. LONG. But I think the technology exists, and I think pro-

viders and patients are eager for it. So some of it is just kind of 
fixing some of those infrastructure—— 

Mrs. BLACK OF TENNESSEE. Get CMS to agree to pay for it. 
Mr. Black. 
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Mr. BLACK. I think there has been a lot of discussion about tele-
medicine and the fact that people haven’t been paying for it. I 
think a lot of innovators have bypassed the payment component. 
Obviously, folks to the left and to my right have actually figured 
out to way to do that. 

And the dollars that people spend on a visit, whether it is a con-
sumer or their practitioner, they quickly get passed the, ‘‘I have got 
to bring the patient in order to see them, in order to get paid,’’ if, 
in fact, they are taking care of the patient in the way that they 
want or it is some sort of financial risk for them. 

There are lots of different ways you can connect to these people. 
The wearable component as well is another thing we haven’t talked 
about today. When you talk about remote patient monitoring, that 
is a big piece. You can connect that to the caregiver or some sort 
of central facility. There are a lot of clients that are out there that 
are doing that today in a hub-and-spoke environment. 

I have got a brother who farms. I have got uncles who farm. I 
grew up in Iowa, so I know a fair amount about what it is like for 
people who don’t want to get in a car, who are scared. They don’t 
want to go to a big city. You know, when they get there, they are 
lost. You know, they don’t like it. 

And so I have been actually, just through the years of knowing 
what is out there in the marketplace, I also have been having some 
preliminary discussions about how about repurposing some of the 
room inside the ASCS office. There is one ASCS office in every sin-
gle county in the entire country. They have broadband. They have 
got this. They have got that. And it is a familiar place. 

People like the ASCS office because they know that is where peo-
ple have historically given them money; they go for education, et 
cetera. And you could have a quick clinic, perhaps, there, and you 
might have a place where you could go plug in to get monitored or 
have your televisit at that facility if you don’t have broadband at 
home. We are not going to get broadband in the entire country like 
we put the Rural Electricity Act in the 1930s. That is not going to 
happen for a while. 

Mrs. BLACK OF TENNESSEE. Well, thank you. 
And I know I have run out of time, so Mr. Short, Mr. Gallup, if 

you have other suggestions, would you just jot them down and send 
them back here to the committee? I certainly would appreciate 
that. 

Great suggestion. 
Mr. BLACK. Thank you. 
Mrs. BLACK OF TENNESSEE. I yield back. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
The gentleman from Minnesota, Mr. Paulsen, is recognized for 5 

minutes. 
Mr. PAULSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for holding this hear-

ing. This has been a great panel, very interesting. 
We talked earlier about and heard some comments about the leg-

islature and Congress lagging behind innovation. It is interesting 
because a technology entrepreneur once said that innovation is the 
ability to challenge authority and break rules. And as a result, 
there is often this conflict between what government does and what 
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innovators do. Government, of course, makes rules, and innovators 
are all about breaking the rules to create something new. 

And innovation, when it is happening in such a fast pace and 
rapid pace, if we are not paying attention, if government is not 
paying attention, when, where, and how this innovation is hap-
pening, we are missing out on the opportunities. 

I will start with Mr. Short, but others may have comments—you 
know, just from a cost perspective and the challenges we have 
within Medicare where there are so many regulations, for instance, 
what can the Medicare program be doing to collaborate better with 
the private sector, for instance, to support better engagement, to 
have more superior results? Or vice versa, how can Medicare adopt 
what the private sector might be doing in this respect as well? 

Mr. SHORT. It is a great question. 
Medicare has the ability and is frequently a significant influencer 

of care practices that are adopted across this country. And so, to 
the extent Medicare in a rural setting allows for innovations, even 
on a pilot basis, to be launched, deployed, that then again we could 
come back to and say, ‘‘Well, how should we think about rules and 
regulations that would allow for the further adoption of those capa-
bilities,’’ could really ignite greater levels of innovation when it 
comes to, you know, creating access. 

But most importantly, I think what we can continue to do, cer-
tainly with the amount of baby boomers who are aging into Medi-
care, certainly with cost challenges of Medicare, there is going to 
be tremendous institutional focus, whether it is about payers or 
providers or delivery systems. 

I would just encourage all of us to remember at the end of every 
one of these institutions is the patient or the consumer. And every 
one of us in this room have a story that we face when it comes to 
a loved one, and a family, a friend. And so many times, if we would 
put ourselves in the shoes of understanding that situation, the in-
novation becomes bright, and it becomes clear on what needs to be 
done. And I would encourage us at each and every day to do that 
first and foremost, because good things come from that. 

Mr. PAULSEN. Good. Any other comments off that? 
Mr. BLACK. Although, Medicare, the payer, that everybody pays 

attention to, so you have the economic club, if you will. And I think 
that the innovation that has been attempted through many of the 
different—whether it is the Pioneer ACOs or those other structures 
have been set up over the course of the last 5 to 10 years—have 
been, I think, very influential in moving from a value-based or pay- 
for-performance or pay for quantity to pay-for-performance method-
ology. 

We have got a lot of folks in Tennessee. The folks got together 
there to get 22,000 people to be part of their cohort. They have got 
one primary practice, 160 docs. Now they have 1,200 docs in the 
State of Tennessee that have got together through an interoper-
ability platform, and they connect the information to take care of 
these 22,000 people in remote areas. And they are one of the top 
five in cost and one of the top 30 in quality in the State like Ten-
nessee, where they have very little infrastructure in place. 

So there is a lot of innovation that is out there. I think that the 
structure that has been set up by Medicare is very valuable, and 
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what has gone with CMS on the payment side has been incredibly 
influential in the innovation that has been spurred. And I would 
suggest that that rate of innovation and funding continues. 

Mr. PAULSEN. And, Mr. Short, you commented earlier about 
chronic care. And I think, obviously, with the demographics as you 
mentioned, 10,000 baby boomers retiring every day, chronic care 
management and coordinated care is the solution or the answer we 
need to focus on if we are going to be able to redirect dollars in 
a more cost-effective manner within Medicare. 

And, Mr. Short, you said let incentives drive innovation. And ob-
viously, piloting, letting Medicare pilot things is a good way to do 
so. Is there anything else that we can do to actually incentivize in-
novation in the market? 

Mr. SHORT. I think there is always a lot to be thought of around 
innovation. I would say, top of mind, when you think about pay-
ment reforms that have passed to date and what is to come of that, 
I think continuing to see those through when it comes to how pay-
ers and providers collectively pay for service, I would say, looking 
over the next 2 to 3 years—we talked about ACOs earlier today, 
in terms of how they perform and what is working, what is not 
working—many times we will run on to the next innovation before 
we complete a current one. And I would say see through the cur-
rent innovations as well in making sure that we deploy and scale 
some of them. Because many of these have the ability to be scaled, 
especially as my colleague, Mr. Black, talks about the interoper-
ability. I think there are tremendous innovations on interoper-
ability to come in terms of chronic care management across the 
population. 

Mr. PAULSEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I yield back. 
Chairman TIBERI. Thank you. 
And last but not least, the pride of Butler, Pennsylvania, Mr. 

Kelly, is recognized for 5 minutes. 
Mr. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 
I want to thank all of you for being here today. 
I think it is interesting. When I first ran for office I was really 

trying to champion what we do in the private sector. And I had 
people constantly tell me: You know your problem, Kelly, is you 
don’t get it. Look, the government can’t be run the way the private 
sector is run. 

And I have said: No, it is just the opposite. That is the antith-
esis. The private sector can’t possibly be run the way a government 
does. 

There is a handout. I think, Mr. Gallup, you provided it. Here 
is where the rubber meets the road: It is not about the money that 
we spend; it is about the money we spend that is used inefficiently 
and ineffectively. 

So, if you could, just kind of walk us through this, because I real-
ly don’t understand how people can indulge in deficit spending, not 
year after year but decade after decade, and build a long-term debt 
that we know is going to sink our country, and say: You know, the 
problem is we are just not extracting enough money from hard-
working American taxpayers. These people are going to have to 
cough up more money to support our inefficiencies. 
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I think this is really stunning, and this really gets to the thing. 
Listen, is it about policy? Yes. But more importantly, it is about 
people. It is about people. 

Mr. Short, your grandfather, my father-in-law, this didn’t have 
to happen. You know, it wasn’t because they weren’t spending 
money. It is because they were ineffective and inefficient, some-
thing we can’t tolerate in the private sector. Well, you can, but you 
can’t do it long because you go broke. 

Mr. Gallup, when I look at this, this is incredible. The United 
States of America—now, Pat, listen to this—out of 51 countries, the 
United States of America ranks 44th out of 51, and we have really 
worked hard. We have been able to beat Bulgaria, who is number 
45, and we are just about catching up with the Dominican Republic 
at 43. 

And it is hard for me to sit here and look at who we are and 
what we have been and how we have led the world in everything. 
Gosh, we can put a guy on the moon, but we can’t get him through 
the emergency room. We can invent the Internet, but we can’t get 
people through the hospital system. What the heck is wrong with 
us? 

But look at the spending. It isn’t for lack of investment. Mr. Gal-
lup, kind of walk us through this, because this is stunning, and it 
is also damning. It will ruin this country. If you can. This is incred-
ible. 

Mr. GALLUP. I think you just did a great job of it. I mean, I 
think the best thing I would do is quote our clients, right. They 
know what is going on. And I think even the last Medicare ques-
tion is very interesting where, what should we do about innova-
tion? We shouldn’t penalize people for coming up with innovations, 
right, number one. So if someone figures out how to do something 
better, the first thing we are going to do is cut, right, and that kind 
of scares people. 

But as we quote our clients, they will tell you the money is in 
the system, right. They will say that. It is exactly what you are 
saying. There is enough money in the system to get the patients 
through and give them the care that they need if we cut out the 
inefficiencies. 

To your point, we know that the CBO says 41 percent of the fu-
ture of our hospitals are going to be running in the red. Why? Is 
it the funding issue? Or is it the fact that we don’t have the right 
models in place, that we don’t have the right efficiencies put in 
place, and we haven’t decreased the cost of an adjusted discharge, 
right? We have enough. 

And I think Chairman Tiberi saw this, right. There are enough 
bricks and mortars. There is enough out there to be able to go and 
do this. This isn’t about cutting resources. You know, we have a 
doctor shortage. We have a nurse shortage. We have all these 
shortages out there. How do we fix that? Well, let’s get them more 
productive. 

Every study you see out there, a nurse is 30 percent productive. 
The other 30 percent we have got them stuck documenting. The 
other 30 percent they are out there trying to—and I know that isn’t 
at 100, so it is 33, 33. But the point being is they are out there 
finding stuff, wasting their time. 
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So, if we can take labor and help them become more productive, 
we can help doctors become more productive and not doing things 
they don’t want to do, we then get more patients through at the 
same price. And that is what we have proven to NHS. That is what 
we have proved that many clients will stand up and say this is 
working for them. 

We are seeing thousands of more patients not just in the clinics, 
not just in the hospitals but in the clinics also. And that is what 
is going to cut the cost, right. If we can get more through at the 
same price, we have solved a lot of our problems. 

Mr. KELLY. Anybody else? Because you all have the answers. 
You have the answers. It is just, are we listening, and can we come 
up with a legislative fix to it? And I am saying, we have to do it, 
or we bankrupt our Nation. 

Dr. LONG. Mr. Kelly, I am not sure if I am allowed to say ‘‘halle-
lujah,’’ but I am thinking it with your comments. But I think if you 
piece together all the great work that many organizations like 
these folks represent, I think the roadmap is out there. We all see 
the waste. We are all trying to improve it. 

My impression, even if you look at what the Pioneer has done, 
it is trying to look at where everybody is delivering care and try 
to do something that will work equally for everybody, and that is 
where you probably leave out those that are doing the best work 
and not trying to figure out how they could help create the road-
map that really needs to be the long-term blue sky. 

So I think the information is out there if we can piece it together 
with folks like that are at this table. You know, I don’t think it 
would be that hard to do. But I appreciate your comments. 

Mr. KELLY. Well, I can’t tell you how much I appreciate your 
being here. 

And, Mr. Short, we are going to run out of time. But let me just 
say this to you: It is only over when we decide it is over. It is our 
ability to stick to the message and stick on course and make sure 
that we fight this to the very end. This is a win for every single 
American. It does not matter to me how they are registered, by the 
way. We can win this battle. The big thing is we just have to refuse 
to lose. We can win, and we can win for every single American. 

Thank you all for being here. 
Mr. Chairman, thank you so much. 
Chairman TIBERI. Mr. Kelly, would you like to submit those sta-

tistics for the record? 
Mr. KELLY. Yes, I would love to submit them for the record. 

Thank you. 
Chairman TIBERI. Without objection. 
Thank you, Mr. Kelly. 
I want to thank the four of you today for spending some time 

with us. To just piggyback on what Mr. Kelly said, you give us 
hope. You give me hope. These are such important issues. And in-
novation is a key, I think, to solving this problem, and you guys 
are the forefront of that. We have only begun to touch these issues, 
and we are going to dig deeper into these issues in the future, and 
I hope you stay in touch with us as we do that. 

Before we adjourn, not knowing exactly what the calendar looks 
like the rest of the year—and I am not in the prediction business— 
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and not knowing then if we might have another hearing or not, I 
want to take this opportunity to thank Dr. McDermott for, yes, 
your distinguished service to this Congress over the years, 14 
terms to be exact. It has truly been—underline, bold—an adventure 
working with you. 

I hope that, as you leave this body, that you believe that our dis-
agreements—and there have been many—are heartfelt. I believe 
that your views are heartfelt, sir. And I also wish you the very best 
in your next steps. 

You may. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. Mr. Chairman, I didn’t know this was my 

swan song. 
Chairman TIBERI. It may not be. There may be another one. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. I know sometimes you hope it would be my 

swan song, but it has been a pleasure serving on this committee. 
When I came to Congress 28 years ago, I made up my mind I was 
going one place, which was to the Health Subcommittee, the Ways 
and Means Committee. It took me a while to get there, and then 
it took me a while to get next to you. 

But I believe that this area is such a large part of our economy 
as well as such a large part of our question of national security and 
how we take care of Americans that it is central to making deci-
sions that affect every single American. 

Leaving the Congress, I don’t leave eagerly or glad to get away 
from it or anything else. I am sorry I am not going to stay because 
the development that we are talking about here today is going to 
go on and on, and it is going faster and faster. 

When I went to medical school and graduated in 1963, the only 
thing that was left was anatomy. And even that has been changed 
by now. They are changing so many body parts that it is hardly 
the medical school I went to. But this committee has the potential 
of doing more good for the American people than perhaps any other 
single subcommittee in the Congress. 

Chairman TIBERI. We agree. 
Mr. MCDERMOTT. It has been a pleasure to serve here with 

you, even though sometimes you are wrong. 
Chairman TIBERI. I will let that go. 
Please be advised that members will have 2 weeks to submit 

written questions to be answered later in writing. Those questions 
and your answers will be made part of our formal hearing, as is 
your testimony. Thank you. 

With that, the subcommittee stands adjourned. 
[Whereupon, at 11:57 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.] 
[Questions for the record follow:] 
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Questions for the Record following the Ways & Means Committee Health 
Subcommittee hearing on innovation and efficiency in healthcare 

From Representative Price of Georgia: 

You mentioned in your response to a Member question that patients should own their data. Is 
there any action Congress should consider to facilitate both provider and patient 
access to data, to ensure there's true interoperability to properly allow for a successful 
flow of data? 

Thank you for the question. This is an important topic, as central to our philosophy is the commitment 
to ensuring patients have access to their data, as well as those providers caring for them. 

First, we'd suggest that the passage of the MACRA and the promulgation of the Quality Payment 
Program rules are steps that have already been taken to drive a positive effect in this area. It will likely 
take several years, but ultimately we expect that the continued uptake or advanced payment models by 
more physicians and healthcare organizations wi ll in tum drive greater patient engagement and a 
rethinking of the provider's data stewardship responsibility. Already, many of the advanced alternative 
payment models under the QPP framework require further collaboration with and solicitation of data 
from patients more than traditional fee for service models, and this will certainly grow as additional 
models are rolled out with a greater scope of clinicians finding paths to participate. 

One note: we have seen a dramatic uptake of our patient portal solution, FollowMyHealth, as well as the 
mobile applicmions that have been developed under the umbrella of the Allscripts Developer Program in 
recent years, and this will likely continue as the market evolves in response to the Quality Payment 
Program. However, we are concerned by recent steps taken by ONC to expand the ir jurisdiction and 
oversight responsibil ities to include a much wider variety of technologies than those that fall under the 
certification program. We believe that Congress should act to stop ONC's proposed Enhanced 
Oversig_ht rule, which just fin ished review at OMB, because we it could throttle innovation in the 
important areas of patient engagemem and application programming interface (API) work. This 
regulation would aflect not only companies like Allscripts who offer certified EHRs but a lso developers 
without certified products who are partnering with us to improve interoperabi lity. Given that the ru le 
stretches ONC's regu latory authority well beyond the scope intended by Congressional authorizers, we 
urge language in the must-pass budget to revise or ha lt implementation of this burdensome rule. 

A final suggestion as to how to increase patients ' ownership of their health data is to provide additional 
incentive to patients themselves to care more about not only their data but their health status more 
generally. One thing that the industry as a who le discusses regularly is that even when the technology is 
available, patients - a m<~Ority of the time - do not take advantage of the opportunity to review their 
data, check test results, share their information with other clinicians who arc caring for them or genera lly 
maximize the opportunity to connect that data to their own health experience. Healthcare professionals 
who we work wtth would like to see that change because patients who are commotted to improving the ir 
outcomes in tum will benefit the doctors in the pay-for-value environment. Congress could take steps to 
encourage CMS, in their ro le as the largest payer in the nation, to implement policies that directly entice 
patients to use technology to improve their hea lth status. 

Copynght 0 2011 Allsct'PtS Healthc:are SoMJOOs Inc 
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From Representative Price of Georgia: 

1. TeleTracking emphasizes the need for substantial improvements in patient flow. Where 
have you ident ified patient flow challenges, and how can these challenges be 
addressed by patients, providers, and policymakers? 

Patient flaw is about connecting patients with the right care, when they need it. Patient flow 
issues exist in every type of healthcare setting when some barrier or processes impedes a 
patient's ability to access the care they need. Regardless of whether the care setting is a VA 
hospital, academic medical center, outpatient, or other inpatient facility, patient flow issues 
exist. Wherever patients wait for care or are sent from one location to the next, or one provider 
to the next, patient flow problems may be present. 

Some of the most common examples of patient flow challenges can be seen in the amount of 
time patients spend in emergency departments waiting to see o core provider or in the long lists 
of patients waiting to receive care from the VA. Inefficient processes and lack of visibility at the 
site of care cause backups which create boarding situations, ambulance diversions, increased 
lengths of stay, decreased patient and employee satisfaction, compromised patient safety and 
care quality, and financial losses for care providers. These backups also prevent the next set of 
patients from being seen by emergency room physicians. The lack of tools to create visibility into 
patient movement and needs across the care continuum hinders care teams' ability to work 
together to help make sure patients move safely and effectively through their episodes of care. 

Patient flow issues are compounded when a lack of access or education leads patients to seek 
core in suboptimal settings. For example, a 2013/iterature review estimated that somewhere 
around 30% of emergency department visits were non-urgent, meaning the patient should have 
gone through a different channel to receive care.1 There is an opportunity to educate patients 
on the right place to receive care during any urgent event and speaks to the need for better 
patient access to the right care, at the right time, in locations that work for the community. 

The cost of equivalent treatment received in urgent care centers is 300%-700% less than care 
received in emergency departments. In spite of potential cost savings, patients continue to seek 
core in emergency departments for their non-urgent core needs. The patient experience then 
becomes suboptimal and may add to patient flow problems and emergency department 
overcrowding. Education and tools designed for the patient can change their decision-making 
and help the system as a whole. 

For providers, patient flow should be a primary focus of their operations. Efficient patient flow 
allows hospitals and other providers to achieve their financial, clinical, and community 
objectives by increasing access and care quality while reducing costs. Providers can address 

1 Uscher-Pines, L. .. Pines, J., Kellermann, A., Gillen, E., & Mehrotra, A. (2013). Oe<:iding to visit the emersency department for 
non-urgent conditions: a systematic review of the literature. The American jovrnol of managed core, 19(1), 47. 
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patient flaw challenges by investing in the process improvement and enabling technology that 
supports better human processes. 

Without process management and visibility, care providers spend unnecessary hours trying to 
track patients down, make sure patients move into the appropriate clinical unit for their 
particular needs, and move to and from their procedures or appointments safely and efficiently. 
In our written testimony we outline some of the ways patient flow technologies help support a 
frictionless patient and care giver experiences by increasing access, visibility, and care team 
communication. Each stakeholder group has a role to play in helping to achieve substantial 
improvements in patient flow. 

Policymakers have the ability to advance the patient flow discussion, tackle the operational 
inefficiencies or waste in health care, and encourage providers to make the necessary process 
changes. The current opportunity is to create the next conversation. TeleTracking is more than 
willing to work with any subcommittee member or association in that effort; we are available to 
help support research initiatives, share information, and provide thought leadership in patient 
flow. 

2. An Annals of Internal Medicine Survey published September 6'h, 2016, found that for 
every hour doctors spend seeing patients, they spend almost two additional hours on 
paperwork. How are your companies helping to reduce this onerous burden which 
doctors face so that they can see more patients? 

By streamlining communication and patient flaw, TeleTracking gives doctors and nurses more 
time to spend with patients. 

TeleTracking's patient flaw platform reduces the amount of time doctors and nurses spend on 
the phone, chasing down colleagues, and physically transporting patients. More specifically, our 
platform reduces the amount of time doctors, nurses, and other care providers waste arriving at 
a bedside when the patient is not in his room, doing redundant work, completing tasks for which 
others are responsible, coordinating care for the patient across a care team, and managing the 
movement of the patient through the hospital. By creating visibility, we reduce the amount of 
time doctors and nurses spend doing detective work to find patients; find beds for patients; and 
identify who to call for consultations, transfers, and other administrative tasks. 

Patient flow platforms streamline communications. These communications replace and simplify 
workflows that are already happening without creating any redundant documentation. One 
recent study conducted by an independent research institute found that inefficient 
communication during patient admissions, patient transfers, and emergency response 
workf/ows alone costs the US healthcare industry $1B a year (just under $2MM a year per 
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hospital).1 This dollar figure represents valuable hours of patient time that technologies like 
TeleTracking con give bock to care givers. 

3. What progress are you making in designing and creating systems, including EHRs, to 

help doctors succeed as we transition to reimbursement under the Quality Payment 
Program established by MACRA? 

TeleTracking's patient flow platform is designed to help hospitals and health systems operate 
more efficiently. While provider reimbursements based on MIPS and APMs are not directly 
impacted by our solutions, the process efficiencies gained from our platform help to support the 
transition to the new reimbursement structures. Our solutions help to increase the number of 
patients doctors can treat within reporting periods, reduce the risk of readmission due to 
hospital acquired infection via decreased lengths of stay, and reduce facility overhead costs 
(especially important for physician owned hospitals or surgical centers). 

Because our products provide increased visibility across a continuum of care, they serve an 
important role in helping to support team based care and connectivity. Primary providers can 
more easily consult with other physicians, coordinate the transfer of patients to acute care 
facilities, and track when patients ore discharged and ready for follow-up appointments. Patient 
flow platforms help support innovative care models like Accountable Care Organization and 
Patient Centered Medical Homes by helping care teams manage and coordinate the movement 
of patients through episodes of care. For example, our platform helps to streamline and 
automate communication with community care teams- specifically related to transferring 
patients to new facilities, submitting direct admit requests, consulting with on-call physicians in 
other facilities, and creating visibility into patient core milestones after the patient is admitted. 

4. In your estimation, what is the difference between the efforts you are undertaking to 

improve healthcare and efforts being undertaken by CMMI? Do you feel as if you've 
had a good working relationship with CMS and CMMI to succeed and help providers 
succeed? What are the largest regulatory road blocks that currently exist? 

Our aim is to improve access to quality care for all patients. Through our patient flow solutions, 
we help providers streamline processes allowing them to reduce costs and deliver better core to 
patients. TeleTrocking and CMS are working towards common goals from different, though 
related, directions. 

1 Ponemon Institute {2014} '"The lmprivata Report on the Economic Impact of Inefficient Communications in Healthcare" 
Available: http:l/www.ponemon.org/!ocal/upload/file/2014%201mprivata%20Report%20FINAL%203.pdf 
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While our relationship with CMS is positive, we hove not yet hod os much opportunity to engage 
os we would like. We believe that, to dote, CMS's quality ond safety focus has been positive but 
missed the effectiveness and efficiency of core gains that a patient flow focus affords. 

Our work dovetails nicely. And, there is on opportunity for us to work with CMMI in defining 
what new innovation models might look like that speed the adoption of best practices with 
respect to operational efficiency. Additionally, we recently supported Carillon Clinic in the 
submission of on innovative practices application to CMS' Strategic Innovation Engine (Sf£) 
based on its call for proposals related to streamlining patient flow. 

The 51£ proposal (Creating Efficient Access to the Right Core foro Community of 1M Virginian 
residents) highlights one of our innovative best practices in patient flow: creating a centralized 
transfer center and patient flow "command center." This best practice facilitates efficient entry 
of patients into a health system; allows teams to coordinate the safest, most appropriate 
transport of patients; and allows health systems to efficiently manage all hospital throughput 
needs for that individual hospital or system of hospitals. 

The largest regulatory roadblock our country faces is that legislation to dote focuses primarily 
on the quality and safety aspect of patient core. Conversations about the effectiveness and 
efficiency of core ore newer. More recognition of the efficiency and quality gains that con be 
achieved through streamlined hospital operations will help us reach the cost and quality goals 
set forward by CMS and Congress. A lock of metrics related to patient flow deemphosizes or 
ignores the billions of dollars and increased access that on operational focus will make available 
in the health core system. By promoting a standardized approach to patient core ond 
appropriate process metrics, patient flow will help the health core system increase access while 
meeting its cost and quality goals. 
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SUCCESS IN ACTION 

7 HOSPITALS 
1,100 BEDS 
44 AMBULANCES 
3 HELICOPTERS 
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Cl)Whowas tMOived Jnthe dts•tn parto4thebcuerl)io:tureaJ'Cithatthe 
of the l>hJ'Siul tl*t of CTat and •• entireheatlb$Y$teM•1tQ9tfetlntasa 
tta!Nn&fblen41nt of employee$ to bell) cohesive unit 
ensute syt~ert•ts w!th the ntW eentert 

G..,.d.,,..-~,.,-•. 
Wtwerevery.vecybleuedtoate tll)tlthalletlees? 

ttle physlett tP3Ce we did We llaYe a 
$tlll'li-tirt4tl3)'1).11tnthesP«ttltal Onceevtl')'llfttS~Wfirsthalld 

u$tdtobetheh0e~allibratythat thelevet&fldtii!Miille$$olct.llithat 
'110f\$perlee11yft01ftacoltabcnho• the$0tlwarePf'(Nided.tllefactttlat 
t.tJnd«<Iifft We'M>Itedwitha'IIOIIderlul operation31deci$10nsOXJidbem.l<le 
s.paceman~te'.aswellasaprO,Ifd basedontb31dataandustdlorfuture 
ma:natef who helped us. IUJ.itnire the planoln& decision$, they embrtced the 
ftoor arN, c~te fOOd no. betWftft ti!N way of doint tflints. 
l.he n111s.es. anddispafchm, and allow 
f«arn~~formoailorsaDd G Hmrbas the CTaC tmpxled 
dashboards. pbysiciansahsf~IORSCores-

tdb mtenul and ntemat? 
rtont theem~perspeclive, fl was 
abigcllltllfalchattge,sohama09tfl Thetirslstep•-ashaVIIIgevef)Uie 
to01muniution from the start was im- cettosomelevtfof~OAihentw 
por1ant. We brougbt everyooewbowas pa!ientlbrtprocess.n.alw~.ewryooe 

goin&IDbemvofvedtolbelable-we kllewtterd!satldv.balloexpecl 

fbtt.thtfa!db3clwe'wi10Wtedtslhat 
~RSkNehaYIIlga nurselac:ilitatmg 
MtytfaiiSI'trandlllryalsob.'ethelbla 
thll'savarlabletolhem.AndWI!hallol 
rt.sdata.bedpr100tie$andaclseanbe 
$l'ctlftedincrdefiOtnSurtpa1Jt:otStft 
to'lllfleltlbryn«61ob&. AIOlotpeople 
hiYUiid tbtydOtl't lnow!ICM' ltlfydld 
tlliSbeiOreldttr~na.fhe&Qali$10 

m:.llt thlnes as seamleU atld tutt·set'lict 
as~.WhM$01'!'1fJCnteCisctfa 
tra11sfer tall, ~doo'l wa~ lbefe to be 
lilt' unwwettd Qut$110ns. 

Al the tnd ol the dtt. A's all about he!Pint 

-""''""'1>11"'-"' ,...,.,_ 
(l) How haw cMtertt~l de91rtmeftt$1 
C'll~t~tsltacallt•esw•th •nandoutslde 

your hultllure $Jllem been eoeaied 
lntbeocoeen! 

The tmeraency room and PAW are 
btt players Wt now abo bold e da!Jy 
operation:s huddle. Basic.ally. the lt.ad-
ers of alllhe ~Njor departn~~e~~b ~ 
lor30mlnutestorev;ewth10UghpU1 
andprO't\demutualfeedback. 

QWhat are )'OUr next step;s-what 
is on the hofiron to furtherMhatn)IOtll 
t~peratmgmodetr 

Thts yeat, we added a cbnical 
transporter d~Spatchet and aa EVS 

• Grrlll«tctmit'sTrwuf«rft 
c--oo.domC~~.VA 
11w~Uf'H.fTill~

ltfpi.,~tbt~~~ifM1S 
ffltm•tNlt~~ltt.h. 
""I'!Of'l'l'itlf' 

1Jtq:/~rtktnllr~1f'd« 

{t~rt~IOC'Imen.!alwrvrces)drspatcher 

to tbt LransfeJ ttnltll We'tt also 
worbnt on •ntegratme the hosprtat 
tnterpl'flersr.ntoTetetrackmc's 
Sernc.tlratkintappl~tatloca. 

We'rttune:ntly loolklg atllow wt 

eanbetttru1lilleai)(I1Mettateease 
rnaNgemtftt/scwl work. Wfrutso 
b>llintatouremereency<hsattH 
~uresfocwm;otestablish•n£ 
crea.terinteeratloo, 

(l) How do YOiJ teet Y* M!lll Quat.ly 
olearehu•mPfOYeCI.espec:ial.,in 
retatdtotheslt<hmeti*SOIItlined 
br the t~t~e•Me of Mtd~ne Chealtllo:ase 
tnustbesafe.etliclent."t.lt01-«Mrle. 
effeo:tlve, tlmely and equaa~lel? 

....... .,.fi .... elyl-. 
especiaiJ regard•ne patient $1fety 
tndefficlency, 

We~lf to011r Nl~ttats to Rtve them 
quickdeeisions.atldbeds.whenllwyget 
hm.siGCttlleseeanbelife-«·deJftl 
rnatten. We want to be $Urtlh!flowtS 
OCCtlmnatbtwayM need r11o be, so 
tb.al patientsareRIO't'lntinandoutthe 
waytbtyshouldbe. 

(S.SUEJ fACEt 
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"IT'S HUMAN NATURB 
TO BB A LITTLB RESISTANT 
TO CHANGB. WHEN YOU'RE 
USED TO SOMETHING, 
YOU'RE COMFORTABLE 
AND IT BECOMES A 
SOURCE OF TRUTH." 

·t~lf'>~'C-'~lni•Mflt!.eC.fiPifl'fJ',~ 
.... ~ .. ,.,. .. ,_..,. .... ,_ .. ~_, ... (0 ~ .. '""'~ ...... 

axw• f!U.tf~fl>•~'fiMII1tt(Oi•I~WIIl"{"<<liflftiQ.)I~ 

IIIM!Idlll-ltiK-1'*-IItfn~lb!*tufU•d~ 
O!tU~!/ll(!l~tw~lt11fo~Qt lho!UW~:Jftlllllb0t4 
lf(k'IIIIWPQf.._\11 •• ~ .. ~~..., .. .-t_. .. 

IWI._,...O'..,'o.-uwllfii)IOMII'•.-t.••fte•h!G•tt~ 
I)O!f«*"ltflll~ll*'" -f'oi.-.NQ.l»jjJI,ti$U,t,_ 
~oJ ~~r.,... •.•.-rt~ QIQt~L~W~J a11M!...s b .. ,,. tot~CP 

'!lfllft•'f:ltx-1l t'l"" ot tr!Wiit .-.t Oltit fii)ICOit,_.VI 
IIDOOotlll'l'llllt•liOSD, _.'II~~tMfll\lla.~lftOI11 

iati'ISI11!K .. IIC• t/liiM'fltii)IIIUt&l~I,.-~IQ-
tlllt,--" atn'••lfH.~UW .,. .. It '»!Orlftl~l .... 
O!dn'ltll';¥~l'lln k:Ntt'" O>lt IIM((IeltliUII, 'actiU1 *'~ 
'ftt>tot!ll\l .... tUtiQ\i!l)ll-.lllt~fltlfi40W"'-•IN'I 
ol ult, I!Qt a II#Dtllt~ •nutlht )O:tu d lll!ltrtlfltlllflt 
QIIXtll 1M 'JIIffll<tlWU.tl --n~ II'J MttlfJ' •~<1. 10M IIGtth 
\11-..S~IlM lri»fUI'tiiMOJCIIIilt.lltllt-.n' 

tlt\lt(¥1-*'tMillollrltflt.lfiii<JI"'nt/ltpll•llbP-11 
Ullllt OdtlltllfUttlr:'WfiYM'.t IOMltli(Jfttt~aq:;~ I h'l tl 
IUo i Srii~CII<Irlllt>e<>tnw_Citaflf'l!)lnl.af201~a 

fiQVitGt~~-Wll•MnJ311~MIII"'III"C.illl10fl'f 
P'l"~ AtANIII't¥11ll).a,..~¥ttmllftiiM"IltM!t~tt1 

IIOidlf~l fii)JI ... t.ftl ..... 

l'l....,.. l-lt•._•nhra~~"lllll,.11U11: 1tl'~llt 
tllrpliJ 1Citllcll;nl;llll(tl:• .w\la:l ~~~~ !rlllf 4 Ollfl:ltlliMI1'1 

t i!N'-,Oh:il ~- btct•l=ll*l !tM lli'<MfloiOt~ ~:oJ ._., 
~-(d~ll10t:C..,.,.III(."I.:ii411(Nb'•IJIIWISollitlltt» 
ti!t1~t ni:OQI«<o'tl~ l:lltH~IIIUN 

Olt IMRKG. U1J!l1FI. MD. MilA. fi(EP 
Va.O...fl<:bf:IIIJ.IJ.ntsiJ,IM«t}.whr./

UwO:tiS~U:itllfity 
J'>t:JooiiCIIItMH!~MN'd• 

·n~..-..hltM~tllf•lu»lt•"'IJ(,.,~ WJotll,.lt..,. 
•·~·""··-~-~~-·-~~••w,·~ .. 
. ..., -.rt~••,..•MIJO'tlll~hl••uur(•nw • 
.,.~ .. <b6lfi'!UIIRICttl mu:o•tll~mtl ~••r,~ltDI 
.m '"t.'lt) 111'11114 b:Oir~bfl. • OJWnlllll tuf tt( •~o 
1IIJ111i:lllrfMI)!WIUiil:.flll• l61tluwtht :.St ltllu.Ull•ll 
t)'lftti.Mttlli'b«Wikf htlf.-.H;IOOt:II'IUitllll,"'': lot lllft 
jld"II'C IOi'tlhiOIIIIII!I) fJIIJQtlli('Wtl' Wlt11tlllnl:•t¢ ..... 
... ltm• fl. Nl$tnii'111U.4. 11.ttlil IUillbltlot• WUtt 
!attltlltlltb:IUCIIJ 111:tlk"WtiJ'<l9l/yOlf ~tm" 

fll b¥.lfl II~IOitt:•to *ifllhl f'ctt lllt!tl btlllfA iii!IQ 
fiM,Itti<IMI~~~"IR$10\It~Q!&I OIItllti'J::fctl 

"INI~t-lltllll·~~·t.."IOh~'WtAMII> 

I*Hlt)ll ltklii!SOSI'Irft.,_"~«<ll'lhlluttht ~qJtlflilll 
10 flt.,Otle fltlf ,_lib ~lttiiJ• fiO~tt.)41f'Mo lht t~~tll:t 
.. -.~J ..... lll~$.1111l11!oertt"•dhdi¥Yt1 .. 101' 
~-~lrtfl~ in*~ lilttfl lltiW"...,"~MIIIt\111 
111U.htllllll)'>wm~ NliiiiGtuu...-.rs~•~tdct«tlf 
·"lt.wtCJnfhiei~I!I IIWt ltlf"'*lltCitltiiiiii'Mnetll" 

~II(MWICllll~-·"'*'ff''lll·W~ltllllllll'inatf¢111'1M., 
k""lfiiiiW\l;ll 'WIIU II awlll'lt N hi'Mif.ft I ~II.,_... 
lt0,..ot'3rlll)lt~~lfOU.tlfti•IN!II'0\1C1!41 <tl\llll""*"< 

"''* "'*"' itt .... 'Wintll.)' tnt !till • ¥ttft01utl ""lflt ..... 
Ollfl)'mlnQIII~n•t«~•lloew4)' .. _,ti,"U«1141s 
N:lllt~ -,. -..-1 ~U«''l!OJ! ~51#Jttt~ ~nfttf l!N~\IIIllt 

laall)~lflll._""" ~'*" aot:RtW"I:,.,,..n:.-•c• 
lfMIM •• Itl, ..... llf\'ll"t" IMIOIU·t~IIIM .-,01 '"1\ltlt 
lfiUI«ff(IWft1*'tlleitaftl'" 
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LEADERSHIP 
VIS I ON LEADS 

TO BATIENT FLOW 
SUCCESS 

Baptist Memorial Gets It 
Right From The Top 

STORY BY SUSAN MCLAUGHLIN 

Baptist Mrmonaf Heatth care recently celftlrated the one· )leaf anntversary 
elrb tent~~~ pabtrlt placement center. A ltemendous.al'ftOI.Iflt ot 
fiOf1l wtntllliUCh.W.fllll\alllli~Ol"'e' Cootd AIIIOP belwettl tnaltll)te 
lotaiiOfiS.tttl.l&llllphysici811S,collaboratingtntbiT8tldtral"'ntQOfont, 
bontlenechoiCrans bot $11ft wrth n patltftt pia~ pat~ lrtft1CIOI'1 
and £VS Central to Ba-pbst's s.uccess I:S teaclenhtp- ttlal engages tJnC~Io,teS 
at all lewis. and lbat's -.flere Dendi& btt)ft Ytee Pm«<ecc of Rep."'l 
0Pttato'ls. corn6 •n 

"CCeartr. there's no qlltSbon tlat slfonl: seniDC ltaden.tllp 1s para!Dinllo a 
wc:c:t$$ful •111$1lenletllat1011 of this m'andvde espe«ally lflflen you'~ttilkiftC 
aboal dlaAglflglbt Clllture ot all «tahilUIOft, s.a,s Ztegf!c. 1Jnbl1111~ety, 
If dOeSfl't llappen Mtfll&ht atld )I(N C8fl t t..U wave a ll'tl&lt wat~d .. 

8apbst b.ad~t wttlt l&flt-1CIIt If IJRI)telllefltatlMS, hmnt 
teeefltJJ •Mial~ [JIIC as its. EHR to help Cllaft31.e t •n~talutfonaaiJOfl 
Yei ntallh systtm leaders real&lld they still nteded 1 sollltioo to raa~~aga 

Plf~~t~~tllow 

leltTtatkll'g dnwsllw flii'HPRSt'Solubon tor PIIMII ~. wbith 
alicrn us to ICU!pt alld retain 031Je~~IS within the syslrlll. predct aad 
~n~nage 1101 onlyworkbUI s.1!ft' too. rectvee s>at•enl dlt 1 111M ftc . 

ISSU'E 3 PU:£ 1 
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sa)'$llettef. "We eaaqru1Nt bmebne tor our r•rr.ckina 
••Piel'lentatiOft, and the o~atiOUI tnttgtaiJOO ~s &OM'fl'tfl to 
datt. We"rtklc*ing rotward loareatet urteifaban ~hWttl (I)IC and 
lelelrlebna.t~en we upgrade lr~llle tat! We believe l.his w11t further 
opU•iltcMpa'-'t~aftdeltvatttbernns~>~:refiCJ'~ 
rtal-tlll'le ltllcO'Iat•oo tor salt and eff.edv.tpat•tm tiOw." 

The i..-pJemenutioltplllCe$.11lartfdlritia $llaU11CJila""inrandaoaa. 
stttJnciK'Ote$s headed by8ap~·scro. One sUCC~tSS t&ctcr was t:~V«~"i 
dillll!,bcltftnpabentandwlpalll'nt. 'flrttln the 1•-hospital system and 
cletom>iniottl>etooi>th>lcooldbe-tom.,.th>tha-. 
Stnorlea.,..,.,_tllattl>ey-OCIIftlliftii)ObO'Uw.l•ontl>eBal>b>l 
sys.te11and in mal'lf eases were ~ndlng tt.n to llecompel,itm. 

1elelrxtkta ttally ltnt itselt to 1 f)ai11Mr$t'lip IMI aliened vnth oc.r 
efforts II' &tOwlll& vofu~~t&." CMtl!WH Z.,ltt 1lle SottliOt ltldership 
ltl11t tbtll made s111e the syslttn. tll4rvid&at hospiC~I and 4e~l1ment 
eoets ebened. Theft was .ctNe: entaeement 110m those at the top olthe 
OftltlilabCWI to~~~munitalllll to emploreu at all~ Even now, lbe 
lea6efslllp !tam meets MfY 90 d.,.s to rewwtbe SCOf8C3fd aDd help 
ensure tlllt e.Ws alld objeci'.Ne$ e~re aJiped And to further enbanct the 
atuM~ettt.each hospltalatsoho»aupi)Ortlftt~rd.aswellas 

tatltdeP3'rttnetiiWlthM'Ieadlofour~tah.. 

n..el~--nolhMbeeni)O<Sillow<""'""""pily$i<iao 

""'~""'"'P""'~'"'"'""~tJ>o-ancs
ot the medal dmta was cnt~eat He was an rslablished, prxt~e~mg surgeoo 
.,th 20l">>lof ,.,.._ onclhad heldleadonlllp ...,,.thin Boptlot He 
'lltnttoaltl411os&:Mtalsaftdmet1Witb~ipbrtavseheun6er;UOOdiWM

'IIIPJ'1"nt I nstoedtale S1atf and a;tain !.be~· 

ror ttallllft,. the s:teff leame<labout how us•"i tbe 8N Abead feature 
'fll!bin lelelrac:l.itl&aAd ~~the Proct$$:111& llllllf: MU,S•s report 
made II 9QSsible to rna nate opetat1011s ift ~I lime. Coostquenltj, I he 
suff leimed how to be tPOf1JCinatel)' tt$00ftSive 

Res.ponstbdlty lw tmprow'lg pahMI Row wtat beyOIId lilt medltll stalt 

£YS westht «her area !bat """"' an iftiPOttiu'lt rv6t m urumlini~tt 
IN!hlllt 1tow E\'S tudtfsh•P was, and contloUM to bt. at the table tor all 
Rlfttlt.es. 1nd the dtpart~DMI 1S ooeol lle top 10 pMormance 11!151Mts 
that 8aptl$t looks a-t rq:ularty. FurthenMn. mte~bers of the £VS 
deoartmell$ are able to $et the d'ltct link be'tweetl wh3t Ule(re tbntel'ld 
how that tOllS up to the hosPJtatand ovmll systet'l rtsults. 

"Thert IS a lot of U!kaboilt mat~a~ etlllle-et~t,and thai JJ 

II»PMant ~.what lt\llyd•tftrtabates 8apte$1:·s success is the 
f«uS that tS l)(attd Oft Ule dtii!IS, ftUtnbttSltld llltti'ICS," says M1CitJel 
Gallup, TeleTIJOkinc's President. '"When we starled ow collabcQtte~~~, we 

advised 8ap1W to tocus • a couple of key metrics •nd tlukld ftont there. 
n.ey h.l~ dOQe " eiJiallnt II* of doi"J that etld (Oftbnut to budd 01 
I'* 1ndAI WCU$$: 

·-.a,....,.,.,.tethOCiiot).ntooareot-·""'"""'""' 
tnoriattt.,_,.....,d!dal>dpeople:SAYSZ* 

lbeoowerofthese:t•f.CIC!onttechnology.~andproce»)u 

~lla!tymerufied.-OOC'I'Ibwlec!W'II• tUt-ttmedltlll'ldhowlllat 
data •stdtnt•fy aod sotvectallenges. For txample, dtmaod in tl'tt 
departments tl)e$tlpand dow!tOQ a minllle-bt-IDtlllde NVs. Slnte~a 

!rom the lefe:Traclunt-l'ltllttal-time.lt CIA be U$td 10 Nnate:U.ftow 
of pat.~s so !bat ~l1!iftlli cat1 dehvet""' lhbl toals lad !:~''*IS a~e 
proto~tdfd'Mtt.anoptuult:~PetlellO!. 

"'Wttb tbl fepo!1~t~t. we can toteeast 'III'OI»»ds aad Meld•t, sdledutts 
accordlllt}J. esoec~lly ill £YS ~nd Transport.. contuwes l~tgler. '101 
eqrtple,. tn tbe ~. the nujorityol oor sl~fl worked from 7AM-3f\t. 
~ wt dlSCMted tt.it lht tll(he:$1 numbtf of ldMISSioM «Ct.Jtftd 
btlwetn JIIM.IIPM, we wertable toma};edlang~ and betltt meet tfle 
fleeds.of0111pabents.· 

Molhtr'-'INtiS"*"-' aAIIDPattOftpa!Jtnl~and(:CIIInbiAIAi 

to !be "just sa,)le'S" clllhnl shifl at 8aptis1JS IM:dallydlstnbutot of the 
Tto~declln..-_..AIISAI4•100$~-membet 
ollbt--ttamoncsc~ooft_by,...,.d..,!d!ltal 
paiJMis'lleftdec:lndu:canceled. 

"SUCCESS GOES BEYOND 
TECHNOLOGY IT TAKES GREAT 
TECHNOLOGY, COMBINED WITH THE 
RIGHT PROCESSES AND DEDICATED 
PEOPLE," SAYS ZIEGLER. 

"Wewanttofdtot:heiOOlQuseofwll)'weWtraMieQth.llwtc:tfl'l 
-:..,. bftltr. "Thos tt>l~pusi'OsOilr C£0.. Tl>etloM,..day to 0o 
a detp dM and find ocd wh~t baP9Mf!d so we cao tllmlftlte lie. barllfr and 
cepe the pabelll tb!M'tl ti~~~e. This~~~ ()t'CNen to be a vttt¥1liuabletool, 
and tbectOsa~atethisMI of detlil.~.tlteywrttA't tw3ft 

oC lhe eaACtlla.tiOftS and the •Pid to lhe sys.te,.·s bOtiOII: l1nt." 

·• COllie$ down to the fiCI tbat tht rt$ull$ art ema:utt wllelt 11 a• comes 
togttl>er. woth ovto)OntaciMIJ '"''~'~~· bOJiot ltlto the ownll 10'1< 
and lakln.g ownersllip klr lbe:ir p3rt Thafs hCWf we•ttdrrvirtt results and 
clliRt*"' t::utture: CX~~~~;:IIdes Leelet 
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25-50% 15% 
INCREASE 

... 

5% 17% 
'. '• 

1,500 10% 
DECREASE 

40% IN NINE MONTHS 
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• Hl01SS. 
Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society 

Statement for the Record 
Hearing on "Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies and Higher Quality 

in Health Care" 
Committee on Ways and Means Health Subcommittee 

September 28, 2016 

HIM SS is a global, cause-based, not-for-profit organization focused on better health through information 
technology (IT). In North America, HIMSS focuses on health IT thought leadership, education, market 
research, and media services. Founded in 1961, HIMSS North America encompasses more than 64,000 
individuals, of which more than two-thirds work in healthcare provider, governmental, and not-for
profit organizations, plus over 640 corporations and 450 not-for-profit partner organizations, that share 
th is cause. 

HIM SS applauds the Ways & Means Health Subcommittee for exploring the important role technology 
can play in improving care delivery and health outcomes for America's Seniors. As the Subcommittee 
continues its examination of how technology can drive greater quality, efficiency and value in the 
Medicare program, we offer the following comments to inform your efforts. 

Supporting Value and Innovations in Healthcare Delivery 
Health IT helps to support improved quality and value by capturing data and supporting the decision 
making needed to measure and improve performance, increase safety and efficiency and reduce costs. 
Since the implementation of the HITECH Act, rates of adoption of advanced EHR capabilities have 
increased significantly. A white paper published by HIMSS Analytics in 2014 highlight s the relationship 
between advanced EMR capabilities and improved patient outcomes using data from the Centers for 
Medicare and M edicaid Services (CMS). One important f inding of this was that hospitals with advanced 
health IT capabilities saw 6.5 percent fewer mortalities from heart attack than hospitals without these 
advanced capabilities. 

In 2012, HIMSS launched the HIMSS Health IT Value Suite to capture valuable examples of the health 
sector's advancement in the use of IT. Since that t ime, the Value Suite has grown to contain thousands 
of examples connecting people, process, and technology to generate value derived from the use of 
health IT, including many related to chronic care management and care coordination across diverse care 
settings and geographic locations. As the next step in t he process to measure the value of health IT 
adoption and use, HIMSS established the Value Score, which helps healthcare delivery organizations 
measure, and optimize, their return on health IT investments. 

Adoption and util ization of interoperable health IT solutions, including EHRs, patient portals and other 
existing and emerging technologies can support innovative healthcare payment and delivery models 
that incentivize higher quality, help control costs and promote system sustainability. These models 
include value-based purchasing, shared savings/risk models, bundled payments and accountable care 
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organizations - all of which require an IT infrastructure. The Merit Based Incentive Payment System, 
established in the Medicare Access and CHIP Reauthorization Act of 2015, further cemented the 
interconnectivity between quality, cost and IT by including measures of each category in the new 
Medicare physician reimbursement calculation. Future Medicare payment and delivery reforms should 
reflect ways to incentivize use of interoperable IT and other technologies to support their policy goals. 

Enhancing Care Coordination and Collaboration 
Health IT is a critical enabler of better continuity of care (coordination and collaboration across multiple 
care settings and providers) for patients, ensuring that the right information follows the patient and 
their caregivers to inform better care decisions. Health IT provides a mechanism for patients and 
caregivers to have access to information and participate as active members of the care team. And, 
health IT provides an opportunity for patients to tell their story, outlining their goals and wishes, to 
ensure every member of the care team is informed. 

Although there are many examples of health IT being used to facilitate coordinated, collaborative care, it 
is clear that challenges remain, including a lack of methods to track performance across settings and, in 
many cases, lack of interoperability among providers. Silos of health information result in silo'ed ca re 
delivery which, in turn, leads to inefficiencies, redundant services, higher cost and sub-optimal patient 
care outcomes. 

Addressing barriers to effective continuity of care requires ongoing assessment of the effectiveness of 
the capabili ties required to support it. To support this assessment process, HIMSS Analytics developed 
the Continuity of Care Maturity Model (CCMM). The CCMM model focuses on four key areas - effective 
health information exchange, coordinated patient care, advanced analytics and patient engagement. 
The CCMM model escalates the capabilities in each of these areas as providers progress, and is unique in 
its assessment of success in actually providing continuity of care across health settings. Policies that 
incentivize better continuity of care to improve quality and reduce costs should be accompanied by 
tools and methods that help providers gauge performance and identify improvement opportunities. 

Expanding Access to care 
HIMSS believes that better utilization of telehealth technologies, including remote patient monitoring, is 
vital to improving care and value for Medicare patients, particularly those with chronic conditions. This 
patient population, in particular, requires active monitoring and regular touch points with providers. 
Telehealth can remove barriers to patients receiving the services they need (especially those in rural and 
underserved areas) and promotes more active participation in their care. This can lead to lower costs for 
beneficiaries, and for Medicare, as well as lead to greater patient satisfaction. 

However, in order to fully leverage these benefits, outdated restrictions to telehealth deployment must 
be removed. Current Medicare restrictions contained in Section 1834(m) of the Social Security Act based 
on technology modalities (stipulation that telehealth requires real-time, interactive voice and video, no 
"store-and-forward" technologies), geographic location, and originating site requirements, among 
others, continue to inhibit access to new and innovative technologies. Policies should be enacted to 
encourage use of broader types of technologies that will expand access to high quality, cost-effective 
care for Medicare patients. 

We look forward to working w ith you to identify opportunities to leverage technology to improve value, 
care delivery and health outcomes for patients. 
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September 28, 20 16 

The Honomble Pat Tiberi 
Chaim1an, Ways and Means Subcomminee 
on Health 
United States House of Representatives 
I 102 Longworth House Office Build ing 
Washington, DC 205 LO 

Dear Chainnan Tiberi and Ranking Member McDermott: 

The Honorable Jim McDcnnott 
Rartking Member, Ways and Means Subcommiuee 
on Health 
United States House of Representatives 
I 102 Longworth House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 I 0 

The Alliance for Home Dialysis (Alliance) appreciates the opportunity to submit a s tatement to the House 
Ways and Means SubcommiHcc on Health on the hearing held September 14, 2016, " Exploring the Use 
o f Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies and Higher Qua lity in Health Care." 

TI1c Alliance is a coalition of kidney dialysis stakeholders representing patients, clinicians, providers. and 
industry. We have come together to promote activities and policies to facilitate treatment choice in 
dialysis care, while addressing systemic barriers that limit access for patients and their famil ies to the 
many benefits of home dialysis. 

Today, more than 700.000 Americans are li ving with End Stage Renal Disease (ESRD) 1. While the 
incidence ofESRD has declined slightly over the past decade, prevalent cases continue to rise due to a 
decline in mortality rates- resulting in an increased demand for dialysis services. The vast majority of 
ESRD patients, approximately 70%, depend on dia lysis to replace kidney function2. 

Home dialysis- peritoneal dialysis (PO) and home hemodialysis (HH D)-is an important treatment 
option that offers patients significant quality of life advantages, including clin ically meaning ful 
improvements in physical and mental health. Those patients who are able to e lect home modalities have 
shown improved clinical outcomes, including reduced cardiovascular death and hospitalization}.' lower 
blood pressure5

, reduced usc o f antihypertensive agcnts6
, and reduced serum phosphorus, which can help 

prevent cardiovascular events'. Studies have a lso shown that patients have bcner mental health outcomes, 

1 U.S. Renal Data System. ESRD Quarterly Update- July 2016. Available online www.usrds.org. 
2 The Medicare Payment Advisory Commission. Report to the Congress: Medicare Payment Policy, Chapter 6, 
"Outpatient Dialysis Services". Washington, DC: MedPAC, March, 2016. Web. 
3 Weinhandl ED, Liu J, Gilbertson DT, Arneson TJ, Collins AJ: Survival in daily home hemodialysis and matched thrice· 
weekly in-center hemodialysis patients. J. Am. Soc. Nephrol JASN 23: 895·904, 2012. 
4 Weindhandl EO, Nieman KM, Gilbertston OT, Collins AJ: Hospitalization in daily home hemodialysis and matched 
thrice·weekly in-center hemodialysis patients. Am. J. Kidney Dis. Office. J, Nail Kidney Found. 65: 98·108, 2015. 
s Kotanko P, Garg AX, Depner T, et al. Effects of frequent hemodialysis on blood pressure: Results from the 
randomized frequent hemodialysis network trials. Hemodialln!. Int. Symp. Home Hemodial. 19: 386·401, 2015. 
6 Jaber Bl, Collins AJ, Finkelstein FO, Glickman JD, Hull AR, Kraus MA. McCarthy J, Miller BW, Spry LA.; FREEDOM 
Study Group; Daily hemodialysis (DHO} reduces the need for anti-hypertensive medications [Abstract] J Am Soc 
Nephrol 20: SA·P02461, 2009. 
7 FHN Trial Group, et al: In-center hemodialysis six times per week versus three times per week. N. Eng I J Med, 363: 
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including social function, which is vita lly important for overall well-being8
. 

Despite increases in recent years, still only I 1.5% of U.S. dialysis patients receive treatment at home9
• 

However, Congress has long realized the advamages offered by home dialysis; its s tated intent in the 
creation of the ESRD benefit was that " the maximum practicable number of patients who are med ically, 
socially, and psychologica lly suitable candidates for home dialysis or transplantation shou ld be so 
trc.atcd."10 

The Al liance believes that evolving technology has the potential to increase access to dialyzing at home. 
Specifically, we support expanding acc.ess to te lehealth services for home dialysis patients by providing a 
framework for safe, reliable patient/practitioner interaction. 

Dr. Eric Wallace, an assistant professor in the Divis ion of Nephrology and director o f the University of 
Alabama at Binningham Peritoneal Dialysis Program, is conducting a three-year telernedicine trial for 
peritoneal d ialys is patients. The pi lot is assessing the feasibility of the use o ftelemedicine and remote 
monitoring as a substitute for two out o f 3 monthly face-to-face visits over a 6 month period. Dr. Wallace 
believes telemed icine is especially important for home dialysis patients because it can result in "improved 
access to care .. . [and) improved qua lity of life; this may improve outcomes as there would be less 
tendency to miss monthly visits, so it might lead to more med ical oversight."" 

The All iance agrees with Dr. Wallace's views and below are suggestions which will allow more dialysis 
patients to take advamage of telemedicine. 

Congress should des ignate th e patient's home and dialvsis facilitv as originating sites for telehealth 
and remove geographic restrictions 

Currently, severa l Med icare policies serve as a barrier to realizing the full potential oftelehea lth and 
remote monitoring and management services for home dialysis patients. For instance, current law 
designates "originating sites" where a patient must be located when using telehealth. Because a patient's 
home or dialysis facil ity is not designated as an originating site, pat ients must trave l to a qualifying site, 
such as a hospital, in order to visit with a provider via te lehealth. Congress shou ld include the patient's 
home and any licensed dialysis facility as originating sites. 

Furthermore, originating s ites must be located in a rural Health Professional Shonage Area, a county 
outside a Metropolitan Statistical Area, or to be part of a federaltelemedicine demonstrat ion project'2• 

Home dialysis patients in rura l and urban communities alike can benefit from access to telchealth. 
Therefore, once designated as an originating site, the patient's home or dialysis facility should not be 
subject to geographic restriction. 

CMS should a llow providers and patients to conduct monthly visits via telehcalth if both parties 
agree that it is in the patient's best interest 

Permitting patients and their physicians the option to conduct monthly evaluation and assessment visits 

2287-2300, 2010. 
8 Finkelstein FO, Schiller B, Daoui R et al: At-home short daily hemodialysis improves the long-t erm health-related 
quality of life. Kidney Int. 82: 561-569, 2012. 
9 US Renal Data System 2015 Annual Data Report: www.usrds.org/2015/download/vo12_USRDS_ESRD_15.pdf 
10 Section 1881(c)(6) of the Social Security Act. 
11 Zumoff, Rebecca. • An inside look at the UAB home dialysis telemedicine pilot." Nephrology News & Issues. 2016 
August http://www.nephrologynews.com/inside-look·uab-home-diatysis-telemedicine-pilot/ 
12 Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services, " Telehealth Services - Rural Heal th Fact Sheet Series". Available at 
http://www.cms.gov/Outreach-and-Education/Medicare-Learning-Network
MLN/MLNProducts/downloads/telehealthsrvcsfctsht .pdf 
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via teleheahh - with in-person visits at least quarterly (every three calendar months) - may incentivize 
patients to adopt home dialysis as a treatment option, and could benefit those currently on home dia lysis. 
Such te lehcahh interactions are appropriate when they I) include a video interaction, 2) arc supported by 
the transmission of clinical data that facil itates physician review and eva luation of patient treatment, and 
3) are compliant with federal and state laws protecting privacy of patient hea lth infonnation. A telehealth 
visit with a physician would be conducted according to facil ity standards for regular patient consuhation 
and monitoring, and such a visit should not prec lude a patient from seeing their dialysis facility-based 
interdisciplinary team face to face to address emergent issues. 

Congress. CMS and the FDA should consider opportunities to evaluate and advance remote patient 
monitoring and other s tore-and-forward technologies in telehealth coverage 

TI1ese technologies, which are presently excluded from the definition of telehealth services, may enable 
physicians and providers to monitor a patient's home dialysis treatment, track vita l s igns, and help 
promote proper adherenc.e to dialysis. We encourage federal stakeholders to evaluate whether 
reimbursing physicians and other health professionals to conduct remote patient monitoring in add ition to 
other pennitted releheahh services can increase patient safety, facilitate earlier and lower-cost 
interventions, and reduce hospital izations. 

Congress should enc.ourage telehealth bv clarifving that technology platforms are not an improper 
inducement 

As lawmakers consider approaches ro encouraging the deployment oftclcheahh and remote patient 
monitori ng technologies, Congress should clarify that the use oftechnolOg)' by patients and provision of 
technology platfom1s to enable such imeraction in concert with their providers is essential ro the success 
o f this effon and is in no way an improper inducement under federal anti-kickback laws. 

TI1e Alliance is appreciative and supportive of two legislative initiatives, the CONNECT for Health Act 
and the Medicare Telehealth Parity Act. both of which originate in the Ways and Means Committee. The 
CONNECT Act for Health Act, HR 4442, was introduced by Congressman Diane Black (R-TN); the 
Medicare Telehealth Parity Act, HR 2948, was introduced by Congressman Mike Thompson (D-CA). 

The Medicare Telehealth Parity Act authorizes a pariem's home and dialysis facility as originating sires 
for the specific purpose of enabling monthly c linical visit to be conducted via videoconference. The 
legislation provides an important safeguard of one in-person visit with a c linic ian at least quarterly. The 
CONNECT for Health Act authorizes the dialysis facility for these purposes. Furthennore, the CONNECT 
for Health Act would clarify that the provision ofreleheahh or RPM technologies made under Medicare 
by a health care provider for the purpose of fumishing these services is not considered "remuneration,'' 
and therefore not an improper inducemem. 

We greatly appreciate the opportunity to provide this feedback, and would be g lad to discuss further if it 
would be helpful. If you have any questions, please comacr Elizabeth Lee at 
elizabeth@homedialysisa lliance.org or 202-466-8700. 

Stephanie Silvem1an 
Executive Director 
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ParticiPating Organizations (2016) 

American Association of Kidney Patients 
American Nephrology Nurses Association 

American Society of Nephrology 

American Society of Pediatric Nephrology 
Baxter 

Cleveland Clinic 
DEKA Research and Development 

Dialysis Clinic, Inc 
Dialysis Patient Citizens 
Fresenius Medical Care 

Greenfield Health Systems 
Home Dialyzors United 

International Society for Peritoneal Dialysis, North American Chapter 
Medical Education Institute 
National Kidney Foundation 
Northwest Kidney Centers 

NxStage Medical 
Outset Medical, LLC 

Renal Physicians Association 
Satellite Healthcare 

Southwest Kidney Institute 
The Rogosin Institute 

TNT Moborg International Ltd. 
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Statement of 

SAUL LEVIN, M.D., M.P.A. 

CEO AND MEDICAL DIRECTOR 

On Behalf of the 

AMERICAN PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION 

For the 

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS 
Subcommittee on Health 

Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation 
To Create Efficiencies and Higher Quality in Health Care 

September 14, 2016 

10:00 a .m. 
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On behalf of the American Psychiatric Association (APA), the national medical specially society 
with over 36,500 psychiatric physicians nationwide, I write to submit into the record a statemem 
with respect to the hearing on September 14, 20 16, held by the Ways and Means Committee, 
Subcommittee on Health: exploring !he Use ofTeclmology and flmovaliOII 10 Creme 
Efficiencies and Higher Qualiry in Heal!lt Care. The APA thanks Chairman Tiberi and Ranking 
Member McDermott for holding this hearing and facil itating a discussion on this important topic. 

The APA believes that health information technology (HIT) systems can play a pivotal role in 
improving patient safety and quality of care. However, in order for that goa l to be fully realized 
for psychiatric medicine, several barriers must be overcome, including a lack of true 
interoperability, the originating site restriction under Medicare, and lingering burdens unique to 
psychiatry in the Advancing Care lnfonnation (ACI) category - also under Medicare. 

The lack of true interoperabi lity between HIT systems arguably remains the largest challenge 
facing providers and policymakers today. Some barriers to ach ieving true interoperability are 
unique to psychiatry, while others are ubiqu itous across the electronic health records (EHR) 
landscape. lnteroperability is predicated on the idea that the patient's record should follow them 
wherever they go, geographically speaking, without restriction between health systems and 
providers. This idea has yet to become a reality primarily because larger EHR vendors view this 
as a direct threat to their business models, which often center on data collection and retention. 
Consequently, smaller EHR vendors, including those who focus on mental illness and substance 
use disorders, encounter challenges when designing systems since there is linle to no incentive 
for larger vendors to cooperate with them. Thus, psychiatric patients' records are often kept 
separate from other health rec.ords, preventing the patient's full health history from being 
reviewed in one place. 

The Office of the National Coordinator (ON C) for Health Information Technology has taken 
some steps to addressing the above issue, but both Congress and ONC could do more by 
developing a single performance standard for interoperability. Such an action, whether taken 
through legislative or regu latory means, could ensure that all vendors, large and small , have 
fewer reasons to compete and more incentive to share data, because a single performance 
standard could be based around payment reform. Such a standard would have to be designed in a 
way that does not place any undue burden on smaller vendors, especially those designing 
systems for mental health. 

True interoperability wou ld lead to increased quality of care for psychiatric pat ients who are at 
risk for continued readmissions due to poorl y controlled symptoms of various disorders. Better 
HIT systems that share information across practices could find patterns to patients' readmissions 
(i.e., psychosocial reasons for decompensating; medication non-compliance; persistent suicidal 
ideation , etc.) and thus be able better to prevent repeated presentation at the emergency 
department. 

Another barrier to HIT is the originating site restriction under Medicare, which restricts a pati ent 
setting to a cl inical site, such as a doctor's office, outpatient facility, or hospital. Eliminating the 
restriction would be of panicular benefit to psychiatry and the in-home treatment of menta l 
illness and substance use disorders. This would especially benefit patients with 
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chronic/persistent diseases, as well as those with conditions that have demonstrated greater 
efficacy of treatment for telepsych iatry vs. in-person care. Furthermore, eliminating the 
originating site restriction would broaden access to psychiatric medicine for the treatment of 
mental illness in general by eliminating the stigma of going into the oflice for treatment. 

Finally, the Advancing Care lnfonnation (ACJ) category, which carries over many facets of the 
Meaningfu l Use program, still carries substantial administrative burdens unique to psychiatry 
compared to other specialties. Specifically, the objectives around engaging the patient with in the 
EHR (e.g., View, Download, Transmit; Secure Patient Messaging, etc.) is a challenge for 
psychiatry due to the inherent symptoms in various psychopathologies that make th is type of 
behavior difficu lt (e.g., major depressive disorder; schizophrenia and other cognitive disorders). 
Many psychiatrists practice with in solo or small group settings and have slow to adopt EHRs, 
compared to the high level of adoption by large hospital systems, as reported by the ONC. The 
reasons behind this tend to be that the EHRs that are specifically designed for menta l health are 
lacking in functionality that would al low the psychiatrist to use the system in a "meaningful" 
way, as defined by the ACI. EHR systems designed for larger practices tend to be expensive and 
require greater administrative support to bring onl ine into practice and to integrate into ex isting 
workOows, which also is a reason as to why psychiatrists have been slow to adopt. Thus, not 
having an EHR results in a "zero" score on the ACJ category, which will disproportionately, 
negatively affect small/solo providers, and may force some to decline Medicare patients. 

The APA applauds the Subcommittee's attention to the important issue of health information 
technology, and we look forward to staying engaged with you moving forward. If you have any 
questions, please contact Ariel Gonzalez, Chief of Government Relations, at 
agonzalez@psych.org. 
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- ---CAPE S:EAR VAI.I.l.V HEALTH 

CAPE FEAR VALLEY HEALTH SYSTEM 
1638 Owen Drive 

Fayetteville, NC 28304 

September 15, 2016 

The Honorable Pat Tiberi 
House Ways and Means Committee 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington , OC 20515 

Submission on behalf of: 

TeleTracking Technologies Inc. 
The Times Building 
336 Fourth Avenue 
Pittsburgh, PA I 5222 

Frank Campbell, (CSM Ret.), EJO, MBA/HRO, BS 
Cape Fea r Valley liealth System 
Director, Patient Transportation 
1638 Owen Drive 
Fayetteville, NC 28304 
Office (910) 615-4605 Fax (910) 321-6160 

Dear Commiuee members 

Thank you for allowing me to submit my testimony on "exploring the use of technology 
and innovation to create efficiencies and higher quality in healthcare" on behalf ofTeleTracking 
Technologies. My testimony expounds on the computer link attached in PDF format; written 
and published as a client profile by TeleTracking Technologies. My joumey as a healthcare 
professional staned in August of2000 with Cape Fear Valley Health System. I made a choice to 
join Cape Fear Valley Health System because I bel ieved the organization constantly strived to 
improve organizational performance and provide quality care. 

Once I staned working as a healthcare professional, I noticed there were similarities with 
the mi litary and hcalthcare with respect to using technology and innovation to create efficiencies. 
With respect to the military, the task is somewhat simplified, because the military has 
reorganized based on advances in technology and innovation in preparation for transitioning to 
an elite 2 1" century fighting force. This in my opinion, created transparency within the 
conventional and regimental systems. The mil ita ry success is funher advanced with effective 
use of lessons leamcd, which negates duplicating previous errors made by units in training or 
combat. 
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Healthcare uses technology and innovation to create efficiencies as wel l. As with most 
health systems when I started working for Cape Fear Valley Health System, I observed that our 
patient now information technology wasn't fully interfaced. This had a negative impact on 
improving our operational effi ciency, wh ile simultaneously negating patient flow transparency 
within the health system. Consistent with the attached computer link, I've always been a leader 
that desired to step up to a challenge, therefore, I volunteered to take on the task of 
synchronizing both Patient Transportation and Environmental Services into the health system 
patient now workflow. Patient flow and throughput quickly became my top priorities. I 
observed inefficiencies and a moderate decline in staff productivity during my initial assessment 
period. In my opinion, this had a profound impact on patient flow, which by default affected 
patient satisfaction. I immediately starting using a simple methodology I learned whi le serving 
in the mi litary by applying four pi llars of leadership; leading, training, maintaining and 
sustaining. This enabled me to gain the trust of staff to support patient flow initiatives. 

My health system had a Teletracking patient flow module called Patient Tracking VIP ® 
and Bed Tracking ® which focused on Patient Transporters and Environmental Services 
workflow. Both were products ofTeleTracking Technologies and were used as a stand-alone 
system. This hindered transparency in the organization. Consistent with the challenges the 
majority of health systems in a similar position encountered with transparency and mastering 
patient now, cost reduction eventually emerged as a financial strategy to ensure operational 
effectiveness. I felt the desire to make something happen so I embarked on a search for a much 
better and reliable product that could satisfy customer needs, wh ile having a positive effect on 
efficiency and patient flow. 

After attend ing a TeleTracking client conference, I was introduced to a new product that 
would improve operational efficiency, patient flow and productivity called Capacity 
Management Suite TM. My challenge appeared simple on its surface. If the system interfaces, 
mission accomplished. The system had an immediate impact with improving my patient 
transport average response time, bed tum-around time, and enhance measuring staff producti vity. 
Transparency enhanced as well because the system interfaced with our health system ADT 
system. The thought often crossed my mind during the implementation process; if I could have 
located a link though web searches on lessons learned, I would not have to reinvent the wheel on 
patient flow. Unfortunately, when I did locate several links through web searches of lessons 
learned they were often broad, with a primary focus on the re lationship between a specific 
vendor and their client. In other words, what I was attempting to accomplish and what I found 
on my web search fa iled my matching test Therefore, the lessons learned were deemed useless. 

In my opinion, technology and innovation to create efticiencies wi ll only succeed if 
shared among health systems. We should never forget that our reason for existence is the 
patient. I firmly believe if technology and innovation advances can be shared as one joint link to 
provide lessons learned that's similar to what the military established, then success with 
efficiencies and higher quality will follow. This can be achieved through vendor collaboration 
that synchronizes all respective health systems client lessons leamed, to include addressing 
specific topics such as patient fl ow. Ln add ition, information techno logy sharing on lessons 
learned, if shared properly, will have a significant impact in providing qual ity care. 
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The outcome of technology sharing is like ly to yield higher quality and better access; a 
possible decrease with patient insurance, versus a rise with consumer-surance. I've given my 
own definition to consumer-surance as i.nsurance cost increases impacted by fierce competition. 

I would be remiss if I didn't mention the success and significant ach ievement my health 
system has realized using people with technological advances. It's not surpris ing to me why my 
health system continues to be the healthcare provider of choice for thousands of famil ies in the 
region. Our commitment to a llow stakeholder participation and collaboration in my opinion is 
the standard setter for other health systems to emulate. Below is a marketing extract about Cape 
Fear Valley Health System and its significant achievements. 

A BOUT CAPE FEAR VALLEY 

Cirpc Fc;w ll:dle_v is ;r 9 16-bed. fl-hospit;d regiomrl he;rllh SJ~Iem. the 8' l;rrl(esl in North C:u·o1imr, ll'iclr mor; 
tlmJJ IInilliOJI inp;llicJII ;_me/ outpaticJIIS ;uunmlb'. A pril ';llc JIOI·f(>r·J'rolit org;uuX:~ti011 with o1·cr 7,000 
employees :11ul 8.50 plrysicrims, ir includes Drpc Fc:rr V:rl/cy Mcrlic;rl (.'cnrcr; 1/iglr.mrilh-R:riru:y Spcoirlry 
1/ospilill, Crpc Fe;rr V;rl/cy Rchahilit:rticm Center. lld~:n·ioml lfc:lirh C~rc, ll/:ulcn C:ormty Hospir;rl, Hoke 
1·1ospit:rl, Health 1';wilion N011Jr, 1·/c:r/th l':ll'ilioJl J-Jokc :tnd 1·1;rmcn 1·/e:r/th. 

Cape Fear Valley has been nationally recognized by: 

Leapfrog Group Hospital Safety Score A Rating 
The Joint Commission Top Performer on Key Quality Measures® for Heart Attack, Hea1 
Failure, Pneumonia and Surgical Care, Stroke and Perinatal Care 
North Carolina-Designated Level T hree Trauma Designation 
Society for Cardiovascular Patient Care: Chest Pain Center Accredit!ltion 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certificat ion in Hip Re11lacement Surgery 
The Joini Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Knee Replacement Surgery 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Heart Failure 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Advanced Stroke 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in AMI: Acute Myocardia l Infarction 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Pneumonia 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Sepsis (Cape Fear Valley Medica 
Center and Bladen County Hospital) 
The Joint Commission: Disease Specific Certification in Wound Care (Highsmith-Rainey 
Specialty Hospital) 
American College of Surgeons Commission on Cancer: Cancer Center Accreditation 
American College of Surgeons National Accreditation Program for Breast Centers: Breast Care 
Center Accreditation 

I' m proud to be a leader at Cape Fear Valley Health System. I wi ll continue to lead on my feet, 
not my seat, empower my staff, while constantly raising the bar to exceed our patient experience 

Sincerely yours, 

Frank Campbell 
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Rapid City Regional Hospital 

Rapid City Reg1onal Hospital, a Level 2 trauma and primary stroke care center serving 
western South Dakota, overcame a patient diversion problem by using TeleTracking 
capaCity management tools to reduce LOS and increase bed capaCity, with diversions 
dropping from a monthly high of 35 to zero in just five months. 

CHALLENGE 
RCRH Is the recJ*on's lar~ referral cent.er wi1h lhedosest¥ternat~ve 300mclesaWifj 

In October of 2013, the hospilal diverted 35 incom.ng patients because of~ issues. 
It was determined that Length of Stay had to docrease in order to make bfds avatlable for 

ancoming pattents, While TeleTraciQ.ng's capamy~l 5)'Stem had been installed 
a few months before. many olltS feaMes. indvcling dtsdlarge prfd'ltbOI\ were 11()( being 
used. 

ACTIONS 
Hospital I~ determined that staff needed to be educated regarding haw 
TeleTracbng's ~gt funcl!ON!ttycould predict census and help decrease the amount 

of bed-related drver'SX)nS. Nu~ingunrts ~tnSII'UCted tO ~ter a ·penctcng· dis.charge 
milestone alert wcthin 24 hours of the cvt'nt. If a ~confirmed" d1scharge was delayed more 

than two hours. s;aff was required to enter the "dela( reasons. which reo.oealed $Widing 

bar~~ to discharge lhat needed tob! addressed. 

RESULTS 
• LOS cfeueased 1.1 days in "SeVen months 

• Bed relatf'ddiversionswem from 35 In October, 2013 to zero il"' Ma«t\ 2014 

• e.ddays oncreasedf10m7.l051D16.l74 

• Admis~capacrtyincreasedfrom 1,3S3to3,484 

• C<>st ol ad1Tl'S1001lwas reduced by$2.297 homOclobe<, 2013 to July, 2Q14 

• tlaily<ustom reports offef insights Into further decrNSeS in lOS 

• Theol>litylDSUfllodemanclhasincrt'asedslwply 

'We we~ on orgonizotion that was not vtryoccepting ofTeleTrodting and 
wen not utilizing 1M ~utlons to t.hclrlull~t potcntiol. One~ we stortW to king 

advantage of the pending and confirmed diS<.horges, our length of stay 

decreosed1.1 days from0dober2013 toApri/1014.' 

TeleTra<king Solution:S: 

• (.)pacityManagementSuite .. 

• TransterCenter'• 

• Patient Row Dashboard'" 

• Custom Reporting Solution"' 

Electronic; Health Re(Ord: 

• Meditech 

By the Numbers-: 

• 8eds:: 417 

• Annu.a1Admisslons: 17,674 

• Annual EO Visits: 52,508 

Awards & Recognitions: 

• The Joint Commission Gold Seal 
ol...,proval 

• PrimarySltokecareCentcr .. The 
Joint Commission 

(l'eJe Tracking· 

TeleTr•cktng 1 33& f ourth Avenue 1 The Ttmes BUIIdtng 1 Pansburgtl, PA 1S222· 2004 USA 1 800 9270194 1 wwwteletraclung com 
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(Teie Tracking· 

Automated Transfer Centers {TCs) are an increasingly 

popular way for health systems to streamline the referral 

process and gain referral share. Aided by patient flow 

technology, TCs maximize existing capacity, reduce 

diversions and save lives. They also maintain good referral 

links, generate substantial new revenue and point the way 

to new business opportunities in existing service areas. 

Creation of a Transfer Center. staffed 24/7 
byspooally ttaonod RNs and wpi)0<1ed 
w1th a computeraed electroniC pat~tnt flow 

~tem,lnc;rea:sed external transfer volume 
at San Anton.o's nine-hospftal MethodiSt 

Healthc.are Sys!fm by"""' 300 percenL 

ln 2010.~1 chosetomest"' 
capaoty managementautol'1'\ationas a 
healthcare re(orm stGJtew rather than 

ti'!VeSiltlg in EMRs. lnc.rMSEd ~bOn 
from a decade of population growth in its 

26-<:ounty serviCe area was delaying pat.;enl 

c.are, indud.ng accMs to the naoon·s lOP liVe 

dono< ludney <oonsplaot cent« ind p01red 
ludnoyexcllange.ERdo.....-.onsaw<>g<d 
100 hours per month. patient placement 

<1V~ed seven hours. and EO hold hours 
~.ncrt>.Hing Aho~et«trOnC 

bed reque" syslfmY"i<f<d no real-ome 
data. isolab<ln status was not being effec • 
trvelycommunic.ated, anddepanmentar 

·Silos'" produced constant communication 
l)(e.UOOWns 

ThiS resulted In lost business and dissatis· 
lacton amon<J phy>lcoans. employees and 
pabent ramtiles.ln add1tUlf\ the systl!ffl 

TeleTr.acklng JJ6 Fourth Avenue The T mel Buoldmg P1tt\burgh PA 1 '>122 200~ USA 800 927019•\ .... ww teretrackmg com 
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W1Sikob1'9 w:h on "9"'9 ""'""'Yond 
the prospoa clmousanc!< cl newly o......:l 
~~ng medical care ul'ldef proviSIOnS~ 

the Affo<doblo C... Atl 

Twtmy of the 26 00UN1es in the seMce area 
are ru'il, W•tholderpopu~Presenlll"9 
a g~Nt growth opportul'llty fcx Me'thod1st 

But•n 2010, c~110rS adm.tted 18,000 
ollhe 35,000 l>lloenl> from lhose ., .. , 

The SltuatiOO prompted ecfC\;lNf! leadetship 

10 mokecapocoly~Pnonly 

No 1 1n otdef to S«Vt a h.ghef poMJent 

vollme With existtlg capacity and ward olf ,..,..,.._ 
Method•st's first step '" correcting the 
potllemY~as to in:stltuttantn~ 

""''"'o<oplonoty IMluglll)UI....,"l 
ccmmotleeiOINdolporo<nllt>IQ.og~ 

"'L<INtS lor the .... :h-Thon. 
CJtitld at1 tllii!OJtNe leYet office of V.:e 
I'Yosodont-l'o<oeni~IO 

und0t1< ... 11oo~d-

""""'""" 
MHS ..... ongogod Tele Tract<>gs """""-"'9 
W'YiefS~~·.t)tNrWf!'JCJSbl'lg _..,.._...,_...ly 
---()Jnng:he 
~--do<Oiy
MHS~ond ...t!IOga:her ond 

-"'"-~""'"' ...... eo<ti'I'Jp<>C1o< ... 

Avant• oerl"'"""•~ONiylo> "'"'"" 
-""""'"''""""""'Hos4>1<1.M.'Ihodol 
51>eoo11y ond T ranspionl HosDoiO\ 
Metropol•:an Method•~ Hos(:ldal. NolthNst 
MotJ1od,st _ .... Mothodol510ne o,, 

Hosj)IIO\ ond MelhodoSl Oookhn's Hosj)IIOI 
The Matysts comp.litfd @'tf«tlvtntU or 

centralized vs d1spcrsed UPK•ty man.>ge

ment by asloog 111< lol""""l que~<oons. 
among others· 
· Is there a >Wde Sl><oad t<dvnd>ncy ol 

resources? 

· Aretht!smale<hospol.tlsmettongther 
budgeted fTIISSIQnS) 

• Are""' c.>r1Coilo"l Slaff, ""'"~ ,.,.., ... 
...,."! beds omply 01 tht! smo11e< 
hosp1a~ whole pot..,!$ a,. w.lobi"J Ollht 

lelbMyiOKJ :Y' 
• Are)CUrfdllylooluncJo•Marll>f ... ...,.> 

Arepo....,l$...nysal••'lllrY,.•t!of"Jot 
loomr -""'jlor. c.rl (Won NW""'9 
llolo:ylor_,_, 

lheOperotiOMI Platfonn 

A~«~a.od:Jbefl"t~ 

~-IOgo>lainiD ... OC> _hut>. __ ,.........., 

uansler«<<Or ..,...,.,_,.... b 

A~ton'lMO\ ThtAnsfef'center-..s~ 

"""":heclo<t<W"!h--Ct>tal 
cart~ whO dtttm'inrdJI .nerm.~,.., 
eK'.emoi oo:.ent,.,.,....,..., lt>IQ.og'-lht 

MHS~ Th<cont<•.-coll 

IO<OidotiC)~•I...,rnulto·allorc:oro.r

tnc""l optoons.lnd phylioon l9f<l'lty 

••lhrns Thos truly cerwot•l'd approach, 
••"' br<l ()OiiCia Slond•~<~• mode......., 
PlocemoniServoc.,(PPS)theuur'hub' 
fof l)ll Plloftlt 1\ow 1CtMt1ts throughout lilt 

>)<tern 

As• key pan olthe """-· MHS 
lnYtStl'd In TNTr.ck•ng's Transfet'Center"", 
to iPPhcauon whiCh autOn'lcltM tht referral 
I)(O(fSS and hnks tht center to ltle un.ts 
S)<tern·wodr. pr_,.ng a songlt, efficoenl 
ti«UOfll( ICCfSS I)Oir\1 tO strN~ p.lbfnl 

plactmtnt trom outfy1ng f;KIIItle5 

Th.s .,.k, thtough W'lttgrJtiOO With 

T ... T-r<j'Ser>lorpro-potoonl 
tlow dwart. tni .. t'S •l'lbr'NtiOI'I•bout 
btd .,.,3ililbl!ty, tran5(IOrt. eu... «CHS!t:l6t ., 

rU tlll'l'lf 110 vans~« ctnttt uaff . ..no can _ _..,..,.,..,bodlota""'"""' 
"'"""""'"''"""'•llunycll)hOtiOur~ond 
~ln--oldltooogooOng 

1110-.. -~...,......, r.marw.sd lt'l90<1W.Ior 
...,...ONiylo> 

Ther-.. ·-......,_......,.""'CAnnotonger 
leel>ue>v.!loiOCIIy'sdrrNndslor 

_..oy......,.,. ·•-cA."""...,..,_bodcll«<s.tocatotiC)"" 
"'"""""l ~""' """"'""l 
~..._..,.., Thnf-procrsso< 

At Rush Un1vers1ty MediCal Center, outs1de hosp1tal 

transfers and 1mp1oved pat1ent now have contributed 
over $40 million per year to the med<cal center's 

ma1gin At the Univers1ty of Utah, annual net margin 
1ncreased by over $5.3 m1ll10n after implementatiOn 

ofTele T~ack1ng's TransferCenter' application 
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'7h~ streomlined flow of ~~rral patients hos ~ o g~t 

help to outlying referring physidans and hos increased 

physician satisfaction both inside ond ouWde of Methodist 

H«Jithtore. Physidonj ore getting pati~nts to the nf«J~ 

level of core quicker and surgeries ore not being cancelled.• 

-Susan Kilgore VP-Pot...,t Monogomf!flt MH$ 

often resulted in inconsistent data, limited 

repor~~.ng,. increased liability ~sicS. Strained 
referral ref.ationships, reduced volume 

potential and ultimately, poorer pauent care. 

The solution coord.nates all adn'llissiOfls 

reques<S from 04her hOSJ)llalsand local 
pllysicia11s tluou9h a Slll!jfe phone number, 
and digtlally captures pabenl mro•caland 
dem09raphoc lllfO<mabOI\ eases phys•c,.n 
communications and handles bed requests. 
reg<Sir.llion and tr.lnSj)()(lation II also 
automatiGa!ly r«:ords critiCal bmestamps 
and mik>stones in the referral process and 

I)IOY1des post-rel<!<oal anaiyiiC$10 measure 
ltansfet center petfOfmance ~nd provide 
business Insight rega.rchnglhe referral 

l)fOCOS$. 

This centralized. autOI'T'Iated trans.fet 

center concept has been implemented in 
severa1 other major hospital'S with great 

success. Fo< ex.>mple, at Rush l!Oivet<rly 
MOOic.al Center, outside hospital transfers 
and ~<npr<md patie<>t flow have cootnbuted 
ever $40 m•llion pee year 10 the medal 
center's marg1n. 

At the University of Utah. annual net 

margin increased by over $5.3 miUion 

after <mplemf!fllahon ol TeteTr.lCki09's 
TransferCenter'"' application. 

The Transfer Center Applatioo Includes: 

· An atl1ve work liSt of all apen trans:fer 

requests/cases 

• One-<lick creation of a new referral case 

· Abilitytomanagemultipleopen referrars 
simuttaneously 

· lnta~ forms ~ocapture patient demo
graphiC and mediCal mformallOI\ referri09 
facrrtty information. reasons for ttansfer 
request, and requested seMCe 

• Afacilily for recordi09 rererri09 and 
admitting physician informauon 

· An ability to tiflle'Stamp impon.ant com· 
muntCatlon mileslones, includmg time of 

request, when MD has bef!fl P<19ed or re
paged, when MD returned call, and when 
reremng and admitting physiti.a:ns s~ 

• A screen to capture final disposition of 
transfer case induchng assigned Unit. Bed 
and/0< SeMce rf the pabent is admttted 

• Robust set ol standard reports and a 
custom rej)()(t•09 1001 

The Metrics Dashboard or the "Hub" Shows: 

· Accepled/Ot>clined/Cancelled/Consults 

· Time of Transfet request to Acceptance 

• nmeorDay 

- Dayof-
• Breakdown by Speciahy 

• Ong•n Urllt of lnco<Th"9 Patients 

· Pai<>r Slatus (by Specially) 

· Surg!Gal Procedure 

• Transpon Mode 

• Accepti09 Ph)'Sicians 

• Physician/FacililySurvey 

• Transfet Center Scorecard 

AvantJ. which is predominantly comprised 

of former nurses and nutSing executives, 
was also actively involved wnh process and 
culture dla09es The consultants qu>Ckly 
won thecred•bifilyof theu peers because 
lhey couSd share their own experiences 
woth thosecha09es and how they made a 
difference for both patients and nurses. 

A Real·nme Enterprise 

In aoo;~on. the system Widely deployed new 
dashboard techllology, which permitted 
leadership to monrtor physical operations 

in r'eal·time and intervene whenever and 
wherever capacity management prob6ems 
would arise, thus avoid ng major bottle

necks. Thisd.gilal blrd's eye view or system
wide capacity also permits intta*'S}'Stem 

patient rl'lCNement for opWnum capaoty 

UliliUilOO. whiCh helped redu<e ED hold 
hoors by 50 percent 

Real-Time C.pacilyManagemcnt essentially 
provides a "motiOn picture" or the entire 
opeoaoon on the desks ol Methodisrs top 
management and any dedskln·makers 
irNofved in the operat1ons process. Among 
other lhi09~ this runni09 repon. del"""ed 
\lla dashboard, pi'O'Yides a constant update 

of census. Indicates whtch unrts are 

CO<nPiyi09 <Mih II AM diSCharge goals, 
which are accepting patients within a 

90-mmute window and whether staff levels 

are matching \d.Jme cequirements. 
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Anoly$<Sof ,..._..,.dato idenlihed 100< 

causes of process delays and W<llt titneS 

for -•· ma:eriolt, ,..Hand pobtn!S. 
ptoduclng actJOnrable opportun.t1M to 

'"""""'CM<all perfotmance Thedaoa 
y.eld also has h<lped MHS odeoojy sl1oh>ng 

RESULlS 

referral trends and~ servKeopportun14 

.,. by regoon anddemographocs. 

Memodts.t tS also matching c.apaoty 
managemenl ~With llnanoal d.:tta to 

~ addatiQn.lll inStghts into the imPcKt of 
reaf .. WM operations morutOOng. 

The ruults at Methodist have faruCH<Ied tllpertatioru. Within the firsl ytar: 

o..r.>IL <apaoly management tt<hnology 
h.lspl<l)<d•keyrolein-orq 
oYe'!ti'O'Wdtng. increasing transter and 

admiSSIOnS volu~. dtat'l"'tauc.alfy r«<uong 
waste. pcomoc1ng on·tlme dtsch¥ges and 

<11onenm9lOS by *""'9 hospitals to 
maoagecapamy aod !?SOUtta.n real bme 

, Tr¥tsf~Center volume more than tripled Within lhcee- months of central~atlon.jvmping from 300/month to 1,000/month. The 

response from r~tning physi~s and MHS department heads has been extrtmtly positiVe and data analysis has yiclded sever.ll 
re'Jeft~Je ~ling service opportunities. 

• The ~tansftr accepQnce r.ne tS now at 99 pe.runt and monthly EO drvtt"SSInsd~ from 700 hours to just eight hours. 

• Bed assignment time has decreased 68~ 

• Lost bed timt'w~t from 76 minutes to 35 mlnutu. 

• Time from bed request to bed occupation i$down 45 percent. 

• The system gained an itddttlonil 4.$ percenl share of the rural tNrketi:nd exceeded overall budget projections by 7.9 pc«tnl 

• Centrakttd placemet~t has eliminated •silo"" problems 111 tM prO«SS because placement ;,nd cr;,MferdedsM>ns ;,re madt in 
re.ll·time i.lt ;,n al-enc,ompas.~ng enterprise~. 

• Systm.,-w1dt bed sear'CM:s and confirmitbOn are compj~ed within 10 minutes of a request 

• At MHS"Stone Oak facility, confirmed disch.c~rge compliaoce went from 50~ to 90~ .c~fter electronic dashboards were instilled in 
admtniStfatcn' offices. 

• Digiti:zed patient demographic$. history, diagnosis, transfer logistics, referr.c~l $0Urte, which helps determine shifbng trends in 
referrals and idMtify opportunities co deliver new seMces by region and demographics. 

• Stronger; more productive refert"ill patterns 

• A shift in tl'tt hospitll culture from competi~ to collaborawe. from sitos to shlted organizational goats. and from lintat to 

parallel thinking by making patient ~ng information available in reoill time. 

(l'&ie Tracking-

T•I•Tracklng I 336 Fourth Avenue 1 The Ttme-s 8u1ldmg 1 P1ttsburgh, PA 15222·2004 USA 1 800 9270294 : www teletrackmg com 
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Oklahoma University Medical Center 
Oklahoma University Medical Center [OUMC] is a collaboration between OU Medical System, 
OU Physicians and The University of Oklahoma College of Medicine. The system includes a 
600 bed tertiary academic medical center, the only level one adult and pediatric trauma center 
in Oklahoma, a 50 bed community hospital and a free standing emergency department. Prior 
to shifting from an outsourced transfer center to their own centralized patient placement and 
transfer center, OUMC was experiencing a lack of connectivity with their bed management 
process, 46 different protocols for specialty services and no concrete contingency plans for 
times of high utilization. 

Challenge 

With anoutsourced trans.fer cern« OUMC w.lS txpeOMC1f'l9 s..gnificant access rs.sues. The 
center had the f'e?UicltJOn among physicians that it was nearly Jll'lpossible to get into. that 

the c:b:tors weren't available toC00$1Jft with. and that rt ~ multl;>le~ togellothe nght 

petSOn ¥td!Ot get a pabent .»nitted. 

OUMC '"""J'l;led "'" Iorge numbeo>of potJenl> we<e !)e;ng denied duo to olack of 
connectiVIty to a dynamll(' bed ~emftlt process. 46diffetmt protOCOls for specialty 
services-, tack of access to the lat~ call schedu~ and a tack of resources to develop 
GOntingency ptans dvring lm'leS of high ut1li.ution. 

They knew the focus need~ 10 be on •mi)WYing the referral proc~ tnc~ the number 
or accepted patients and deueaStng the number of denied patients. 

Actions 

The goals of bringing the transfer center lll·house and combining fl with pa~ient placement 
were to: 

• lmPf<M'WSIOme< SOMe< by doc:...,..._. pnys;c,.n bounc;ng ond odd ng sallllocoon 
!Ciipoong 

.,. tmplemem accurate lime stamp.ng 

.. Determine where performance improvement.s needed to be focused 
• Develop a pnxocol for ISsut II>Cidng and follow-up 
• ()e,elop rotlus1 fopoMg 

.. Decrease the number of calls by 9ewng the "9ht tnformation up front 

The .mplementallOO process tnduded: 

"' ~lopingacoahbon of advocateS Within ho$pltal admtnistrcr.iOnand creabtlg an 
txeeuwe role to oversee the eotJte patient log1stks center 

Products: 

• C3pactty Managcmeot Surte"' 

• PatJtntTrack:ing Portar 

• Transfereenter' 

• Custom Reporting Solutton ... 

• Patient Aow Odlboard. 

• RTlS 

By The Numbers: 

• 8tds: 796 

• Annual ER Visits: %,900+ 

• lnpatj.ent Admission$ 38.000+ 

• Ann~tTransfers: 12,600+ 

• Referring Agel'l(ies: 300+ 

• Specially Se"'lces: 46 

Ele"ronic Medical Record 

e M~rtKh 

Awards: 

• US. News & World llepof! Besl 
Hospolals 

• 1M Joint Comm•ssion Gold Seal of 
AppfOYal 

• BestER in Metro Famtly 

TolcTrildllng I 8003)1360) I moltk<'ttng@t~IMrod.ingcom I wwwtc-leltc"lclungcom (Tw.eTracking 
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• Oeveloping-speci6c pnxocols with continuous pnx.ess i~ent at d'le center 
• Bmg•ng houstket'pif19. patent transport, pat;er'll placement and transfer center staff to a Sing~! IIXa,iOn to 1mproyt o:mmunicabOt'l and 

effici'MOeS bet.\'Hn depaflments •n oroer to solw challenges in real· time. 
• Staffing reqUU'ements- 24fl for palient ptacemen1 and transfer <entef staff; 1 2/S for hou'sekeepingand patient ua~ 

• Ei.tablish1ng potrtnershipsbecween Glrd;otogy fot STEM I cl!Jto...xcep~; Neurobgyfor streamlined commun.catJon; H.gh Rrsk OS tostreaml1ne 
referral and transport; Flight Setvlce tor STEMI/Stroke acceptance and OB ttanspott. and RadJology for ~nteNentions from system facil1ties. 

Results 

Since lhe impf~IIOO of the centraliZed patient logiStiC$ center in 2011. bott5ened:s haw been reduced\'1\th the •mi)I'OYt'd 
communiC.lbOtl~ w.th met.ncs such as: 

Accepted vs Declined Transfers 

2011 ""' 201l 
,.,, 101,$ 

In addrtion. C\IStomef service ~mproved signrficantty With impf'O'o'ed reliuonships betwren referring and recetY~ng physioiins. Accv~e time 
staml)lng With T~T(;)(klng'sTransf«Ce-ot~ ll'lade' 1t I)OU1ble to accur.nety ~te the times potiJMts ched.l!d rnand out. as well as track 

p~kaan call backs. re-pagesand fotlaw-op. The rmproved reporting itsomade it ~ble to prcMdemformaooo about the payor source to 

s;:«~alty seMces and detailed inlormatl()fl about ~ty ¥lei paye" m•x. Furthermore, lhe number of calls decreased because stiff wa$ able to 
get the $KM'I«ll nght the first ~and trust rncreased bel:'tveen the uansfer center and 1M olhet S«vke areas. 

TclcTrndung I 800311 3601 I m,uk('ltngCtdctnlckmgcom I wwwtci~Mckmgcom (T8>.eTracking· 
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Rush University Medical Center 

Yeor~ttomlervotu"'*iumfiH ''percMf. 

lortx<Hditlgt~Pf'O/«tfdrlstollt~Pfi'CMt 

Rush University Medical Center, an internationally respected academic medical center in 
Chicago, has contractual agreements throughout the Midwest to provide care to transferred 
patients. As part of an expansion program, Rush knew it needed to do a better job of managing 
capacity in order to accommodate incoming patients from its transfer center. They've achieved 
amazing results since 2011 when they implemented the automated transfer center software 
byTeleTracking- an additional $53 million to their bottom line in 2014. 

Challenge 

Rush had been QPetating rts large patll"flt transfer opera"bOO manually, with two nurses using 

dipboards to (ecord open bed ~t- lneffioent capacrty ma~t l!m•ted the num~ of 
patients the med•cal center could accept Also. the volume of uansfen created huge amounts 
of data whiCh~~ for S1affing. carecoordln<!tiQn and the IT'IO'Y'ernent of pat1ent 

•nformaiJOl'l across tht system. It was anoo pamd th3t an automated upda~ ol llS transfer 
center would help Rush ma1nta~n tinanoal scabihty and grew sttatEgiC seMC.e l•nes. 

Actions 

Rush wanted a cernraltzed, unifted. •nterconnected platform to cOO«f-Nte patient 
documentatiOn. ~bOn and flow. Already a TeleTrad:lng pa1J~ flow chen1 from the early 
2000'~ leadO<Shop de6ded to Implement TeloTr.>eking"sTransfetCMter- <®bOn to not only 

streamline patient vansfers.. but to Integrate With its bed management. p.uient ptac:ement 

and transport solnJons so that lheyoould id"'tifychol<e ponts in care wppon QPmb(>nS. 

The data collected from this •ntegrated system allowed Rush lO identify pocent,al areas tor 
•mpt'O'Iel11ent. and featvres Wlthm T ele Tracking not be utilized that woulclll.a'le a signfflcant 
impact for both patients and C3reg!Vtl's. To promot.tbuy~l\ Rush managtment ~u-.ed 
lM criuc.ality of the solutions en l)n:Md1ng p.ltients w1th not criy access to care, but also the 

bell care throughout their ""'<Jth of Slay. 

Results 

.,. Patient transfer volume •ncrea.sed from 1,200 per year to 4,000 per year. 

.,. Transfer 1ncreas.cscontnbuted SSl mi Don In revenue fOC' Rush'" 2014 

.,. Yearo(JVf(· yc.v uansfl?f volume Jumped 19 percem, fJr ~eeding a PfOJKI.ed nse 
offi'V'epercent. 

... Performance repons spurred staff to reach or exceed established goals. 

TeleTracking Solution.s: 

• CiJ.pacityManagementSuite"" 

• Tl'\lnsfe!Qfner"' 

• CUstom Repooting Solution-

• Patient Flow Dashboard .. 

Electronic Medical Record 

• Epic 

By The Numbers: 

• 664 Beds 
• Non-profit 

Awards & Recognitions: 
• Magnet Institution 

• "Best Hospt~ls"Top SO 

• ltapfrogGroupTopSafetyiwi«< 

TclcTrndung I 800311 3601 I m,uk('ltngC tdctnlckmgcom I wwwtci~Mckmg com (T8>.eTracking· 
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• tncrNSed awarenes~ and use of featureslke ltWnt Noufy, Ready to Move ancflh~ AheOO have been sustained 

• Oect'\'aSe 1n the t'll.lmber of phone calls. and an IOCrtase in lhe use ot au1omated ilerts and nollfic:ations. 

• TeleT..OOngdoloi>'O"'dedjUIIof<at<>ntohoreSIOfftomoet-demoncl 

• ~me pr<dO(IoOO ""end«! two <~oys fo<waro pem"t1«1 dady"nght·so•;ng· of >lilff to mee<eocpected cr.ma~ 

• A one-way onterlactwhodl cOIJid puldolo from theor EMR provoded IQbuu medocal ~ """h would follow po""'ts 
throughout the system 

• System~ rtpOftSredvce 1he tJme<Onsum.ng manual process of cclec1lng wa1t time da!a po.nts.. 

TclcTradu ng 60011 13603 l m.Jrkc1101J@'!l'!ctr.u:lung(Om wwwtelc1r.ackmg(om (Te)~eTracking 
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Waiting is 
robbing us. 

Waiting is 
costing us. 

Waiting is 
frustrating us. 

THE 
~ 
=+= 
i uui 

WAITING GAME 
..!..!.&!.!.. 

----and why----

PATIENTS & CAREGIVERS 

ARE LOSING 

n~® copocavO Operational efficiencies and 
eff«Cive~tient flowC<lU1d~ 

20 MILLION 3-5 MILLION tens of mllllomof days In latent 
~ityal'ld~iollvrt<kxle 

UNwtC£SSAAY PATIXT DAYS AOOITIOIUL PAfltlfTS COUlD 8t SlRvtO the average lercth ol stay. 

UvesO Money0 Patient boarding for 6+ hours while 

37THOUSAND $100 BILLION 
w:!itir'lgfOt:.bedh.a$~ 

correlated toa1.7%increase in 

0£AfHSCOfiRO.,\UOWITH PERYU.RINHOSPITAI. 
mort~tv~te and an actdlt~ 

ED 80AAOOIG P[ll YW OfEAAliOKAlMffiCIDICY 
l..Sdavsln tqthofstay. 

1.9MILLION 39PERCENT Wlth39%of all hospital beds 

while ... -unoccupiod(•ml< 
PATI[HTS LL'V£ WITHOUT tf HO$PITAl8EOS beds).nop.ltient sholild~be 

8EIHC SUN t'VERl' 'tWI REMAIN Uf40CCUPW£0 derkd timetv access to care. 
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Our spending and inefficiencies don't add up. 

111111111§ U.S. RANKS 44TH OUT OF 51 COUNTRIES 
IN OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCY 

Bloombetgl'a•'lks the UnitedStates44thoot of Sl tn 
healthcareeffic.ienc:y,right between the Dominican RepubtK 
(43) and Bulpla (45). 

$9.523 

U.S. PUBLIC SPENO PER CAPITA ON HEALTHCARE EXCEEDS 
TOTAL U.K. SPEND PER CAPITA ON HEALTHCARE 
Al)l:lt03Ching 20%of GOP. total U.S. healthc.al'espendi,._kan 
estimated $3.3T. Federal healthcarespending exceeds federal 
SQoendins on edoc'.Mion and defense combined. 

PROJECTED NURSING SHORTAGE OF 

260 THOUSAND BY 2025 
DEMAND INCREASE: An >sing populat;onwfthhalf 
svffering ~ le;:~st one (hronitcondition.and more th.1n 
a quarter suffering multiple chronic conditions. 

SUPPLY STRAIN: Researdl •hows the US. wm enter the 
worst nu~ shortage in ITIOf't than tlVW! d«3cces. 

• 

$3,;364 
$2,802 
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THE WAITING GAME 
HAS NO WINNERS. 
Each year ... 

WHY ARE WE WAITING 
WHEN THERE ARE ... 

1.9MILLIDN 
PATIENTS 
I l ~ I ~·· I • ', I 

[ ,.t, tl ~LI .,., 
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U.S. healthcare systems answering the call. 

PROVEN TECHNOLOGY ANO PRACTICES IN OVER 100 OPERATIONAL COMMAND CENTERS 

(l"tilleTracking 
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Statement from the College of Healthcare Information Management Executives 

House Commiuee on Ways and Means 
Subcommittee on Health 

Hearing on ·exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies. 
Higher Quality, and Belter Access for Beneficiaries in Health Care· 

1100 Longworth House Office Building 

September 14, 2016 

The College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) is pleased to submit a 
statement for the record of the September 14, 2016, Committee on the Ways and Means 
Subcommiuee on Health hearing entitled. · exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to 
Create Efficiencies. Higher Quality, and Beller Access lor Benelioiaries in Health Care: We 
appreciate the committee's interest in this timely issue and welcome the opportunity to offer 
perspective from the nation's healthcare chief Information officers. 

CHIME is an executive organization serving nearly 1,goo CIOs and other senior neatth inlormation 
technology leaders at hospitals and clinics across the nation. CHIME members are responsible for 
the selection and implementation of clinical and business technology systems that are facilitating 
healthcare transformation. CHIME members are among the nation's foremost health IT experts and 
our organization Is a strong propenent of health IT and Its ability to enable improvements in health 
care quality. increase affordability. and improve healthcare outcomes. 

Healthcare IT Transforming Care Delivery 

Since enactment o f the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Acl of 2009 
(HITECH), the healthcare industry has made a signilicant shift in the way technology is used 10 treat 
and engage with patients. The prolific adoption of electronic health records (EHRs) and other health 
IT resources by clinicians and patients will pay d ividends as we continue to transition to value·base 
care. A robust digital health infrastructure - buill around highly functional and user·friendly EHRs 
and health IT tools that are also secure and protective of privacy - is key for physicians and 
hospitals to be successful in new payment and care models, as well as to stimulate patient 
engagement and education. 

Promoting lnteroporablllty 

Improving quality o f care and lowering costs depends on the free flow or patient data securely 
across care settings. Unfortunately. we are missing out on opportunities to advance population 
health management and improve the nation's overall health status because major obstacles still 
remain in enabling information exchange. Most notably, robust information exchange and 
nationwide interoperability can only flourish once we can confidently identify a patient across 
providers. locations and IT systems. 

Patiet'lt Identification 

As the need grows to exchange health information across unaffiliated providers - in order to 
coordinate care - and as patients Increasingly access and share their own data. it becomes even 

College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) 
710 Avis Drive, Sulfa 200 1 Ann Arbor, Mi 481081 734.665.00001 www.chimecentraf.org 
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more important to ensure that pa tients are accurately identified and matched to their data. This is 
also lhe first step toward effectively protecting and securing identities and moving toward an 
interoperable healthcare system. Recognizing that the industry can no longer wait and patients 
deserve better, CHIME, through its Healthcare Innovation Trust, in coordination wilh HeroX, 
launched a $1 million crowd-sourcing challenge to find a sa fe, private and secure approach to 
ensure accurate patient identification. The first phase of the competition saw 11 3 Innovators from 
around the world submit ideas; more than 370 individuals and teams from 40 countries have 
registered for the National Patient ID Challenge. The challenge winner and final solution is expected 
to be announced in April 2017. 

Still , the industry will be saddled by a 20-year-old policy that continues to impede progress even 
once a solution is idenlitied and adopted by the private sector. The most significant hurdle is posed 
by the language included in the Labor-HHS Appropriations bill that prohibits the Department ot 
Health and Human Services (HHS) (in Sec. 510) from using any federal funds to 'promulgate or 
adopt any final standard .... providing for the assignment of a unique health identifier for an 
individual.' 

Technology has provided tor alternatives to a numeric or alphanumeric identifier as a solution. and 
the government does not need to be the arbiter of the identification solution, but HHS must be able 
to provide technical assistance to private sector Initiatives. Unfortunately, HHS has interpreted the 
annual funding ban to prohibit them from collabora ting or assisting with private sector efforts to 
improve patient identification on a national level. 

Data Standards 

Even as we work to accurately identity patients and match them to their records, the industry and 
policymakers need to accelerate work on developing data standards. It is imperative that clinicians 
have faith and trust in the integrity of the data that's moving across the continuum. Great variation 
exists in how IT systems set data standards to capture critical information. This includes everything 
from date of birth to vital signs. The result is that IT systems often can't communicate with one 
another effectively or efficiently. This greatly limits lhe abili ty to move data quickly from one provider 
to another. 

While a focus on standards may seem overly simplistic, a more defined technical infrastructure is 
needed to catalyze innovations in digital health. The Office of the National Coordinator tor Health IT 
(ONC) administers the EHR certification program with which EHR developers must comply in order 
to be competitive in the marketplace. Providers must use certified EHRs (CEHRT) in order to avoid 
financial penalties under the Medicare Meaningful Use program and in some cases as a condition of 
reimbursement for other programs and services. Increasingly, HHS is mandating the requirement to 
use CEHRT as a way to drive interoperability across the healthcare system. However, variability in 
the standards used by EHR vendors persists which creates ongoing challenges when exchanging 
and using data between and among providers for patient care. 

The federal government should continue to drive standards identification and adoption in the 
following nine categories: 

1. Patient identification. 
2. Resource locators (e.g. provider directories), 
3. Terminologies, 
4. Detailed clinical models, 
5. Clinical data query language based on the models and terminology, 
6. Security (defined minimum requirements for security, standard roles and standards for 

naming types of protected data, a common security framework, and standards for sharing 
cyber information), 

7. Application program interfaces (APis). 

College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) 
710 Avis Drive, Suite 200 I Ann Arbor, Ml 481081 734.665.0000 I www.chimecentral.org 
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8. Transport protocols, and 
9. Expressing clinical decision support algorithms. 

It's imperative that ONC continue to leverage relationships with the private sector to capitalize on 
the progress made to date across the industry. 

Medical Device and Develop Technologies Standards 

While emphasis is often placed on the exchange or data across providers, health systems and 
between EHRs, it's also vital to recognize the myriad of other data sources that are intended to be 
interoperable in order to facilitate automatic entry into the EHR for which standards are absent or 
immature. Biomedical devices are populating data in EHRs and patients are populating data through 
their patient portals or wearables which can ultimately be included in their EHR. Thus. a standards· 
based digital architecture must be present for the capture and exchange of data first within the four 
walls of a provider setting then between and among different providers, and all IT systems across 
the care continuum. 

Strengthening Federal Telehealth Policies 

Another key component to advancing value-based healthcare is keeping patients out of expensive 
care settings. Telehealth has tong shown promise in extending the consultative reach or clinicians in 
tertiary settings to thOse in smaller or rural communities. In today's wired environment, telehealth 
can also be used to <eep more routing cases from clogging emergency departments and physician's 
offices. However, Medicare telehealth policies need to mature and expand in order to achieve the 
transformational potential that widespread remote patient monitoring (RPM) and telemedicine 
adoption hold to improve care. Ho$pltal$ and health $yotem$ are embracing the u$e or telehealth 
technologies because i t offers benefits, including the ability to perform high-tech monitoring without 
requiring patients to leave their homes, which can be less expensive and more convenient for 
patients. Telehealth services come in many forms, from post-discharge remote monitoring programs 
resulting in the potential for reduced hospital readmissions , to emergency departments using remote 
video consultations to enable patients to receive a telepsychiatric screening. Unfortunately, the 
proliferation of telehealth and remote monitoring technologies has been limited, not by technical 
restraints. but policy barriers. 

Adequate reimburse'Ylent for hospitals and other healthcare providers for employing such services. 
is a complex and evolving issue and, as a result, has been a barrier to standardizing the provision of 
these valuable services. In fact, private payers ' reimbursement policies are often far more favorable 
than federal ones. Inconsistencies in the definition and reimbursement policies of telehealth 
services in federal and state programs are hurdles to widespread adoption. Despite the expanded 
opportunity for reimtursement under the Medicare Access & CHIP Reauthorization Act (MACRA), 
we remain concerned with the limited coverage in place today. Geographical limitations currently 
restrict the provision of telehealth services. The demand for "parity" in reimbursement for services 
provided in-person by a physician and those via telemedicine has never been greater. The 
realignment of federal payment structures will be a key factor to increasing access to telehealth 
services to those patients who desperately need them. 

Further, while Medicaid encourages states to use flexibility to create innovative payment 
methodologies for services that incorporate telemedicine, there are still significant coverage gaps 
from state-to-state. Differences in state laws, definitions and regulations create a confusing 
environment for hospitals and health systems that may care for a patient across state lines. These 
are just some of the barriers that we would suggest the committee consider as they finalize their 
telehealth·related priorities and policies. 

College of Healthcare Information Management Executives ( CHIME) 
710 Avis Drive. Suite 200 I Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 1 734.665.0000 1 www.chimecentral.org 
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The committee should consider how to address cross-state licensure concerns, often imposing 
troublesome legal barriers to a physician wishing to offer telehealth services to a patient in another 
state. CHIME supports policies to allow licensed healthcare providers to offer services to patients, 
using telemedicine, regardless of what state a patien t resides in, notwithstanding whether the 
patient is within a traditional care setting or in one's home. 

Federal telehealth policies lag those of both state and private payers. thus the federal government 
should leverage existing resources to explore alternative care models in order to accommodate and 
encourage innovation in healthcare delivery. 

The Promise of Healthcare Technology 

The future of healthcare transformation hinges on the ability for technology to meet clinician needs 
and maintain consumer/patient confidence. Federal policies that can result in the rapid deployment 
of li fe-saving and life-changing technologies to patients in the fashion desired by providers will be 
paramount. Technologies, from applications to devices. EHRs to wearables. must be safe, secure 
and reliable. 

Improved outcomes. decreased costs and gained efficiencies will materialize most substantially 
when technology can be leveraged to exchange data seamlessly and securely and when 
reimbursement models allow providers the flexibility to determine the best technologies with which 
treat their patients. but federal incentives must be in place to keep pace. The federal government 
must avoid a heavy-handed approach to determining wha t technologies providers and patients must 
use. Further, regulators should take an approach that allows innovation to continue to flourish rather 
than prematurely try to certify or mandate these innovative technologies. The importance of 
reducing administrative duplication and redundant policies that may hinder success or interfere with 
other federal policy priori ties should be a priority. 

The promise of health information technology is undeniable and the rapid evolution of the field 
suggests innovation is not slowly, nor will i t anytime soon. As the nation shifts to a value-based, 
ou tcomes-focused delivery system, it will be imperative that the role of health information 
technology is acknowledged and appreciated as policy and the industry matures. 

College of Healthcare Information Management Executives (CHIME) 
710 Avis Drive, Suite 200 I Ann Arbor, Ml 48108 1 734.665.0000 I www.chimecentral.org 
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FIRE CHIEFS 

Pro!Jitting leadtnhip for tJw fi~ dnd nnngmt:y ~linN 187J 

40lS FAJI\ ruoos 0 1\IYI ° FAJ~...X. VA :UOJJ·2.868 . llll.; 70J/l?)~U . FAX; 70J/l7J•'JJ6) •www.iafc..org 

September 29, 2016 

Tite Honorable Patrick Tiberi 
Chairman 
Subcommittee on Health 
Committee on Ways and Means 
U.S. House of Representatives 
II 02 Longwonh House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15 

·nte Honorable James McDennou 
Ranking Member 
Subcommiuee on Health 
Committee on Ways and Means 
U.S. House of Representatives 
1139E Longwonh House Office Building 
Washington, DC 205 15 

Dear Chairman Tiberi and Ranking Member McDennott: 

On behalf of nearly 12,000 chief fire and emergency medical services officers (EMS) of the lntcmmional 
Association of Fire Chiefs (IAFC), thank you for the opponunity to submit comments on the imponance 
of technology and innovation in healthcare. The IAFC su·ongly suppons effons to improve the use of 
technology by emergency ,·esponders in healthcare and many other areas. Tite IAFC encourages the 
members of the Ways and Means Subeommiuee on Health to suppon the development and 
implementation of the First Responder Network Authority (FirstNet) as a way to improve and enhance the 
provision of emergency pre-hospital medical care. 

As you arc likely well aware, fire dcpanments arc one of the primary providers of EMS in communities 
throughout the United States. Our nation's fire dcpanments stand ready to address a wide range of medical 
emergencies including trauma, hean attacks, strokes, accidental poisoning, public health crises, trouble 
breathing, diabetic complications, and other emergencies. Some communities also are beginning to utilize 
fire departments as a means of providing non~ernergcnt preventative healthcare in programs known as 
"community paramcdicine" and "'mobile integrated heahhcare." 

Fire departments currently have to rely upon voice communications systems to share patient information 
between emergency responders and receiving hospitals. Some fire departments arc able to share limited 
real-time patient data with a receiving hospital; however, this is far from being a national standard. Fire 
depanments would be better positioned to address the medical needs of their communities if they had 
access to bt:uer and more reliable communications systems. 

In 2012, Congress created FirstNet by passing the Midd le Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of2012 
(P.L. 112-96). This law gave FirstNet the directive to establish a nationwide, interoperable public safety 
broadband network dedicated for first responders. When it is launched, this network will serve as one of 
the most robust tools to enhance public safety operations across the United States. The IAFC believes 
FirstNet will have many applications in EMS including sharing a greater amount of real-time patient 
information, expanding access to a patient's medical history, and enabling a vinual connection with 
physicians in a receiving hospital. These improvements will be especially helpli1l in rural communities 
where transponation times to a receiving hospital can exceed 30-60 minutes. 
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Current technology, employing both government or private radio systems and cellular networks, is limited 
in its capability to carry and efficiently share video, large fi les and packets necessary for communication 
between EMS and other medical providers. The~ same capabilities arc vital in mass casually incidents, 
active shooter and other hosti le events where real-time video feeds arc imperative to responders. In such 
critical situations, currem communications systems are readily overloaded, severely limiting the ability of 
both responders and incident managers to view and share essential data. 

The IA FC strongly encourages the members of this subcommittee to ensure FirstNet is supported and 
developed in such a way as to max imize its operability with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid 
Services (CMS). Medicare beneficiaries represent one of the largest groups of EMS patients each year. 
Ensuring proper development and implementation ofFirstNet for EMS operations wi ll be crucial to 
improving the quali ty of care that Medicare beneficiaries receive. This subcommillee should pay careful 
allention to this issue and ensure that CMS' communications systems are compatible with FirslNct. 

Thank you again for your allention to th is important issue. Millions of patients enter the healthcare system 
through the back of an ambulance each year. FirstNct can be a great asset in allowing these patients to 
receive the best care possible. Our nation's lire departments already provide exceptional pre-hospital 
emergency medical care to their communities. First Net is an important opportunity to ensure fire 
departments can continue providing an exceptional level of medical care. I s trongly encourage the Ways 
and Means Subcommiuee on Health to continue s upporting the development and implementation of 
FirstNet. 

Sincerely,~. 

~John D. Sinclair 
President and Chainnan of the Board 

led 
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NACDS Statement to W&M Subcommiuec on Health 
Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies, Higher Quality, and Bener Access 
for Beneficiaries in Health Care 
September 14,2016 
Page 2 of7 

The National Association of Chain Drug Stores (NACDS) thanks Chairman T iberi and the 

members of the Subcommittee on Health for the opportunity to submit the following 

statement for the record regarding exploring the use of technology and innovation to 

create efficiencies, higher quali ty, and better access for beneficiaries in health care. 

NACDS and the chain pharmacy industry are committed to partnering with Congress, 

HHS, patients, and other health care providers to improve access to, as well as the quality 

and efficiency of, health care services. 

NACDS represents traditional drug stores and supermarkets and mass merchants with 

pharmacies. Chains operate more than 40,000 pharmacies, and NACDS' chain member 

companies include regional chains, with a minimum of four stores, and nationa l companies. 

Chains employ more than 3.2 million individuals, including 179,000 phannacists. They fi ll 

over 2.9 billion prescriptions yearly, and help patients use medicines correctly and safely, 

while offering innovative services that improve patient health and healthcare affordability. 

NACDS members a lso inc lude more than 850 supplier partners and over 60 international 

members representing 22 countries. For more information, visit www.NACDS.org. 

As the face of neighborhood healthcare, community phannacies and phannacists provide 

access to prescription medications and over-the-counter products, as well as cost-effective 

health services such as immunizations and disease screenings. Through personal interactions 
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Exploring the Usc of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies, Higher Quality, and Better Access 
for Beneficiaries in Health Care 
September 14, 2016 
Page 3 of7 

with patients, face-to-face consultations, and convenient access to preventive care services, 

local pharmacists are helping to shape the healthcare delivery system of tomorrow- in 

partnership with doctors, nurses, and others. 

NACDS believes retai l pharmacists can play a vi ta l role in improving beneficiary health 

whi le reducing program spending, particularly in the Medicare program, through improving 

access for underserved beneficiaries and the better use of medication therapy management 

(MTM) services. 

Pharmacists as Providers 

As the U.S. healthcare system continues to evolve, a prevailing issue continues to be the 

adequacy of access to affordable, qua lity healthcare. The national physician shortage 

coupled with the continued expansion of health insurance coverage in recent years will have 

serious implications for the nation's healthcare system. Access, quality, cost, and effic iency 

in heallhcare are all critical factors- especially to the medically underserved. Without 

ensuring access to requis ite healthcare services for this vulnerable population, it wi ll be very 

di fficull for the nation to achieve the aims of healthcare reform. 

The medically-underserved population includes seniors w ith cultura l or linguistic access 

barriers, res idents of public housing, persons with HIV/AIDS, as well as rural populations 

and many others. Significant consideration should be given to innovative initiatives within 

the medically underserved population to enhance healthcare capaci ty and strengthen 
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NACDS Statemenr to W&M Subcommittee on Health 
Exploring the Use of Technology and Innovation to Create Efficiencies. Higher Quality. and Better Access 
lo r Beneliciarics in Health Care 
September 14,2016 
Page 4 of7 

community partnerships to offset provider shortages and the surge in individuals with 

healthcare coverage. 

Pharmacists play an increasingly important role in the delivery of services, inc luding key 

roles in new models of care beyond the trad itional fee-for-service structure. Pharmacists are 

engaged with other professionals and participating in models of care based on quality of 

services and outcomes, such as accountable care organizations (A COs). 

In addition to medication adherence services such as MTM, which is d iscussed in greater 

deta il below, pharmacists are capable of providing many other cost-saving services, subject 

to state scope of practice laws. Examples include access to hea lth tests, he lping to manage 

chronic conditions such as diabetes and heart disease, plus expanded immunization services. 

However, the lack of pharmacist recognition as a provider by third-party payers, including 

Medicare and Medicaid, limits the number and types of services pharmacists can provide, 

even though fully qualified to do so. Retai l pharmacies are often the most read ily accessible 

healthcare provider. Research shows that nearly al l Americans (89 percent) live within five 

miles of a retail pharmacy. Such access is vi tal in reach ing the medically underserved. 

We urge you to foster innovation in health care delivery by supporting H.R. 592/S. 314, the 

Pharmacy and Medically Underserved Areas Enhancement Act, which wi ll allow Medicare 

Part B to utilize pharmacists to their full capability by providing those underscrved 
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for Beneficiaries in Health Care 
September 14, 2016 
Page 5 of7 

beneficiaries with services, subject to state scope of practice laws, not currently reaching 

them. This important legislation would lead not only to reduced overall healthcare costs, but 

also to increased access to healthcare services and improved healthcare quality, all of which 

is vital to ensuring a strong Medicare program. 

The Benefits of Pharmacist-Provided MTM 

Poor medication adherence costs the U.S. healthcare system $290 billion annually. 

Pharmacist-provided services such as MTM are important tools in the effort to improve 

medicat ion adherence, patient health, and healthcare aiTordability. Studies have shown that 

patients who are adherent to their medications have more favorable health outcomes, such as 

reduced mortality, and use fewer healthcare services (especially hospital readmissions and 

ER visits}. These studies included patients with cardiovascular disease, chronic obstructive 

pulmonary disease (COPD), high cholesterol, and diabetes. Current MTM restrictions 

require that Medicare Part D beneficiaries suffer from multiple chronic conditions, be 

prescribed multiple medications, and meet a minimum annual cost threshold for their 

prescriptions before they are el igible for Part D MTM. According to the CMS MTM Fact 

Sheet, approximate ly 85% of programs opt to target beneficiaries with at least three chronic 

diseases in 2014. This is a contributing factor to the lower than projected eligibility levels in 

the MTM program. 

NACDS has long been supportive of exploring new and innovative approaches to improve 

the Part D MTM program. One of the approaches we believe can be suc.cessful is the Center 
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for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation's Enhanced MTM Model pi lot. The pilot, scheduled 

to begin in 20 17, wi ll provide Part D plans the opportunity to util ize new and innovative 

approaches to MTM, such as more efficient outreach and targeting strategies and tailoring the 

level of services to the beneficiary' s needs. The Enhanced MTM Pilot program presents an 

opportunity to create better alignment of program incentives and has the potential to lead to 

improved access to MTM services for beneficiaries and greater medication adherence. 

NACDS believes a successful model test must include retail community pharmacists. 

Medication management services provided by community pharmacists improve patient care; 

improve collaboration among providers; optimize medication use for improved patient 

outcomes; contribute to medication error prevention; improve hospital and readmission cost 

avoidance; and enable patients to be more actively involved in medication self-management. 

Since the pilot is scheduled to last for five years beginning in2017, we also urge lawmakers 

to explore new and innovative approaches to improving the Part D MTM program that could 

be implemented in the short term. NACDS believes one short term approach is more 

efficiently targeting beneficiaries who can most benefit from the services that will improve 

medication adherence and overall program effectiveness. Congress recognized the 

importance ofMTM on a bipart isan basis, including it as a required offering in the Medicare 

Part D program. We urge Congress to build on this earl ier action and strengthen the MTM 

benefit in Medicare Part D through support of legislation such as that introduced by Sen. Pat 

Roberts (R-KS) and Sen. Jeanne Shaheen (D-NH), S. 776, the Medication Therapy 
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September 14,2016 
Page 7 of7 

Management Empowerment Act of 2015, which will provide access to MTM for beneficiaries 

with diabetes, cardiovascular disease, COPD, and high cholesterol. 

Conclusion 

NACDS thanks the Subcommittee for considerat ion of our comments. We look forward to 

working with policymakers and stakeholders on using innovative approaches to create 

efficienceies, enhance quality, and improve access to beneficiaries, particularly in the 

Medicare program. 
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RCSPG 
Remote Cardiac Services Provider Group 
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Health Subcommittee 
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Better Access for Beneficiaries in Health Care" 
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House Committee on Ways and Means, Health Subcommittee members: 

The Remote Cardiac Services Provider Group (RCSPG) is very pleased that the House Ways and 
Means Subcommittee on Health is a holding hearing on "Exploring the Use of Technology and 
Innovation to Create Efficiencies, Higher Qual ity, and Better Access for Beneficiaries to Health 
Care." 

As an organizati on whose members have been at the forefront in providing remote cardiac 
monitoring services to hundreds of thousands of patients, including Medicare beneficiaries, we are 
very fami liar with the clinical benefits and cost savings to the health care system associated with the 
use of innovative new technologies. 

We think it wou ld be useful for committee members to know how remote card iac monitoring 
technology can create efficiencies through stroke prevention and reduction in hospital admissions 
and submit the following information for their consideration. 

Clinical Benefits of Remote Cardiac Technology 

•:• Who benefits from these teclmologies? 

Each year patients with a wide mnge of cardiac symptoms benefit from remote cardiac 
teclmology. About 10% oftlll Medicare beneficiaries receive some form remote 
cardiac services using these teclmologies. 

Remote cardiac technologies are especially appmpriate for patients with difficult to 
diagnose cardiac comlitions, such as: 

)> Patients with atrial fibrillation (AFib) that may be asymptomatic 
o Patients with A Fib have a 4-5 times greater risk of stroke and an 

approximately two-fold increase in mortality. 
o A Fib accounts for I 5-20 percent of ischemic str okes or between 120,000 

and 160,000 strokes annually. 
o As many as 48% of patients with AFib may have no symptoms (i.e., " silent 

A fib"). 
o Prompt and accurate diagnosis can be lifesaving. 
o Understanding the amount and frequency of AFib may aid in treatment 

decisions. 
o Remote cardiac monitoring can improve detection of AFib and lead to 

appropriate treatment. 

)> Patients with syncope and collapse (fainting which may be caused by arrhythmia that 
requires treatment such as a pacemaker implant, etc.) 

)> Other difficult to diagnose heart conditions such as conduction disorder, ventricular 
tachycardia, and palpitations. 

•:• What is A Fib? 

2 
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A Fib is characterized by irregular asynchronous beating of the upper chambers of the heart 
(the atria). 
It is the most common serious heart abnormality in older individua ls. 
Approximately 2.66 million Americans have A fib. 
Pati ents with A Fib are at increased ri sk for stroke. 

•!• What is "Silent" A Fib? 

In a large number of cases, possibly as many as 48%, the patient experiences no symptoms 
and thus is unaware that AFib is occurring. This is known as "silent AFi b." 
Untreated AFib doubles the risk of heart related deaths. 

•!• What is relations/tip between A Fib and Stroke? 

Stroke is the 4'h lead ing cause of death in the United States. 
Annual ly, about 795,000 individuals in the United States suffer a stroke and approximately 
140,000 die from it. 
A Fib increases the risk of stroke by 4 to 5 times and accounts for 15-20 percent of strokes or 
between 120,000 and 160,000 strokes annually. 
Recent studies using remote Mobile Cardiac Telemetry (MCT) have shown that 17-38% of 
patients with cryptogenic strokes experi enced episodes of A Fib. 
Strokes resu lting from A Fib are often major strokes causing significant disability or death. 
Fifty percent of AFib patients who experience a stroke die within one year. 

•!• What are hetllthcare costs associated with stroke? 

Overall U.S. healthcare costs associated with stroke were approximately $53.9 billion in 
2011. 
All-payer costs for a stroke inpatient admission are $18,439 (based on 2007 dollars). 
Medicare DRG payments for a stroke admission are between approximately $4300 and 
$ 14,716 depending on severity. 
These costs do not include the additional rehabilitation costs or societal costs associated with 
long-term or permanent disabi lity. 

•!• Why is prompt diag11osis of A Fib important? 

Diagnosis of AFib is essential if medical treatment and lifestyle changes are to be initiated. 
A recent study shows that use of outpatient cardiac monitoring after an ischemic stroke 
would detect44 new cases of A Fib for every I 000 patients monitored and would result in a 
gain of34 quality-adjusted life-years because of the timely initiation of anticoagu lation 
therapy. 

Remote Cardiac Technologies 

•!• Holter mouitoring is a relatively inexpensive way for physicians to obtain short tenn, 24-48 
hours, of e lectrocardiographic (ECG) diagnostic data. Downside is the relatively short time 
frame that may resu lt in missing critical events needed for diagnosis. 

•!• Cardiac Evefll Monitors (CEM) are longer term, up to 30 days, and have the capacity to record 
a number of events of I 0-20 minutes of ECG storage which can be transmitted electronica lly to 

3 
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a monitoring center. These devices may be patient activated or auto-triggered using an internal 
arrhythmia-detecting algorithm. 

•!• Mobile Cardiac Telemetry (MCT). MCT is the first technology to use a wireless device to 
record and monitor, in real-time and continuously, patient ECG heart information for the 
purpose of identifying heart conditions and arrhythmias. MCT is based on a sophisticated 
arrhythmia detection algorithm and the recording and transmission of arrhythmias, through 
advanced wireless communication technology and is designed to capture every heart beat 

•!• Otlter Tecltnologies. Monitoring of Pacemakers and Implantable Cardiac Defibrillators (lCD); 
INRIPT monitoring; Implantable Cardiac Monitor (ICM) 

Sources 
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